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In Our 96th Year

Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, May 7, 1975

UMW Gives Stiff Opposition
To TVA Peabody Purchase
WASHINGTON ( AP) — The Tennessee
Valley Authority's proposed acquisition of
the Peabody Coal Co. has drawn stiff opposition from the United Mine Workers
and from segments of the coal industry.
Testifying before a Senate committee,
both UMW President Arnold Miller and a
spokesman for independent coal operators
urged Congress on Tuesday to block the
purchase.

Choral Program
Planned Thursday
411
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James Brown, 318 Woodlawn, is listed in critical condition today after being injured in a one-car accident Tuesday at
10:56 p. m. Murray Police said Brown apparently lost control of the car on the Clark's River Bridge on Highway 121 South,
and struck the bridge railing at two places. The car is listed as a total loss, according to police. Brown remains in stable
condition today in Intensive Care at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Information was not available as to whether
his condition was caused entirely by the accident, or was due in part to a possible cardiac ailment.
Photo by (oho Whitme,

Carroll Announces Allocation Of
$17 Million From State Surplute_s
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— Gov. Julian
Carroll announced today he is allocating
another $17 million in estimated surplus
state funds, most of it for education and
aid to families hit by unemployment.

MSU Education
Association Picks
Officers For Year
Members of the Murray State University
Education Association elected officers to
serve for the 1975-76 school year on Friday,
April 25, 1975. Those elected were Dr.
Eugene Russell, president; Wayne
WIlliaine, -.lee president, Dr. Willtarst
McHugh, secretary, and Don M. Pace,
treasurer.
A committee of six faculty members
were appointed to serve as an initial
professional negotiations committee to
meet with the MSU board of regents on
Saturday Afternoon, May 10, 1975. The
committee is composed of Dr. Charles
Daughaciay, Dr. William McHugh, Mrs. Jo
Lovett, Dr. Eugene Russell, Mr. David
Worley and Mr. Wayne Williams.
The membership of the Murray State
University Education Association has
doubled during the 1974-75 school year.

The allocation brings to $107.2 million
the estimated surplus funds allocated by
Carroll and his predecessor, former Gov.
Wendell Ford, this fiscal year. Ford
allocated $75 million of that while Carroll
previously allocated $15 million for highway construction.
Carroll said $35.8 million of the $39.3
million estimated surplus still remaining
will be reserved to cover recurring costs
next fiscal year resulting from such
supplemental allocations by him and Ford.
This will leave an estimated $3.5 million
still unallocated for the fiscal year ending
June 30, he said.
State Finance Commissioner. William
Scent presented a report of the latest
allocations, together with an explanatory
letter from Carroll, to the interim
legislative committee on appropriations
and revenue.
Carroll's largest single allocation was
$7.3 million for the Aid to Families with
Children—Unemployed
Dependent
Fathers AFDC-UF) program. The program will not begin until July 1 but Carroll
aides said the allocation was needed now
so payments could start then.
The next largest allocation was $4
million to help public schools meet higher
utility, transportation and printing•trosts.
The money will be channeled through the

minimum foundation program, the device
for distributing state money to local school
districts.
The new allocation will raise state expenditures per classroom unit in the foundation program by $127, an education department official said. That is in addition
to a total of $68 per classroom unit that was
added last year in two $1 million allocations by Ford.
The Kentucky Association of School Administrators had urged Ford last September, before he made his allocations, to
increase spending per classroom unit by
$400. The KASA said the schools
desperately needed the money to meet
higher costs.
(See Surplus, Page 16)

Thefts Reported To
Murray City Police
Murray City Police investigated two
thefts Tuesday, according to department
reports.
Four wire wheel covers, valued at $2(0
were reported stolen from Jim Fa:
Motors, and Gary Crass, 501 Bealt
reported the theft of a $200 trolling moto7
Investigations are continuing into os,
incidents.

Spacious New Mobile Home Now
Serves As Post Office At Kirksey
By NANCI PETERSON
Spacious and clean, a yellow mobile
home serves as the new permanent
Kirksey Post Office, managed by Postmaster Laverne Doores who moved into
the facility on March 27.
"In our new location we have more
parking area, more up-to-date heating and
cooling systems and running water,"
explained Mrs. Doores. The old building
. had no running water or restroom
facilities. "It was quite inconvenient," she
added.
Retaining the old post office boxes, the
mobile unit is part of the Postal Services
program to update facilities and is set
back on a gravel lot a block from town.
Fourteenth in a line of local postmasters, Mrs. Doores assumed the duties
of acting postmaster in 1967, and received
her commission as postmaster in 1971.
Steven Franklin Kirksey was the first
postmaster of the community office, accepting the appointment in 1871.
"A postmaster in an office the size of this
postoffice is everything from manager to
janitor. The only paid help I am allowed is
one carrier, who delivers Kirksey Route
One, our only route," said Mrs. Doores.
Duties of a postmaster include sorting
and dispatching the mails, forwarding
mail, selling stamps, writing money orders, filling out time cards, and keeping
cash records,files and reports in order and
up-to-date.
Approximately 1,000 pieces of mail pass
through the Kirksey post office each day.
Monday through Saturday, arriving in the
community at 7:45 each morning. Carrier
Charles Smith delivers mail along the 68
mile, 260 box rural route.
Problems arise when mail addressed to
"Grandma and Grandpa, Route 1,
Kirksey" comes in and cannot be
delivered. "If there's a return address,
and we can figure out who that party would
he writing to, we deliver the mail, even
though it is incompletely or incorrectly
addressed," said Mrs. Doores.

"Mail delivery is a service, and we
"If there is no box number or name, and
our duties as efficiently and
perform
no return address, it's impossible to
y as we can. People look for
courteousl
that
see
to
effort
deliver. We make every
and newspapers, and
magazines
their
mail reaches its destination," she added. word from family and friends, and it's
Postmasters do have the right to
important to us that their mail isn't
withhold delivery from mailboxes which
delayed," said Mrs. Doores.
are not properly maintained, but only after
Clear blue eyes looking into the world
been
has
the party who owns the box
an expression of understanding
with
notified twice of the necessary changes,
as she says, "I don't have many
sparkle
and given a deadline.
s from our postal patrons.
complaint
Mrs. Doores has actually performed
Either they're satisfied with our service,
every duty her post office is responsible
they're just not saying much."
or
mail.
for, including the delivery of
"The United States Postal Service
or
nt
replaceme
a
as
mail
-Delivering
handles 90 billion pieces of mail annually,
emergency carrier isn't as simple as you
more than the rest of the world combined.
might think. Letters that aren't addressed
Yet Americans who have experienced
but
problem,
correctly are only part of the
mail service in foreign countries compare
boxes with no name or number on them
systems with ours, and we have t`,
their
she
delivery,"
fast
are a real hindrance to
lowest postage rates," she concluded
said.
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The Murray High Choral Department
will present an informal music program
highlighting this semester's work on
Thursday, May fiat 8100 p.m. in the choral
suite at Murray High School after the May
P. T. A. meeting.
The mixed chorus will sing selections
from Haydn's Missa Sancti NIcolai,
Cantique by Faure, and popular songs.
Show tunes, madrigals and folk songs will
be presented by he girls' ensemble. Music
at the
of he 1c9o75
ciuse
S
wee7hear:
ncaeirlIt. be announced
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They appeared before the Senate Public
Works Committee, which is conducting
oversight hearings into the TVA's performance and into its proposal to buy
Peabody at a reported price of $1.2 billion.
The hearings were to continue today.
Miller told the panel the TVA has turned
its back on the residents of the Tennessee
Valley it was created in 1933 to serve."The
friendly giant we grew up with has turned
into a public menace," he said.
He said that Peabody, the world's
largest coal company, has been equally
unresponsive to labor and to the public.
-:.'The UMW is not at all happy with the
prospect of merging Peabody into TVA,"
Miller said. •'Basically its a matter of combining the power of two organizations
which are already too powerful and which
use their power without regard to the
public."
Although Miller appeared before the
committee personally and answered
questions, his statement was read by an
aide.
Also speaking against the proposed purchase, Cloyd D. McDowell, president of the

There will be no admission charge and
the public is cordially invited to attend.
The chorus is under the direction of Mrs.
awl WOCir. ancrarY Tenton.
Prior to the program the Murray High
PTA will have a potluck dinner at 6:30 p.
m. in the school cafeteria. Persons should
bring food for the family and also serving
Spoons.
After the dinner and before the musical
program, an election of officers will be
held along with comments and pictures
regarding the recent Southern Association
evaluation

National Independent Coal Operator's
Association, said the proposal would force
many independent Appalachian,coal companies out of business.

Brown Bound Over
To Grand Jury At
Hearing Tuesday
Former Murray Police Chief James M.
Brown was ordered bound over to the
McCracken County Grand Jury on federal
charges of unlawful possession of a sawed
off shotgun at a preliminary hearing held
Tuesday.
Federal Treasury reports said Brown
will come before the Grand Jury after
appearing Tuesday before Magistrate Ran
Daniels in Paducah.

Council Meets
Thursday, 7:30

City School Board
Jo Meet Thursday
The Murray Board of Education will
hold its regular meeting Thursday at the
Board office, according to. Supt. Fred
Schultz.
Included on the agenda will be: bids on a
pan brake for Industrial Arts; recognition
of a complaint on National Honor Society
selection; staff recommendations;
National School Boards Convention
report; and the superintendent's report.

Steve MCuiston Named
Winner Of Dekalb Award
St eve McCuiston,son of Mr. and Mrs. W.
D. McCuiston of Murray Route Four, was
recently named winner of the 1975
DEICALB Agricultural Accomplishment
Award.
The award, sponsored by DEKAL.I3
AgRessarea, Inc., is presented to the
outstanding senior in vocational
agriculture departments around the
country He was chosen for the award on
the basis of his scholarship, and supervised farming program.
McCuiston, senior at Calloway County
High School, has been president of the
local FFA Chapter. He also has served as
treasurer of the Purchase Region of FFA,
was regional winner in the CourierJournal FFA contest, regional winner in
Dairy Production, regional winner in
public speaking, and has also received
numerous local awards in the FFA.
His agriculture program consists of
Holstein Dairy Cattle, corn, soybeans, and
hay.
Following graduation, McCuiston plans
to attend Murray State University and
major in Agriculture.

AcAs this year s DEKALB
complishment Award winner,lideCinsion's
name will be inscribed along with previous
winners on a special honors plaque
provided by DEKALB AgResearch, Inc.

A committee to study a new telephone
set-up system for city government offices
in the City of Murray will be appointed at
the regular meeting of the Murray City
Council at 7;30 p.m. Thursday evening.
The council will also discuss progress at
the city's landfill and hear a report on
increases in Blue Cross-Blue Shield
premiums.
A resolution authorizing Mayor John E.
Scott to act on the city's behalf concerning
Regional Crime Council funds will also be
considered.

Jones Completes

Jailer's Course
Calloway County deputy jailer Jerry C.
Jones, Murray, recently graduated from a
40-hour course in jail management conducted April 28-May 2 by the state Justice
Department's Bureau of Training at Richmond.
3orias waa among 26 %ace& *lett 41_644,
lorevesa,
pass tin the tea:tram under e
which provides funds for the hiring of one
deputy jailer available to each local
jurisdiction meeting certain minimum jail
standards. including completion of the
one-week training course.

Mostly Cloudy
Mostly cloudy with chance of showers
and a few thundershowers through Thursday. Low tonight near 60. High Thursday
near 80.
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Steve McCuiston

MHS Math Team Captures Prize
in Tourney At University Saturday
With two first place trophies, a second
place award and one honorable mention,
Murray High School's participants captured top team honors Saturday in a
mathematics tournament at Murray State
University.
school
high
193
than
More
mathematicians from across West Kentucky participated in the tournament,
sponsored jointly by the Kenlake Council
for Teachers of Mathematics and the
Department of Mathematics at the
University.
Second place in the team competition
went to Paducah Tilghman, while the
Marshall County High School team
finished third.
Tests were given in four categories, the
winners of which were:
Turuny Bland, 8th grade.
Algebra
Brazelton Junior High, Paducah, first;
Craig Redden, freshman, Calloway
County High School, second; and Randy
Thompson, freshman, Benton Junior
High School, third. Honorable mention:
Bruce Horning, freshman, Murray High;
Dale Arnett, 8th grade. Brazelton Junior
High; and Maggie Spalding, freshman,
Fancy Farm.
McMillen,
Deanna
Geometry.
sophomore, Murray High, first; Kevin
Rudicil, sophomore, Fulton City Higla
School, second; and Bobby Cbpeland,
junior, Marshall County High School,
third, Honorable mention: Kenneth UAW),
Sophomore, Paducah Tilghman, and
Janice Moore, sophomore, Fulton City.
Algebra II: Paul Young, sophomore,
Paducah Tilghman, first; Mark Hornra
and Tarpley Jones, both juniors at Murray
High, tied for second; and honorable

mentions went to: Bruce Clayton, junior,
Murray High, and Ralph Williamson,
junior, Fulton City.
Comprehensive Mathematics: Bill
Boston, junior, Murray High, first; Dean
Harrison, senior, Farmington, second;
and Greg Culver, senior, Marshall County
High, third. Honorable mention: Bobby
Wagner, Paducah Tilghman, senior, and
David S. Meyer, senior, Paducah Tilghman.
Culver was awarded the top scholarship
award, one of $300 because the first place

winner, Boston, was not a senior at his
school and because Harrison already has
been awarded a Presidential Scholarship
at Murray State.
The second place scholarship award, one
of $200, went to Wagner.
Coordinating the tournament were Mrs.
Darlene Colson, Cuba; Lonnie Moffitt,
Mayfield Middle School, Mrs. Wanda
Mitchell, Calloway County High; Mrs.
Marlene Campbell, representing the
KCTM, and Dr Gary Jones, associate
professor of mathematics at Murray State.

MATH TEAM WINS — Members of the Murray High School math team won first place in a math contest at Murray State University. Team members are, left to
right, back row, Bill Boston, Bruce Clayton, Edwin Garrett, Tarpley Jones, Ken
Farley, Mark Homra and Greg Vaughn. Front row, Bruce Homing, Suzane Cornwell, Tamnfy Melton, Deanna McMillen, Jackie Galloway and Vanessa Hendon.
a
Not pictured are Steve Howard and Joey Grady.
Photo br John Whitme.
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Your Individual
Frances Horoscope

Mi

Local Church Women Attend The
'President's Day' At Dresden

7-=
•37/

Drake

The Paris District Executive
Committee of United Methodist
Women were host to the annual
"President's Day" Thursday,
May 1, at the United Methodist
Church in Dresden, Tenn.
starting at 10 o'clock. At noon a
planned luncheon was served.
The committee was assisted in
serving by local women of the
Dresden church.

FOR THURSDAY,MAY 8, 1975
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.

not mistake honest discussion
for hostility.
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
A day for reflection. Give
careful thought to decisions you
must make soon. Outcomes
could be extremely important to
the future.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
A good period for branching
out into new fields if your
regular activities allow you the
time. Creative interests especially favored.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22' to Jan. 20) V
Bonuses indicated from past
efforts. These should give you
new incentive, perhaps a wholly
new approach in certain areas.
Long-range plans favored.
AQUARIUS
016,
6o
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Some intrigue likely in occupational circles. YOU remain
discreet and keep involvement
to a minimum.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
A new work assignment may
seem difficult to carry out, but a
comprehensive discussion with
close associates will produce
useful ideas, guidance.

Lakeshore Assembly April 26-27
urged the women to attend the
summer Retreat at Lambuth
College July 10-11. Mrs. H. L.
Hearn, Mission Coordinator of
Christian Global Concerns
announced School of Christian
Mission at Lambuth would be a
weekend meeting Aug. 1-3 and
urged each unit to send a
representative.
Needs of the Thrist Store at
Reelfoot Rural Ministry was
stressed along with requests for
support of our missionary, Joe
Charles Stroud, formerly of
Martin, Tenn.
Lunch was served at 12:30
and Mrs. Oliver gave thanks for
the food.
Those
attending
from
the
Murray
area
besides Mrs. Erwin were: Mrs.
Barbara Brandon and Mrs. Inez
Jones of Murray First Church,
Mrs. Olga K.Freeman and Mrs.
Eula McCullough of Hazel, Mrs.
Marella Farless of Goshen,
Mrs. Clarice Nersworthy of
Kirksey, Mrs. Judith Jackson
and Mrs. Karen Coles of
Mason's Chapel, Mrs. Esther
Sigmon and Mrs. Ann Sympson
of Good Shepherd, and Mrs.
Clara Brandon, Mrs. Mavis W.
Mccamish, and Mrs. Clovis
Brown of South Pleasant Grove.

°peak -74141.-
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Call 153-8856
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100°0 Polyester

DOUBLE KNITS

67
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Reg. $1.99 if on bolts
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COOL & CRISP

23

DOTTED SWISS
With all the charm of on English
garden' Polyester-cotton. No-iron
45" wide.

weq

1.81

•4

DOUBLE KNIT

88

GABARDINE
Great vocation wear with the easy•
core, easy-wear difference of no-iron
polyester. 60" wide.

0 6.

The Independence United
Methodist Church Women held
its April meeting at the church
with Marieta Burkeen as the
speaker for both the women and
the men's groups.
"Four Flowers" was the topic
of her discussion in which she
used four different types of
flowers to illustrate the kind of
person one might be. She used
various scripture readings
relating to the type of
discussion.
Reports were given by Mary
Phillips and Livie Finnell
Projects were discussed by the
group and the closing prayer
was by Inez Hopkins.
Refreshments were served to
the ten women, seven men, and
one visitor.

YD.

Stage Band Presents
Program At Westview
Nursing Home, Murray

POPULAR MENSWEAR

DOUBLE KNITS
For men's & women's toilored looks.
60" wide. Super new patterns in
no-iron polyester.

re,
3.99

Sir

NEW, NO-IRON

1-TOP KNITS
Conversational, whimsical, dere.
lightful designs. Polyester-cotton. 2.41
60" wide,

Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center

etitt

9
YO.

The Murray High School
Stage Band presented a concert
at West View Nursing Home.
Monday, April 14, under the
direction of Joe Sills.
The group played jazz of the
by gone era with Count Bessie,
Glen Miller and Duke Ellington
being a few of the musical
arrangements played.
Volunteers
from
the.
University Church of Christ and
the
Murray Comm-unity
assisted the residents in
preparation for the program
Mrs. Bettye Jones, Activity
Director, commented that the
patients were spellbound by the
delightful music and appreciated the band for
presenting this fine program

753-3314
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NEW FREEDOM BATTERY
The Towne Coupe is the
first Chevrolet to have it.
Standard. Needs no refill.
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Monza
Towne Coupe
THREE ENGINES TO CHOOSE
FROM. The standard engine is a
thrifty 2.3-litre single-barrel Four.
Available: a 2.3-litre double-barrel
Four and a small 4.3-litre V8. Depending on engine selection, there ore
four transmissions available.
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Starts TOMORROW!

Chevrolet announces a new small car.

34 MILES PER GALLON. Equipped with its
available 5-speed transmission and 2.3-litre
2-barrel engine, the Monza Towne Coupe has
been rated by the EPA as follows: 21 mpg in
the city test, 34 'mpg in the highway test . .
better than a lot of foreign cars.
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Miss Marketia Orr Is
Honored With Shower

Independence
Women Meet
At Church

9
44

Times

Starts TOMORROW!

Can't Bare Husband's
Friend

Electrolysis

Any-season fabric
in colorful, no-iron
polyester. Toneon-tones, two-tones,
novelties, foncies.
60" wide.

Murray
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ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) erA
Make your schedule a flexible
Mrs. L. E. McCord, district
one. There are possibilities of
president, presided
and
changes and variations in
welcomed each one present.
certain situations — all
Mrs. Eli Meador of Gleason
By Abigail Van Buren
promising to be beneficial.
c 1975 by Clucago Tribune-N Y Nines Syn.!
gave the inOobation.
Inc
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Presidents of 54 local units or
You may now expect a
their substitute along with
DEAR ABBY: My husband is friendly with a fellow
"different" approach from
circle chairpersons were
whose fiancee dances topless in a bar. (I'll call her
others; also a real surprise.
honored guests. Fifty-eight
"Sandra.")
Work consistently on endeavors
I'm ashamed to say that my husband has been to this
women attended. Each woman
which net big dividends. Your
bar, so he has seen Sandra practically naked. He says she
shared with the group their
prestige increases.
has a "fantastic" body, even though she admits to having
accomplishments toward the
had silicone implants.
GEMINI
goals of 1975. These related to
,-840"
He insists that Sandra is a very "sweet and
I May 22 to June 21) a""growing spiritually, increased
7'
down-to-earth" person, and he keeps wanting me to meet
Avoid needless anxiety and
membership and pledge, faith
her socially. (His buddy wants the four of us to go out
tension. You can deal efinto action and promoting
together.)
fectively with difficult assignreading.
Abby, I -don't care to meet her. I would be very
ments by being your inherent
uncomfortable in the company of a woman whom my
Each district officer present
ingenious and far-seeing self.
husband had seen topless. My husband says, "It's only a
reported on their work and Mrs.
CANCER
job," and that Sandra is as nice a person as I am.
Otis W. Erwin, Murray,
(June 22 to July 23)
Am I wrong to feel the way I do? What kind of a woman
Memphis Conference Mission
Break your day down to
you think would dance topless for a living? She can't be a
do
Coordinator of Christian Pervery moral person.
definite essentials and elemsonhood gave a short report.
ST. LOUIS
inate the unimportant. Do not
Mrs. T. J. Oliver reported on
engage in untried ventures
the Prayer Retreat held at
DEAR SAINT: Not everyone views nudity as
except where "dry runs" seem
"immoral."
Some women land men) pose nude for artists.
feasible.
However, if you would feel uncomfortable in Sandra's
LEO
company, it's your right to avoid her.
July 24 to Aug. 23)
YOU BORN TODAY are
Wait for cues before launchDEAR ABBY: I was recently invited to a friend's home
ing any project. An activity- endowed with a multitude of
for dinner. The table was beautifully set, but after the
happy person such as yourself fine qualities and the potentials
guests were seated, I was surprised to see that the hostess
could get into difficult situations for attainment of a high order.
set a place for herself.
light blue dress with navy ac- had not that
Miss Marketia Orr, June 6th
Unlike most Taureans, your
if not on guard.
she was "on a diet- and had already eaten
She said
cessories. Both were presented her diet dinner. Then she served us and didn't even join us
talents run more to business bride-elect of Jimmy Cain, was
VIRGO
with hostesses' gift corsages of at the table.
organization and finance rather the honoree at a delightfully
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
white carnations.
Was this proper? I felt as though we were invited to her
Some complications indicated than to the creative. You do, planned bridal shower held on
Games were played with Mrs. home to be given a free meal—like a couple of charity cases.
in job matters. Beware of in- however, have the same love of Tuesday, April 22, at seven p.
Mildred Harrison as the leader. What is your opinion of this?
stability, emotionalism. Consult beauty and artistry as others of m. at the Community Room of
FED, NOT ENTERTAINED
The door prizes were won by
with others as to the best way to your Sign, but may satisfy it by the Murray Federal Savings
becoming an exhibitor or patron and Loan Building.
Mrs. Lurleen Wilkerson and
get on the productive road.
DEAR FED: Your hostess should have sat with her
of the arts. Innately, you are
Miss Teresa Starks who
LIBRA
The hostesses for the special
and eaten her "diet dinner" unceremoniously while
guests
precise,
methodical,
loyal
and
presented them to Miss Orr.
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
occasion were Mesdames
yours.
ate
you
You may encounter what have a great love for mankind Maxine Nance, Ruby Duncan,
The honoree opened her many
seems to be undue opposition. and for the outdoors. Fields in Omega Gargus, Mildred
gifts which had been placed on
DEAR ABBY: When I was younger. I used to drive a car
Take whatever steps are which you could make an Harrison, Betty Lockhart, the table overlaid with pink and
though I were going to a fire. But now that I am married
as
necessary to overcome it, but do outstanding success, aside from Juanita Collins, Willie Vance, white cutwork cloth. A pink and
have a son, I realize how precious life is, so I no longer
and
the aforementioned business
white umbrella centered the
drive that way.
Dorothy Brandon, and Miss
and finance: the law, statesI want to know if you think it's wrong to ask the person
table carrying out the wedding
manship, manufacturing and Sandra Hughes.
who is driving too fast to slow down. My husband says I
theme.
Assisting
For
the
with
event
the
the
honoree
For Information
forestry. Birthdate of: Harry S.
should keep my mouth shut, and my trembling knees and
chose to wear from her opening of the gifts were Misses
Truman, 33rd Pres., U.S.A.
nerves to myself.
Regarding
trousseau a pink knit dress with Sheila Foster and Lisa
Don't I have the right to have a safe trip? When I've been
matching jacket and pink ac- McReynolds, cousins of the
a passenger in cars with reckless drivers, I have promised
her
of
bride-ele
two
ct and also
God that if He would only let me get home safely. I would
For a thrifty meatless main cessories. She was presented a
never get into a car with that driver again.
dish for supper top a cooked corsage of white sweetheart bridesmaids.
(Permanent
Refreshments of punch, cake,
My husband has a fit every time I complain about
vegetable casserole with corn roses by the hostesses.
somebody's driving.(Not his. He's okay. I mean friends and
Mrs. Dewey Orr, mother of mints, and nuts were served
muffin batter — homemade or
Removal of Hair)
relatives who drive beyond the speed limit whether they are
from a mix. Or serve poached the honoree, wore a pink dress from silver and crystal aplate or not.) Am I wrong?
eggs on buttered toasted Eng- with pink accessories, and Mrs. pointments at the beautifully
NO EASY RIDER
lish muffins and top with a Edwin Cain, mother of the appointed table overlaid with a
cheese sauce.
pink and white cutwork cloth
groom-elect, was attired in a
DEAR NO: No! You are absolutely right! Whenever
and
centered
with
an
possible, avoid riding with reckless drivers. Should you find
arrangement of pink and white
yourself trapped with one, let your feelings be known—loud
carnations, miniature mums,
and clear.
and baby's breath, flanked by
STORE
pink tapers in sil;•er canCONFIDENTIAL TO BB,: People who live in glass
HOURS
delabra.
houses shouldn't get stoned.
Presiding at the register was
1-6 Sun.
Miss Sandra Hughes. The guest
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
9-6 Mon -Sat.
register table was overlaid with
reply, write to ABBY. Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
a white cloth and centered with
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
a bud vase of roses and baby's
Hate to write letters? Send $I to Abigail Van Buren, 132
breath.
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose a
long, self-addressed, stamped (20e 1 envelope.

)ertit)
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FORMAL VINYL ROOF STANDARD. In your pick of nine
colors. The lower body comes
in thirteen colors.

SMALL AND DRESSY. There hove
always been dressy big Chevrolets.
This is a dressy small one. les,
fun to
drive. It's comfortoble inside. It comes
with a very sensible price.

A WIDE SELECTION
OF OPTIONS. Leather
upholstery, forged aluminum wheels, AM/FM
stereo—they're all available. And up to you.

AT YOUR CHEVROLET
DEALER'S MAY 8. See it
soon. We think you'll find
it's both a sensibly priced
car to start with, and a sensible little car to stay with.

A CHOICE OF RICHLOOKING INTERIORS.
Either vinyl or luxurious
pattern cloth is standard.

Chevrolet
Chevrolet makes sense
for America

•

Dressy.Fun to Drive.Sensibly Priced.
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Mrs. Shoemaker
Hostess, New

To Be Married

Providence
Emma%
)7:3O
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Lisa Jones, a junior at
Murray iligh School and
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alvis
Jones, has been named
recipient of the Lulu Young
Memorial Award presented
each year by the Murray High
Tr -Alpha to the junior who best
exemplifies the Christian
standards of the club.

The home of Mrs. George
Shoemaker was the scene of the
April meeting of the New
Providence Homemakers Club
with Mrs. June Curd, president,
presiding, Mrs. Jim Allbritten
reading the scripture from John
3.16, and Mrs. Alice Miller,
secretary-treasurer, giving
reports.
Mrs. Jackie Hendon gave the
lesson on "Combining'Old and
New Furniture."
Landscape notes on pruning
hedges were read by Mrs. Curd,
and the recreational period was
led by Mrs. Karen Housden.
Refreshments were served by
the hostess. Also present were
Patsy Pittman and Van, Gail
Herndon, Iris Casteel, Michael
and Barbara, Sylvia Puckett,
Dorval Hendon, and Wanda
Osborn.
The next meeting will be with
Mrs. Dorval Hendon on May 13
at one p.m.

The award, which includes
the engraving of the winner's
name on a plaque displayed in
the school office, was presented
to Miss Jones by Martha
McKinney, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. John McKinney, last
year's recipient, at the annual
Tr -Alpha installation dinner,
held Monday evening at the
school.
A second honor was the
naming of Miss Jones as the
president for the coming school
year.
Other officers installed were

Miss Diana Boone and
Dennis O'Neal Lane

II*

GREAT GETAWAy
OffER
TRAVEL COMPANION KIT
GIFT-WITH-PURCHASE

COLOR
AVISION

e:so
n Free
ar

:Poly
savssozzo

Merle Norman Cleansing
Cream Lotion, Fresh 'n Fair
Lotion. Moisture Lotion and
Shape'n Sheen Shampoo —
all four in a Great Getaway
weekend travel case. All
yours, now, as our
complimentary gift with this
coupon and any $6 Merle
Norman cosmetic purchase!
Come, today!
Only at your

MERLE

noRmRn

COSMETIC STUDIO
MURRAY
107 North 4th Street
'Otter good tnrougn June 30.1975
wrIrter suppers test

An announcement of interest is made today by 0. B. Boone, Jr.,
Lynn Grove Road, of the engagement and approaching marriage
of his daughter, Diana, to Dennis O'Neal Lane, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Norman Lane, 1601 Patillane Drive.
The bride-elect is the daughter of the late Mrs.0. B. Boone, Jr.,
and the granddaughter of Mrs. 0. B. Boone, Sr. of Murray, alai
the late Mr. Boone. Her maternal grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Ward Fuller of Southport, N.C.
Miss Boone, a 1972 graduate of Murray High-School, attended
Centre College in Danville, and is presently a junior at Murray
State University, where she is majoring in accounting.
Mr. Lane,a 1972 graduate of Murray High School, is a junior at
Murray State University, and a member of Lambda Chi Alpha
Fraternity. He is employed at Buckingham-Ray Ltd. of Murray.
He is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Lane of Dover,
Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Painter of Aliquippa, Pa.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, July 19 at six p.m.
afFirst Christian Church of Murray. Only out of town invitations
will be sent, and all friends and relatives are invited.

THOMPSON BOY
Mr
and
Mrs. Tommy
Thompson, 901 Sunny Lane,
Murray, are the parents of a
baby boy, Charles Bryan,
weighing eight pounds thirteen
ounces and measuring 21-A
inches, born on Saturday, April
26, at 9:58 a.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The father is assistant
manager of IGA Southside.
Grandparents are Mr. and

Mrs. D. E. Thompson of Fulton
Route One and Mr. and Mrs. P.
J. Ray of Fulton Route Four.
Great grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Thompson of
Water Valley Route One, Mr.
and Mrs. Preston Ray of Fulton
Route Four, Mr. and Mrs. C. D.
Brown of Toccopala, Miss., and
Mrs. George Babb of Union
City, Tenn., and the late Mr.
Babb. Great great grandparents are Mrs. Hattie McRee
of Dell Plains, Ark.

PLO

VARIETY IS THE
SPECIALTY OF
THE HOUSE

Sue WIndrum, daughter of
Mrs.
Patricia Quinn, vice-president;
Sharon Steele, daughter of Mrs.
Ophie Steele, secretary; Becky
Gould, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Hugh Gould,
treasurer;
Culdy Gould, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Hugh Gould, service
chairman; Donna Heathcott,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Eldon
Heathcott, chaplain; and Sarah
Ross, daughter of Mrs. Lucille
Ross and
Mason
Ross,
parliamentarian.
Performing the installation
were the present leaders:
(linger Gilliam, president;
Becky Sams. vice-president;
Starlyn Tabers, secretary;
Tonya Carroll, treasurer;
Vickie White, service chairman; Laurie Beatty, chaplain;
and
Martha
McKinney,
parliamentarian.
The meeting was closed with
prayer led by the sponsor, Mary
Ann Russell.

New In Alpha officers are shown: left to right, front row, Lisa Jones,
president: Sue Windrum,
vice-president; Sharon Steele, secretary; Becky Gould, treasurer; back row, Cindy Gould,
service
chairman: Sarah Ross, parliamentarian; Donna Heathcott, chaplain.

COMMUNITY
CALENDAR
Wednesday, May 7
Baptist
Cherry
Corner
Women and Baptist. Young
Women will meet at 7:30 p.m.
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at
Gleason Hall at seven p.m.

Flint Baptist Women and
Baptist Young Women, along
mission
other
with
organizations, will meet at 7:30
p.m.
Thursday, May 8
Mason Circle of Mason's
Methodist
United
Chapel
Church will meet at seven p.m.
with Mrs. Jimmy Myatt.
Ellis Center will open at ten
a.m. for senior citizens with
Artex painting at 10:45 a.m.,
sack lunch at 11:30 a.m., introduction to square dancing at
one p.m., and to Public Library
for musical program at 1:30
p.m.
Henry Bannon, tenor, and
Marie Taylor, pianist, will
present a special recital at the
Public
County
Calloway
Library at 1:30 p.m.
Country
Town
and
Homemakers club will meet at
the home of Dee Gantt, Mimosa,
at 7:30 p. m.

Thursday, May 8
The Baptist Women of Elm
Grove Baptist church will meet
at the home of Bobbie Burkeen
at 1:30 p. m. All ladies are invited.
The
Cumberland
Presbyterian Women of the
North Pleasant Grove Church
will meet at seven p. m. at the
home of Mrs. Nix Crawford.
Dexter Homemakers Club
will meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
Community Center.
Friday, May 9
Hazel Lodge No. 831 Free and
Accepted Masons will meet at
the Lodge Hall at 7:30 p. m. All
Master Masons are invited.

James B. (jimmy) Curd
celebrated his 93rd birthday
today, May 7, at his home, 912
North 16th Street. His family is
honoring him with a cook-out
on the occasion. Mr. Curd is a
native and life long resident
of Calloway County.

$1.31
hi

* Olds'81
/
2-3.
White. $3.77

Kathy McKenney To
Speak, Newcomers

The regular meeting of the
Murray Newcomers' Club will
be held Thursday, May 8 at 7:30
p.m. in the First Christian
Church.
Tasting Party will be from
Kathy McKenny will be the
eleven a. m. to one p. m. at the guest speaker and will give a
First United Methodist Church, lecture-Demonstration on "Self
sponsored by the Calloway Defense for Women" All those
Homemakers Clubs.
planning to attend are urged to
wear comfortable clothing in
Homemakers
North Murray
order to take part in the
Club v.111 meet with Mrs. Bailey
demonstration.
R.iggii at :30 p.m.
All recent residents to
Murray are invited to join
saturday, May 10
Newcomers' Club. For further
Ham breakfast will be served information
concerning the club
by the American Legion and
and its activities contact Jean
Auxiliary from six a. m. to one
Fleming, president, 753-0224.
p. m at the Legion Hall.

Easy-walking Casual.
All the newest Summer
Colors. Regular $2.97*.:
Women's, Teens' Sizes.

American Legion Post No. 73
and Auxiliary will meet at the
Legion Hall at 7:30 p. m.

Camp 592 of Woodmen of the
World will meet at the WOW
Hall at seven p. m. for business
meeting and refreshments.

* Girls' Sixes 9-4
Red-Weeter-Itiwo
Comblnation

Price% Good
thru Saturday

Open Nights
9
* Use Your MASTER CHARGE Card
BeI-AirShopptng Center
Murray
Mon -Fri 104

Sat 9-9

Sun 1-6

Get toknow us; you'll like us.

"QUIK DRIP"
WEST
BEND COFFEE
MAKER

Murray Newcomers Club will
meet at 7:30 pin, at the First
Christian Church with Kathy
McKenney as guest speaker.

Women's, Teens Woven
Vamp Sling on a Cork Wedge.
Crepe Sole. White, Tan, or
Navy Regular $.5.97.

Upright
Convertible
Vacuum
Cleaner

Murray High School PTA will
have a potluck dinner at 6 30 p.
m. in the school cafeteria

Mrs. Rose Rice
Opens Home For
Club Meeting
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Variety is the specialty at Jerry's.
Jerry's Restaurants are getting better
every day. There's a whole new dinner
menu to choose from - choices you
don't get anywhere else - appetizers
and soups. . . vegetables and potatoes
. , and four different main dishes each
evening. Things like roast turkey, liver
and onions, collard greens, buttered
peas, veal cutlet - and so many more
And, what's more, your dinner including appetizers, vegetables and
country biscuits - comes at one low
price. Variety - new dinner features or
old favorites - another reason for
having dinner at Jerry's.
S. 12th StTeet
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Mfg
RESTAURANT
WHERE VARIETY IS
THE SPECIALTY OF THE HOUSE

Mrs. Rose Rice opened her
home for the April meeting of
the New Concord Homemakers
Club with Mrs. Charlie Stubblefield, president, presiding,
and Mrs. Ralph Rowlett reading
the scripture from John 3:16.
The group repeated the ?-3rd
Psalms. Mrs. Effie Edwards
called the roll with members
explaining her favorite sense of
spring.
The lesson on -Combining Old
and New Furniture" was
presented by Mrs. John Livesay
who said a more interesting and
lived in appearance may be
achieved by using some old
pieces which is popular oday
along with new furniture. When
putting the room together
consider proportion, think in
terms of having a balance of !all
and short, light and heavy, and
big and little. She said keep the
large pieces basic and simple in
style, and that good designs in
furniture do not go out of date,
so select the styles most appropriate
y oprw
iaatey offorlify
eour home and
m
directed
insiod
vper
Rainey
tn
e
io
The
the recreational
hostess, assisted by
Mrs. Herman Powell,served
buffet lunch.
t°r
The next meeting will
a byel lheld
May 14, at eleven a.m. at the
home of Mrs. Lovins with a
cooked dinner to be
served

xperts agree that drip-brewing makes the finest coffee- -eliminates
he bitterness of perking This unit makes 2 to 8 cups of delicious
offee. one cup every 90 seconds Has permanent filter thermostat
arming tray Glass carafe included. 5950

Cookware Set
CORDLESS SHEARS
Convertible Handle

Tuf-White* ceramic interior conducts heat, cleans easily,
won't stain. 1- and 2-qt covered saucepans, 5-qt. Dutch
oven, 10" skillet (shares cover) 16-61/3

Adjusts from shag to in
door/outdoor. Beats as it
sweeps as it cleans. Two
eed motor. U45 5

Trims along walks, uncle'
fences, around Howe,
beds. Handle snaps on
plugs into shears for stand
up trimming. Recharge.
incl. CDS/H-1

Plant now for spring
flowers and vegetables.
Cheese from a wide assortment of said. Veer
choice of 5 pockets- regularly priced at 25t ts 58c
each I 8321

Perfect for Bundt'cakes salads
breads Natural finish die cast
aluminum bakes evenly 5039

11" Hi-Dome
SKILLET
Color porcelain finish on
aluminum, non-stick interior. Thermo 1. 1429

Slow, low -temperature
cooking in stoneware
Steel case 31 01

MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE
Chestnut Street

quiival,eD

Phone 753.2571
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How About It
Our eyes and ears and minds
are pounded at so ceaselessly
these days by the liberal media
about how awful conditions are in
America that it is little wonder
. that those same media talk about
deep-seated uncertainty, worry
and anxiety among the American
people about the future of their
economy. No one denies, of course, that our economy is not nearly
'.`:so healthy as it should be.
But a mindless anxiety on the
part of our people can produce a
dangerous atmosphere—one in
which very persistent and often
influential elements who work not
to correct the econcomy's ills but
to change it to resemble a collectivized or socialized system
dearest to their hearts would have
their way. They never admit—in
fact, it would be fatal to their
arguments if they did—that most
...of the problems now facing our
:economy
1
stem from too much,too
!expensive, too pervasive- government,all of which the collectivists
would saddle us with more instead
of less of.
Should they succeed in their efforts, the day could come when we
would look back on our current
recession as a period of raging
prosperity. In a recent address,
former Governor of California
I! Ronald Reagan tried to make this
clear by citing some facts and
figures as to what we would have
to do to match the economic
record of communism in Russia,
which has been in power for 58
years.
They have been cited before but
'they certainly bear repitition now,
especially if we will keep in mind
that the kind of economic system
. we see in the Soviet Union is the
ultimate end of collectivist
economic panaceas.
To match communism's record,
Governor Reagan said: "We'd
have to cut our pay checks back
; about 75 per cent; move 60 million
workers back to the farm; abandon two-thirds of our steel-making—
f, capacity; destroy 40 million
fin television sets; tear up 14 of every
15 miles of highway; junk 19 of

I

every 20 automobiles; tear up
two-thirds of our railroad track;
knock down 70 per cent of our
houses, and rip out nine of every
10 telephones."
Governor Reagan added:
"Then all we have to do is find a
capitalist country to sell us wheat
on credit to keep us from starving!"

Today In History
By The ..Issociated Press

Today is Wednesday, May 7, the 127th
day of 1975. Mere are 238 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1945, at the end of World
War II in Europe, the Germans signed unconditional surrender terms at General
Dwight
Eisenhower's
temporary
headquarters at Rheims,France.
On this date:
In 1789, the first presidential inaugural
ball was held in New York in honor of
President and Mrs. George Washington.
In 1833,the German composer, Johannes
Bratuns, was born.
In 1915, the British liner, Lusitania, was
torpedoed and sunk by a German submarine off Ireland with a loss of more than
1,100 lives.
In 1939, the military and political alliance known as the Rome-Berlin Axis was announced by Germany and Italy.
In 1943, Allied forces in World War II
won a major victory in North Africa as
Tullis and Bizerte were liberated.
In 1960, Moscow announced that an
American pilot shot down over the Soviet
Union, Francis Gary Powers, would be put
on trial as a spy.
Ten years ago: Japanese Premier
Eisaku Sato said the United States had
given Japan a pledge to refrain from
bombing Hanoi or occupying North Vietnam,

Five years ago: Nearly 100 colleges
across the U.S. were closed because of antiwar activities.
One year ago: West Germany's Chancellor Willy Brandt was succeeded as
goverment chief by Finanace Minister
Helmut Schmidt after a spy scandal.
Today's birthdays: Poet Archibald
MacLeish is 83. Actress Anne Baxter is 52.
Thought for today: Many people get to
the top of the ladder, then find out it has
been leaning against the wrong wall —
Anonymous.
Bicentennial footnote: It was 200 years
ago today that news of the outbreak of the
American Revolution at Lexington and
Concord reached North Carolina.
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Dear Consumer
(Opinions expressed in this column are those of the writer and do not
necessarily reflect the editorial views of The Murray Ledger & Ttmes
Readers who would like to express their opinion on the issues discussed in this
column are encouraged to respond with a Letter To The Editor

(Editor's Note: The following article is a
statement of Business Roundtable's
position on the pending legislation to
create a new Agency for Consumer Advocacy s. 200).
The Business Roundtable is a non-profit
organization comprising some 150 major
companies. Its states goal is to develop
policy recommendations on significant
business, economic and social issues and
to foster the exchange of these ideas.
The article is being presented here in
this same spirit and persons with views on
the subject discussed are encouraged to
respond with a Letter to the Editor.)
The Business Roundtable, while strongly
supporting consumer protection, is opposed to the enactment of the pending
consumer representation bill (S. 200)
The Roundtable believes that the
proposed new agency would ultimately
prove to be a disservice to Consumers and
create large and unnecessary burdens for
companies.
Proponents of the legislation claim that
existing agencies aren't doing the job. The
Roundtable agrees that there are areas for
improvement. But if these agencies aren't
functioning the way they should, the
logical procedure would be to reform their
operations, modify their programs, or
abandon some unimportant activities and
start new ones of greater consumer value.
President Ford, earlier this year,
proposed that a National Commission on
Regulatory Reform be established to investigate the role of the regulatory
agencies and recommend changes. This
makes sense,and such a commission could
focus its attention on the needs of consumers.
It is inefficient and wasteful to establish
yet another agency. For one thing, the
agency will require tax dollars to set up
and operate at a time when the federal
budget is heading for a deficit of at least
$50 billion and probably higher. The
legislation itself authorizes $60 million to
operate the agency for the first three
years. And if history is any guide, the
agency's budget will cpackly soar. When
the Occupational Safety and Health Administration, for example, was set up in
1971, it estimated its first year's budget at
about $31 million. OSHA's estimate for
1976 is $116 million.
In addition, consumers are bound to
suffer from the rise in prices that more
government red tape and regulation of
business will bring about. Dr Murray
Weidenbaum of the Center for the Study of
American Business at Washington
University, St. Louis, highlights specific
examples of this in his recently published
book, "Government-Mandated Price
Increases, A Neglected Aspect if Innation." Quoting the automobile as an
example, Weidenbaum claims that

Slovenly Neighbors
Morgan not onlyflidn't love his
neighbors, he hated them. They
were so untidy that debris of all
kinds littered their yard. Finally
he asked a court to order a cleanup.
"That place is an eyesore," he
told the judge. "Besides disturbing me personally, it also reduces
the value of my real estate."

to standards of beauty. Consider
another cast:
A suburban family was offended by the rough, unpainted
wooden fence erected by the peo-

Iloweser, the judge refused to
mix in. He said that generally
speaking, a property owner has no
right to impose his standards of
neatness upon the neighbors.
This has long been the prevailing rule of law. It applies not only
to standards of neatness but also

ple next door. But in a court test, whether an auto wrecking yard
the neighbors pointed out that could operate in an unzoned resitheir fence had been put up for dential district. The court said:
"Unsightly things are not to be
the legitimate purpose of protectblamed solely on that account.
ing their garden.
Again declining to interfere, Many of them are necessary in
carrying on the activities of orthe court said:
"The defendants were not com- ganized society.
"But such things should be
pelled to consult the taste of their
neighbors as to the kind of fence properly placed, not so located as
they should build or the color of to be unduly offensive to the
paint they should use. They were neighbors or to the public A junk
within their rights in satisfying yard should not be located in a
community of unquestioned resitheir own taste."
On the other hand, unsightli- dential character."
ness may carry at least some A public service feature of
the
weight if there are other grounds American Bar Association and
for complaint as well. Another the Kentucky Bar Assn. Writcourt faced the question of ten by Will Bernard.

Let's Stay Well

Depressed Economy
Contributing To Suicide Increase
By F.J.L. Blassingame, M.D.

1- Hard times are increasing the
e.
it,... suicide rate in the United States.
Ac‘cs ding to CT.Frederick,
Cr.. Ph.D., psychologist and director
i of emergency health measures
for the National Institute of Mental Health, this increase is expectable, will persist and may grow
more prevalent during the economic slump.

1

Dr. Frederiek observed, "We
have known since 1932 that there
is a relationship between the
suicide rate and unemployment
and other manifestations of hard
times.- During the Great
Depression in 1932, the suicide
rate reached the high level of
17.4 death.s per 100,000 population. while during the 1960s the
rate remained fairly constant at
10 suicides per 100.000.

The rate of suicides is now
climbing and is above 12 per
100,000. Inasmuch as suicide
data are difficult to obtain and
may not be altogether accurate.
the real rate of suicide may he
higher. Those cities in which
"ho-lines" are maintained for
depressed persons to use have
been having a large increase in
calls.
Of course, the economic stress
is not usually the sole reason but
is the precipitating factor.
Suicide occurs among all sorts
of persens. It is more common
among those of Scandinavian
background. Jews and blacks
are generally less prone to take
their lives.
Friday is the worst day of the
week for suicides, probably
because of the disappointments

Saving Energy
In A Big Way

Consumer Bill Opposed

The Family Lawyer
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Editorials and opinionated articles on this page are presented for
the purpose of providing a forum for the free exchange of differing
opinions. Letters to the editor in response to editorials and
opinionated articles are encouraged.
The editors of this newspaper strongly believe that to Lund
opinionated articles to only those which parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would be a disservice to our readers.
therefore we urge readers who do not agree with an editorial stand or
the ideas presented by an individual writer in a column, to respond
with their feelings on the particular issue being discussed.

of the week, with no place to
seek employment over the
weekend, and because of a
dominating feeling of helplessness and being at loose ends
It is wise to be with other persons when depressed, as suicides
are usually carried out in
solitude. You are truly a friend
in need when you find a way to
remain with a potential suicide
victim and offer companionship
and a chance for him to ventilate his feelings You may save a
life.
,
' Q. Mrs. G.R states that one of
her sons is an asthmatic, and she
asks whether he should be encouraged to play in active sports.
A. Participation in sports helps
the child to adjust and avoid
isolation. In general, asthmatics

BLASINGAME
tolerate sports that require brief
vigorous exercise (such as that
needed in baseball or sprinting)
rather than prolonged (4 or 5
minutes or longer) exercise
Brief exercise usually assists in
decreasing airway obstruction
Q. Mr. A.B. inquires whether
surgefy is necessary to cure an
anal fistula.
A. Once an anal fistula become
'established,surgery(fistulotomyi
is required to corfect the fistula.
'The physician also may want to
check on the general health of
the person to see if any underl
ing disease exists, such a,
diabetes mellitus or Crohn's di,
ease (regional ileitis).
bpreet len t
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federally-mandated
changes
to
automobiles in the period 1968-1974 cost the
American motorist $3 billion in 1974 alone.
The Federal government now has 33
agencies and about 400 bureaus and
subagencies at present running more than
1,000 consumer programs. In addition,
Congress has established a dozen or more
regulatory agencies with the avowed
purpose of protecting the consumer and
public interest.
The proposed new agency would add to
the red tape that has already complicated
government decision-making. Most
businessmen and consumers are all too
well aware of the length of time required to
get decisions out of the government
bureaucracy. Existing agencies would be
even more cautious to act than now,
fearful of arriving at a decision that the
Agency for Consumer Advocacy would not
approve. Further, the agency's right to
appeal decisions to the courts could delay
final decisions for years.
In formal Federal proceedings, the
company involved would be faced not only
with the attorney and hearing examiner
appointed by the relevant agency, but also
by a new consumer interest attorney,
representing only one segment of the
public interest. In effect, the company
would be facing dual prosecutors.
And, in informal proceedings, the
agency could have a serious adverse
impact on business. Technically, every
conceivable communication between
business and a government agency could
be required to be turned over to the new
agency. It is widely recognized that one of
the most effective ways to solve problems
affecting the public interest is the informal
settlement negotiated between a Federal
agency and a company. Such solutions
work to the advantage of consumers
because the business halts the challenged
practice, and the Federal agency avoids
lengthy and costly enforcement actions.
The impact on business of such a new
agency would be considerable and the
small business enterprise in particular
would be put to great inconvenience and
possible expense. The extra paperwork
requirements alone could be exceedingly
burdensome. The proposed Agency for
Consumer Advocacy could require written
reports by business on virtually any
subject it saw fit.
The proposed new agency has been
supported as a means of protecting consumers by representing their interest in
government. But what exactly is the
consumer's interest? All consumers don't
have the same interests. In practice, the
proposed agency will represent what it
perceives as the consumer interest. In the
end, though, the results undoubtedly will
hike business costs — and higher prices for
goods and services for all consumers. l'his
will happen whether or not consumers
have benefited from the proposed agency.
Finally, some proponents of the Agnecy
for Consumer Advocacy claim that the
public is strongly behind the legislation
now pending in Congress. But the findings
of a recent survey conducted by Opinion
Research Corporation of Princeton, New
Jersey, for The Business Roundtable
dispute this.
The nationwide survey found that
consumers, by a 75 percent majority, are
opposed to the creation of a new independent consumer agency. Only 13
percent of consumers would support the
establishment of the Agency for Consumer
Advocacy. And more than half of the 13
percent who initially favored such an
agency withdrew their support when informed that the government would spend
$60 million to set up and operate it for the
first three years.
The survey found that the public is
generally satisfied with the consumer
protection efforts of existing government
agencies. Almost 80 percent of consumers
feel they are being treated fairly by the
government.
Given a choice between creating a new
consumer agency or taking the necessary
steps to make existing consumer agencies
more effective, the respondents strongly
favored improving the present agencies by
a margin of 75 percent to 13 percent.
History of the Bill
The legislation to create an independent
consumer agency within the Federal
government was initially proposed in 1969.
In the intervening years, extensive
hearings have been held by :several
Congressional committees.
Over this period, the bill has never been
approved by both houses of Congress. In
1972, the Senate gave its approval to the
bill, but the measure failed to garner
enough votes in the House Rules Committee to be sent to the House floor for a
vote. In 1974, the House passed the consumer representation tn11, but it failed
again in the Senate when senators voted
four times unsuccessfully to invoke cloture
and cut off debate.
This year's version of the legislation is
essentially the same as the bills introduced
in previous Years

By Virginia Knauer
Special Assistant to the President
and Director
Office of Consumer Affairs
Department of Health, Education
and Welfare
You've installed storm windows. You're
turning off lights. You walk — don't drive
— whenever you possibly can.
But what about others in your community?
While I believe it is important for energy
conservation to be the goal of every
family, I know there must also be a
community effort if our Nation is really
going to save energy.
That's why I'm pleased to report about a
new project of the League of Women
Voters. League chapters throughout the
country are gearing up to spark energyconservation activities in their own
communities. They will be seeking the
cooperation of many other community
groups.
Some league chapters are already on the
move. In Austin, Tex., the league is
working to conserve energy in the city's

Bible Thought
And the light shineth
darkness; and the darkness
comprehended it not. John 1:5.
Darkness
and
misunderstandings cannot put out God's
revealed spiritual truths. In fact
they tend with time to make them
seem even brighter.

Isn't It The Truth
by Carl RIblet Jr.
Even the angels must despair of ever
distinguishing between the principles of
the Democratic Party and the same of the
Republicans; which is to say that it doe='t
matter which shoe you put on first, or
whether you drive a Ford or Chevrolet, or
how you part your hair, just so long as you
keep your nose clean, pay your taxes, go
ever deeper into debt and don't hate sex

Funny
Funny World
OBSERVATIONS
Tact is the rare talent for not admitting
you were right in the first place.
Kindness is the one thing you can't give
away. It always comes back
Thanks to the invention of pop cans, it's
no longer necessary to search for a can
opener. The time saved can be put to
better use — like looking for a bandaid.
If everybody stayed out of everybody
else's business, the bowling lanes couldn't
take care of the people who have been to
committee meetings 3 nights a week.
Do-it-yourself home repair has taught us
one thing. It's easier to get an ambulance
than a plumber.

HEARTLINrHEARTLINE is a service for Senior
Citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions
— fast. Write HEARTLINE, 8514 North
Main St., Dayton, Ohio, 45415.
IiEARTLINE BULLETIN: Due to the
tremendous response to Heartline, we
must limit our help to citizens age 50 or
over.
HEARTLINE: Should I check my
records regularly, or can I trust Social
Security to get everything right? B. B.
ANSWER: Ordinarily social security
records are accurate. If you have reason to
believe your record may not be complete,
however, you should check with your
social security office.
HEARTLINE: I am divorced from my
husband who works for civil service. When
he retires shortly, will I be eligible to draw
benefits from him? T. M
ANSWER: You would not qualify for any
monthly benefits as his wife or widow.

transportation network. In Suffolk County,
N. Y., the league is acting as an intervenor
in public hearings on the siting of nuclear
energy plants.
The national league started laying the
groundwork for this kind of grassroots
action by first organizing area conferences
on energy-conservation.
There they brought together persons
representing organizations of consumers,
veterans, women, senior citizens, youth,
welfare recipients, food processors,
builders, truckers, fuel suppliers — to
name only a few.
This is an amazingly broad spectrum of
American life, and I am pleased that my
office has had an opportunity to cooperate
wtih the league in starting this program.
In the next step, local league chapters
will choose and develop action projects
tailored to the needs of their own communities.
If you want to become part of this
movement, watch this newspaper for
announcements of league activities in your
community. You might also start the ball
rolling for your own organization to consider working with the league.
If you have questions, you may write to
Energy Task Force, League of Women
Voters, 1730 M St., NW, Washington, D. C.
20036. Also available from that address are
these publications: How to Plan an Environmental Conference (No. 695, free);
Energy Briefs (No. 552, ), 16 fact sheets
on such topics as utility rates,
Petrodollars, land use and energy.

10 Years Ago
The Prayer Chapel at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital has been
completed and is now in use.
State Parks Commissioner Robert D.
Bell said the renovated, refurbished, and
redecorated Kenlake Hotel will be open for
public inspection tomorrow.
Deaths reported are Earl Elmo
Douglass, Dumas Parker, and Brent
Rowland.
Rev. Henry McKenzie will be the Baccalaureate speaker and Dr. Ralph H..
Woods

the commersoenteeit Ispeaker-tor the
,

graduation exercisesfor the senior class of
Calloway County High School.
S-Sgt. Joe P. Canady is stationed at
Lincoln Air Force Base.

20 Years Ago
Open house will be held May 15 at the
Murray Hospital as a part of the observance of National Hospital Week, according to Karl Warming, administrator.
Deaths reported are Mrs. Ada Rasberry,
age 78, and Robert A. Starks, age 75.
The annual Murray High School ParentTeacher Association Horse Show was held
last night with Troy Glidewell as announcer.
Births reported are a boy, George
David, to Mr. and Mrs. Gene Landolt on
May 7, and a boy, Robert Henry II, to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Henry Ross on Aptil 26
Ernest Clevenger, Jr., minister of the
College Church of Christ, will begin a
series of sermons on "Love" this Sunday
morning.

However, if he had named you as the
designated beneficiary for any lump sum
due from the retirement fund and-or for
federal employees' group life insurance,
you would be entitled to either or both of
these payments after his death.
HEARTIJNE: What if I stop working
before I have earned enough credits to be
insured under social security? M. H.
ANSWER: You will not be eligible for
benefits. However,the credits you do have
will remain on your records, just in case
you decide to go back to work.
HEARTLINE: Why don't you tell the
truth about senior citizens like me. Not
enough food, can't buy the medicine we
need. No teeth, can't afford them. No one
cares. D. B.
ANSWER: Actions are more important
than words. You are the reason for
Heartline. Every activity of Heartline is to
better your standard of living. Our work
will never be completed as long as you
have a need.

The Murray Ledger & Times
the Murray ledger 8 Times is published
afternoon except Sundays, July 4, Christ.
mas Doy New Year's Day and Thoriksgtving by
Murray Newspapers, Inc , 103 N 4th St
Murray, Ky 42071
Second Class Postage Poid at Murray, Ky
42071
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by

carriers. 12.25 per month, payable in advance
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Tiger Boys Take Dual
Meet With Marshals
The Murray High boys track
team recorded their second win
of the season Tuesday while an
improving Tiger girls team was
defeated by the Marshals.
The meet, held at Murray
High, found the girls falling 5842 to Marshall County while the
boys clobbered the Marshals,
81-28.
Most of the meet was held in a
steady rain, which added to the
times.
In the girls meet, the long
jump and the 110-yard hurdles
were not held while the boys
competition, the triple jump,
pole vault and long jump were

Cage Playoffs
At A Glance
By The Associated Press
NBA PLAYOFFS
Conference Finals
Best-of-7 Series
Tuesday's Result
Western Conference
Golden State 111, Chicago 106,
series tied 2 2
Wednesday's Game
Eastern Conference
Boston at Washington, Wash
ington leads 2 1
Thursday's Game
Western Conference
Chicago at Golden State
ABA PLAYOFFS
Finals
Best-of-7 "series
Tuesday's Game
No game scheduled
Wednesday's Game
No game scheduled
Thursday's Game
No game scheduled

To Miss Match
PITTSBURGH( AP) — Peggy
Michel will miss the Pittsburgh
Mangles' World Team Tennis
match with Cleveland Friday
due to tendinitis in her right
shoulder, the team physician
said Tuesday.
Dr. Lowell Lubic said the tenclinitis is a recurrence of an old
injury. Miss Michel will be reexamined Friday and it won't
be known until then when she'll
be able to return to action.

not held because of the weather.
Mary Ann Littleton was the
star of the day for the girls. She
recorded a 7:15 to easily win the
mile while in the 880-yard run,
she was first with a 3:27.3 while
teanunate Cindy Jetton was
second with a 3:37.3.
Also claiming first places
were three Tiger relay teams
and Elizabeth Whitmer in the
220-yard dash.
Whitmer just did win in the
220 as she leaned at the wire to
take first in 29.0 while teammate Becky Young was third
with a 31.2.
The 440-relay team composed
of Joann Williams, Denise Ray,
Lucille Arnold and Tracy Jay
took first place: The 880-relay
team composed of Young,
Williams, Marlene Farrell and
Whitmer won while the milerelay team of Whitmer, Sherry
Nall, Jetton and Emily Porter
took first.
Second places went to Jetton
with a 73.1 in the 440-yard dash
and to Jay with a 10.4 in the 60yard high hurdles. Earning
third places were Emily Porter
with a 25-9'2 in the shot put and
Williams with a 13.0 in the 100yard dash.
The Tiger boys wort 10 events.
Once again, distance man
Dewey Siegler was outstanding
as he picked up two wins.
Siegler recorded a 4:55 to win
the mile-run while teammate
Jimmy Fenton was second with
a 5:06.
In the two-mile run, Siegler
won with an 11:26 while second
place went to Keith Cartwright
of the Tigers who finished in
11:57.8.
Murray High had a sweep in
the 100-yard dash with Lem
Blanton winning, Chtickie Perry
taking second and Mark Cavitt
earning a third. Times were not
available.
In the 229-yard dash, Cavitt

was first with a 24.0 while
Blanton was second in 24.3.
Chuckie Perry had a 25.5 and
was, just edged for third place.
Todd Harrison, improving all
the time, ran away with the 440yard dash as he crossed in a fine
53.8 while Dean Lampkins of the
Tigers was second in 56.1.
The 880 found Eli Alexander
winning in 2:21.8 while Owen
Moore was second in 2:22..
Dale McCuiston had his
personal best in the 180-low
hurdles as he was clocked in
22.1 while freshman Claude
Johnson was second in 23.0.
The other hurdling event, the
120 highs, found Roger Grogan
getting third with an 18.8.
In the relays, the 880-relay
team of Blanton, Dwaine
Musgrow, Cavitt and McCuiston
won with a 1:38.8 while the milerelay team of Lampkins, Brett
Harcourt, Alexander and
Harrison recorded a 3:48 for
first place.
Only three field events were
held.
Steve Porter took first in the
discus with a 123-101,2 while in
the shot, Tim Lane was second
with a 39-10 and Porter third
with a 39-7.
There was a-tie for second in
the high jump between Richie
Richardson and Harrison, each
of whom cleared 5-4.
The Tigers will be participating in the WKC Meet
Saturday at Stewart Stadium.
Next Tuesday, Murray High
will host Calloway and then will
end its regular season the
following Saturday at the
Region Meet.

Gulf Classic.
The odds are very strong that

PORT
Toppers Score Major Win, Sign Britt
OAKS TOURNEY — One of the first golf tournaments in the area
this year will be the Belles And Beaux Tournament which will be
held at the Oaks Country Club May 17 and May 18. Dwain Taylor is
offering this 1975 Vega to anybody who makes a hole-in-one on the
par-three sixth hole. Left to right in the picture are Mike Morgan,
Jimmy lamb, Stan Key, Homer Branch and Hugh Wright of Dwain
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Earl Tabers
Candidate for
Circuit Court Clerk
TO THE VOTERS OF MURRAY
AND CALLOWAY COUNTY
I would like to take this opportunity to
assure you of myself.
I am the son of the late Rex Tabers and
Christine Howard Tabers. My wife,
Marilyn Usrey Tabers, and I have two
children, Starlyn Jo and Michael Earl.
Marilyn is the daughter of Carl and
LaNell Usrey of Kirksey, Kentucky.
My brother, Gerald, and I operate
Tabers Body Shop, a business my father
started in Murray in 1937, with which I
have been involved all my life.
As a businessman, I ask for your vote
and support to elect me as your next Circuit Court Clerk to keep the office a
business office.
Your vote and support would be
greatly appreciated.
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And, of course, he's expected.
to finish much higher than that.
In fact, he is the No 1 choice
in 153-man field to pull down
the $35,000 prize that goes to
the winner.
The young man with the happy history of those erremely
low rounds is not without opposition, however. Chief among
his challengers are Lee Trevino, U.S. Open king Hale Irwin, defending champion Buddy
Allin and Australian Bruce
Crampton, who has a quest of
his own.
Crampton scored the 15th vic-

'Toppers To Entertain
Hooisers In Dual Meet

Political advertising paid for by the Candidate

(MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES)

CHEVROLET,.

he will make it.
Ruler, who collected eight
American titles in 19'74 and
scored a record-setting sweep
of three of his first four starts
this season, had led pro golf's
prestigious money-winning list
for 15 months until he was
passed by Jack Nicklaus two
weeks ago in the Tournament
of Champions.
Nicklaus edged by him, $155,188 to $153,889, on the list that
most touring pros feel determines the true tour champion
of the year.
It was the first time the spectacular Miller had been anything but first on that list since
he won the Bing Crosby tourna-

Full Time In The Office
Office Open During Noon Hour

T

Miller Seeking To Regain His
Usual Top Money-Winning Spot
By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
DALLAS ( AP) — Johnny Miller seeks to regain his now-customary position as the season's
leading money-winner irr this
week's $175,000 Byron Nelson

7

Bowling Green, Ky. — injuries. Durrant has been
Following Western Kentucky's bothered with a foot injury,
commencement while Prochazka has been out
spring
ceremonies Saturday morning, with elbow problems.
In the Southeast Missouri
the new graduates can attend
quite a track meet, where they meet, the Hilltoppers were
can cheer the Hilltoppers for the without the services of freshlast time before leaving school. man, 440 standout Bernd
Coach Jerry Bean's "Big Red Herrmann, sprinter Robert
Track Machine" will host In- Dudley and half-miler Louis
diana University, a Big Ten DeFreeze. All three have minor
powerhouse for a number of injuries and should see action
years,in a dual meet here at 1 p. against Indiana.
m.(CDT).
Indiana has been having
It will mark the seventh time problems of its own. Sophomore
the two schools have hooked up Mike McFarland, the standout
for a track meet. Indiana has sprinter, pulled a hamstring
won four of those six previous
muscle during a qualifying heat
meetings.
at the NCAA indoor chamBoth teams, which are pionships and still is not in top
nationally ranked, go into shape.
Saturday's meet following dualAgainst Tennessee, Mcmeet losses last week. Ten- Farland didn't run in the 100 or
NCAA
nessee, last year's
220-yard dashes,as the Vols, led
champion, defeated Indiana, 87- by NCAA 100-yard dash
67, last Saturday.
champion Reggie Jones, took 1The Hilltoppers suffered a 2-3 in both events.
shocking 74-71 defeat at the
In Saturday's meet, the mile
hands of Southeast Missouri last
Thursday. It was Western's run is beginning to shape up as
first dual-meet loss since In- an outstanding race. In the
diana dumped the Hilltoppers Drake Relays, Western's Nick
Rose, voted the outstanding
back in 1973, 97-55.
Western has been suffering performer in the meet, ran a
from a rash of injuries 4:00.7 in his leg of the 4-mile
relay.
throughout most of this season
Against Tennessee, Indiana's
All-American Jesse Stuart, the
NCAA outdoor shot put Steve Heidenreich won the mile
champion, still has not returned with a time of 4:00.3. Indiana
to action after breaking his took the top three spots in the
finger during the indoor season. mile against the Vols. The
He may see action in Saturday's Hilltoppers' Tony Staynings and
Swag Hertel, two other
meet, however.
meitnbers of the Drake Relays'
Ohio
the
Chuck Durrant,
Valley Conference high jump record setting 4-mile relay
and
Larry team, give Western some depth
champion,
Prochazka, the conference of its own and makes the field
javelin champion, have been for the mile a star-studded one,
out several weeks because of indeed.
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'100.00 Reward for any Riding
Mower regardless of condition on
the Purchase of any new Snapper Riding Mower at Murray
Home & Auto.

3 Days Only
Thursday, Friday, Saturday
May 8-9-10
Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut St.
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Briles And Coleman
Got Away With Pitches
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run in the seventh when he
By HEftSCHEL NISSENSON
.AP Sports Writer
walked, stole second and came
Joe Coleman thought he home on a single by Gary Suththrew a good pitch. Nelson erland.
Royals 6, Rangers 2
Briles knew he threw a bad
George Brett delivered a tiepitch. Both pitches came down
behind a fence as two-run breaking single and Frank
homers but Coleman and Briles White added a two-run hit in
came up with victories anyway. Kansas City's four-run eighth.
Detroit's Coleman was tagged After the Rangers tied the
for a two-run homer by Mil- score on Davis' two-run homer,
waukee's George Scott in the Jim Bibby issued a leadoff
very first inning but that was walk to John Mayberry in the
the only hit he allowed as the bottom of the eighth and Hal
Tigers rallied to end the Brew- McRae singled him to second.
Reliever Steve Foucault
ers' five-game winning streak
fanned Harmon Killebrew but
4-2.
Kansas City's Briles blanked Brett snapped the tie with a
Texas on four hits until Willie single and the runners wound
Davis tied the game with a up on second and third on the
wo-run homer in the eighth. throw to the plate. White folBut the Rilyals retaliated with lowed with a two-run single,
four runs in the bottom of the took second on the throw home
eighth and trimmed the and scored on a single by Buck
Martinez.
Rangers 6-2.
Braes, 3-0, finished with a
Elsewhere in the American
League, the Boston Red Sox six-hitter.
Red Sox 4, Indians 1
dostned the Cleveland Indians
Bill Lee's six-hit pitching and
4-1, the Oakland A's shaded the
California Angels 5-3 and the Bob Montgomery's two-run
Minnesota Twins beat the Chi- single led Boston to its fourth
cago White Sox 4-1. The New straight triumph. MontgomYork-Baltimore game was ery's second-inning single off
Dick Bosman put the Red Sox
washed out.
Coleman spun his one-hitter ahead 2-0 after singles by Jim
although he hadn't pitched in Rice and Rico Petrocelli and an
error by second baseman Jack
more than a week.
"With that much of a layoff it Brohamer loaded the bases.
The Sox doubled their margin
might hurt you," he said.
"Your arm may be strong but in the third on a hit batsman,
Fred Lynn's RBI double and a
your legs hurt."
Scott's first-inning homer fol- single by Rice.
Lee lost his shutout when
lowing a hit batsman gave MilGeorge Hendrick homered in
waukee a 2-0 lead.
-It was a sidearm curve," the sixth.
A's 5, Angels 3
Coleman said. "I'd throw it
Sal Bando doubled home the
again. I didn't think it was a
winning run in the seventh in
bad pitch."
ning after Claudell Washington
Manager Ralph Houk did.
"The only bad things he did tied the score with a leadoff
all night were hanging that homer. The A's added an insurbreaking ball to Scott and walk- ance run in the eighth on sining Hank Aaron in the ninth," gles by Phil Garner and Bill
North and Washington's sacriHouk said.
Bill Freehan's fourth-inning fice fly.
After Washington slammed
homer off Pete Broberg started
the Detroit scoring. Ron LeF- his second home rtin of the sealore put the Tigers in front with son, tying the score 3-3 and
a bases-loaded two-run single in chasing California starter Ed
the fifth and scored the final Figueroa, reliever Don Kirkwood retired two batters but
Golf Tourney
walked pinch hitter Charlie
Pinch runner Matt AlexA
Sands.
—
(AP)
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5 in overtime and 4-2, then
dropped 7-0 and 8-2 games in
Montreal.
The Sabres, peppering Montreal goalie Ken Dryden with 21
shots in the first period, scored
when the game was only 2:18
old. Craig Ramsay fired the
rebound of Don Luce's breakaway shot past Dryden.
But the Canadiens tied the
game at 1-1 just 33 seconds later on Jacques Lemaire's fifth
Sathe
nor
playoff goal.
Neither Robert
Fred Stanfield put Buffalo in
bres made a mistake in Tuesover-death
again at 8:37, then it was
front
sudden
day night's
The Bulls blew a 19-point lead to score eight points in the sec- time and Buffalo, on Robert's Perreault's chance to snap the
in the fourth game of the best- ond period, Barry added six low shot, defeated the Montreal Connection's slump. Perreault
of-seven series, but guard and it was 52-50 Chicago at
Canadiens 5-4 in Game 5 of backhanded in a goal at 17:03.
Montreal's Yvan Cournoyer
Norm Van Lie: vowed later, halftime.
their National Hockey League
scored at 19:53 to cut the Buf"We're going to win the playThe third period was even, semifinal playoff.
e
ink
h
a8ovoearnstoo
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The victory gave the Sabres falo lead to 3-2.
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off."
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fouul
the a 3-2 lead in the best-of-seven
Doug Risebrough's score at
Chicago has a 2-26 all-time
playoff record in road game, final period. Barry had 26 of series with Game 6 to be 8:40 of the second period tied
played in Montreal Thursday the game at 3-3 and Montreal
but Van Lier feels, "We're the his points in the second half.
ro r iteam, and we're going to
be
Bob Love had 27 points to night and, if necessary, the sev- went ahead, 4-3, at 3:10 of the
enth scheduled for Sunday third on Jim Roberts' shot.
prove
lead the Bulls.
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Rick Barry Scores 36 To Pace
Warriors 111-106 Playoff Win

Flyers Wanting To End
Series For Some Rest
By FRANK BROWN ..
AP Sports Writer
UNIONDALE, N.Y. (AP) —
Philadelphia right wing Reggie
Leach offered a most unusual
reason for why he and his Flyers teammates are anxious to
win tonight against the New
York Islanders:
"We're going to try to get it
over with so-that we can have
a couple of days off and be
ready for the finals," said
Leach.
It would appear the Flyers
have had enough rest. They
took off the first week of the
National Hockey League playoffs, having drawn a bye for
winning the Division 1 regular
season championship. Then
they cruised past the Toronto
Maple Leafs in four games and
had another 10 days off before
winning the first three games
of the semifinals with New
York.
So tonight's fourth game will
be only Philadelphia's eighth
contest in the 29 days since the
playoffs started. They don't
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Hisle added a run-scoring triple
as the Twins won their fourth
straight game. The defeat was
the sixth for Chicago's Wilbur
Wood, who has won only once.
Minnesota scored twice in the
second inning on a single_ by
Hisle, a double by Craig Kusick
and singles by Steve Braun and
Rod Carew. Brye led off the
third inning with his homer and
Hisle added a run-scoring
triple in the eighth. Chicago
By ERIC PREWITT
scored off Dave Goltz in the
AP Sports Writer
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Sabres Take Lead Over
Canadiens In Playof4

753-7114

seem to have been overworked.
"But you never can tell what
can happen in hockey," said
Leach, whose fifth goal of these
Stanley Cup playoffs was the
margin in Sunday's 1-0 Flyers
triumph. "We can't count them
the Islanders) out yet because
they're one of the four best
teams in hockey right now.
Keep on shooting and they
might come back and do it.
You never know."
Islanders' defenseman Denis
Potvin agrees with Leach. "We
have to get more offensive power," he says, alluding to the
two shutouts Philadelphia has
recorded in the first three
games. "We're going to have to
come out and open up. We're
going to have to score three or
four goals.
"If we play defensively the
way we have been playing in
the last three or four games, I
believe we can win the series if
we get three goals each game,"
he continued. "But we have to
get those three goals.

Standings
National League
East
W I Pct.
8 .652
10 10 .500
York

Chicago
'New

Philphia
Pittsburgh
St Louis
Montreal

GB

15

11 11
10 10
9 12
8 12
West

.500
.500
.429
.400

Los Angeles 18 10 .643
15 12 .556
Cincinnati
S. Francisco 13 12 520
13 13 .500
San Diego
13 15 .164
Atlanta
10 20 .333
Houston
Tuesday's Results
San Francisco 7, Atlanta 1
Montreal 9, Chicago I
Pittsburgh 2, New York
innings
Cincinnati 7, San Diego 3
Philadelphia at St Louis,
ppd., rain
Los Angeles 3, Houston 1
Wednesday's Games
San Diego (Jones 2-2) at C.n
cinnati (Norman 1-1)
Atlanta (Morton 5-1) at San
Francisco (Barr 2-2), (n)
Chicago (Bonham 2-1) at
Montreal (McNally 3-2), (n)
Pittsburgh (Reuss 1-2) at
New York (Ma(lack 2-2), In)
Philadelphia (Twitchel( 2-3)
at St. Louis (18. Forsch 22). In)
Houston (Griffin 0-4 or K.
Forsch 1-2) at Los Angeles
(Messersrnith 4-0), (n)
Thursday's Games
Philadelphia at St Louis
Pittsburgh et New York
San Francisco at Atlanta, (n)
San Diego at Cincinnati, (n I
Only games scheduled
American League
East
W L Pct. GB
13 8 .619
Milwaukee
11 8 .579 1
Detroit
11 9 .550 114
Boston
2
/
10 12 .455 31
Cleveland
10 14 .417 44L's
New York
2
1
/
9 13 .409
Baltimore
West
10 .583
II
Oakland
13 11 .542 1Pis
Texas
Kansas City 13 12 .520 2
13 13 .500
California
10 10 .503 2
Minnesota
2
/
51
Chicago
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By MARVIN R. PIKE
AP Sports Writer
BUFFALO (AP) — It is unlikely that Rene Robert's contract calls for overtime pay
and he admits he doesn't like
putting in extra time on his job.
Nobody, he said of his Buffalo Sabres teammates and
himself, "likes an overtime
game. One mistake and you're
gone."
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molded tread. You'll like the way
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WHITE STRIPE

WHITE LETTER

Sale
Regular
Sale
Regular
Pelee
Size
Price
Price
Price
$38.29
$57.50
A70-13
$40.39
$60.65
$42.72
$64.15
070-14
$41.05
$61.65
$43 42
$65.20
E70-14
$44.42
70
$66
98
$46
$70.55
F70-14
$44.21
$69.50
$48.98
$73.55
070-14
$49.85
$74.85
$52 71
$79.15
1170-14
$47.21
$71.00
$50.28
$75.50
070-15
$51.05
$76.65
$53.97
$81.05
1170-15
Plus $2.00 to $3.06 FIT., depend ng on size, and old tire

Sale EndsSaturday Night
7 Ways to Buyat Goodye.ar

GOODIPEAIR

• Cash • Orr Own Costemer Credit Plan • Master
Charge • BankAmerIcard • American Express
Money Card • Carte Blanche • Diners Clob

ar Service Stores.
For His Price. Prices As Shown At Goodye
See Your Independent Dealer

Engine Tune-Up
Age $A for a cyl.,

$3495

$2 for se cond.

• With electronic equipment our
professionals fine-tune your engine, installing new points, plugs
& condenser • Helps maintain a
smooth running engine for maximum gas mileage • Includes Datsun, Toyota, VW & light trucks

lAthe and Oil
Change

Front-End
Alignment

and align• Complete chassis lubrication • Complete analysisincrease
tire
ment correction— to
/4 oil change
mileage and improve steering
•Helps ensure longer wearing
safety • Precision equipment,
parts & smooth, quiet
used by experienced profesperformance
ensure a precision
• Please phone for appointment sionals. helps
alignment
•Includes light trucks
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Go-Flite 11
WU Balls

Cordless
Grass Shears

Tray of Three
Spalding Balls!

Heary-Duty
3"Blede

$136
1499
$
New two piece construction.
They go farther and straighter than conventional liquid
center balls Tough new
Surlyn' covers resist cutting
and scuffing.

South 12th & Glendale
Reg. Store Hours: Mon. & Fri. 7:30 to 8:00

"Does the job without a cord"
with 40-10 min. charger find.
with shaars)--cuttIng rate of
6.000 per minute. full (large

Phone 753-0595
Tues., Wet, Thurs., Sat. 7:30 to 5:30
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Timeout With Brandon
By MUER BRANDON
SPerts Editor

Order Please: Cheeseburger With Bite Gone
Tuesday was one of those days where just
about everything in sports that could be going
on was supposed to be. However,it rained and
of course for a sports editor, that means more
space in the paper,since there aren't any high
school baseball games etc. to report or for
today.
Some of the most interesting columns ever
written, I suppose, are on those rainy days.
And I hope Tirneout with Brandon today
might be able to hold your attention and give
you something to think about for a while.
On just about every team, no matter
whether it's Little League baseball,
professional hockey or pro football, there's a
flake. You know the type, the guy who sneaks
into lockers and puts ''atomic balm" in his
friend's underwear. _„_
It just so happens that one of the best
"flakes" around today is on the Murray State
baseball team. He's none other than freshman pitcher Scott Durham of Mt. Vernon,
Ind.
Just last week at the MI-Sports Banquet,
Durham had a most-pleasing event. Of course
he wouldn't admit it pleased him but knowing
Durham, it had to.
Coach Johnny Reagan was talking about his
ballclub and how easy they were to coach.
And then came the little stab: "The toughest
thing about -coaching this team is keeping
Durham out of trouble."
The baseball team exploded into laughter
but the rest of the audience, some 400 or so,
really didn't know what Reagan was talking
about, since they didn't know Durham.
Durham's pranks have kept the team
laughing all year. But his best one came this
past Saturday in Richmond, just after the
'Breds had clinched the Ohio Valley Conference title for the second consecutive
season.
"I had to get the coach back for what he
said about me at the banquet," Durham said.
Durham got him.
The team stopped off to get some food at
one of the local hamburger joints. It seemed
as if Reagan had ordered, among other
things, a cheeseburger. And of course, to a
flake, some of the best pranks happen when
food is involved.
Durham took a big bite out of a
cheeseburger, then put it into a sack which
was specially marked for delivery to Reagan
in the bus.
Most of the team knew about what had just
happened and so everybody, except Durham,
sat around at the front of the bus.
Reagan opened the cheeseburger and had it
all the way up to his mouth when suddenly,he
noticed. Now if Durham hadn't have been on
that bus, I'm quite sure Reagan would have
been completely perplexed.
But he wasn't.
"Durham!"
And the whole bus rocked with laughter.
"Are their cheeseburgers good" asked
Reagan.
-Just trying to keep you out of trouble,"
Durham, the'food-tester, yelled back.
The baseball team has always had its share
of the flakes. Perhaps the best known was
another pitcher, if that means anything.
Bill Emerson graduated last year. And it

would be a bestseller if anyone ever wrote a
book about the guy. His list of pranks couldn't
be written on a wall.
One night, Emerson walked into Rudy's
Restaurant.
He sat down and ordered up the "all you can
eat spaghetti special."
Well over an hour later, he finished off his
seventh plateful]. "I would have had more,"
Emerson said. "But I have to pitch
t omorrow."
Incidentally, he went out the next day and
won the game.
Hillman Lyons at Rudy's recently said
nobody has challenged Emerson's record and
it will probably stand for quite a while.
Durham and Emerson bring back pleasant
memories for me. I was always the "flake" in
high school, the man who could -cut you
down" in a half-second and follow that up with
another.
Every now and them, I manage to workout
a little on the "cutdovms" but you're not
supposed to do that kind of stuff when you're
grown up. However, at 23, I admit I'm still a
kid.
One of my favorite tricks was the old
"rubber gorilla mask and plastic ladies legs"
weekender.
I used it only on weekends when more
people would see.
Just take out the gorilla mask, complete
with long and stringy black hair, get the
ladies legs and put a pair of shoes on them and
then have them sort of dangling out the back
of the trunk, which was half-heartedly tied
down.
Oh the looks.
People would pull off the road. To think, a
gorilla driving down the road: with some
helpless damsel captured alive, or maybe
dead, in the trunk. A couple of years ago, my
mother hid that mask.
To this day,I often go home and hunt for it.
I got the plastic ladies legs to fat one day and
they went just like a balloon.
Perhaps my most memorable trick in high
school was the old cat and mouse trick.
Once, I found a dead mouse on a Friday and
put it in a guy's locker. When he came in for
practice Monday night, he about died.
Needless to say, he knew who did it and I
about died.
And the cat, well there was this cat walking
around out by the gym. You always knew
your best friend's combination and so, I
obliged.
He came into the locker room, opened his
door and a cat screamed and jumped out. I'll
never forget the look on that guy's face. Or for
that matter, the cat's too.
There are many more pranks I've pulled off
in school and if anybody would care to have
another "rainy day column" sometime, let
me know and we'll talk some more about
flakes.
On a closing personal note: As a favor for
Leon Wurth, Don Derrington and Bobby
Mantooth, the Miller Avenue gang and all
members of the Murray State baseball team,
here it is: "Bodine, Mazolla still loves ya."
A reminder: The time to call for the free
meal at Rudy's this week is 4 p.m. Thursday
The question was in last night's paper.

Falcone Being
By FRANK BROWN
AP Sports Writer
He is a young left-hander just
breaking into the National
League. He went to Lafayette
High School in Brooklyn, N.Y.
There end the similarities between Pete Falcone of the San
Francisco Giants and Sandy
Koufax of the All-Time Baseball Greats.
For now, that is.
After all, the 21-year-old Falcone made his fifth major
league start in his team's 25th
game Tuesday night. Koufax
didn't appear in his first game
until the end of June 20 summers ago and didn't start until
July 6.
A 19-year-old Koufax pitched
a total of 42 innings his first
season, while Falcone already
has worked 37. The last eight of
those innings were spent beating Atlanta, 7-1, holding
Braves hitless for the first six
innings and losing his shutout
on an eighth-inning balk.
Elsewhere in the National
League, the Los Angeles Dodgers topped the Houston Astros.

Tom Dore Signs
DAVIDSON, N.C. (AP) Davidson College announced
the signing Tuesday of 7-foot-2
Tom Dore of Franklin Park.,
ni., in a basketball letter of intent .
Dore, a center, is the tallest
player ever recruited by the
Wildcats. He averaged 21 points
and 14 rebounds in guiding
s: 'Ryden High School to a
1 record las: season.

Iselin said that if the Jets fail
go with it."
How long will it take Namath to get Namath to sign, they
to decide? Iselin doesn't know would shop around for another
but he thinks when that deci- quarterback to replace their
sion is finally made the Jets longtime signal caller.
will win this tug of war.
"He's not the kind of guy you
can rush," said Iselin. "But I'd
guess he would be with the Jets
next season. We want him. He
belongs in this city with our
team."
Iselin said he has conferred
By Jane Brandon
three times with Walsh, the
most recent meeting taking Charlie Jett, Paducah, took
place one week ago when the 'he top money Saturday night at
Jets made their money offer. •he Reidland Raceway by
Although Namath's free winning he feature race.
agent status would permit him Bobby Canter of Paducah won
to negotiate with other NFL he fas. heat an, Jerry Inman,
teams, Iselin said he had no in- Bruce, Mississippi, took :he
dication that Walsh had talked slow heat. Larry Sanderson,
Paducah, was he winner of the
with anyone except the Jets.
don't think anybody can match losers race and Cotton Glisson,
Paducah, the winners race.
our, offer," he said.
Iselin said there is no dead- Hobby class winners were
line or ultimatum attached to Junior Keeling, 57, in the firs'
he
the Jets' offer but did indicate hea:, Rudy Collier, 50, in
that he wouldn't get into a second and Mike Ryan, W7, 'he
sky's the limit bidding war for tea ure.
Sy T.
the quarterback.
1. Wayne Coakley, 33.20 44
53
20
77,
Ladd.
Jesse
2.
not
"We want him but we're
3. Charlie Jett.60.2067
going to give our team away to
fon New
I. Paducah
get him," said Iselin. "That I. Bobby Canter, USA78.
Hopkinsvnie
2. James McKinney,
wouldn't be fair to the rest of 3. Bill Keeling. 24Jr., Paducah
.Paducah
Woodford,
I4Jr
Melvin
4
our players."

Gets Scholarship

Park League Has
Spots For Players

PITTSBURGH tAP - Lindsey Timmons, a 6-foot-8, 205pounder from Carroll Senior
High School in Miami, Fla., has
signed a national letter of intent to attend Duquesne University, the school arincaincd Tuesday.
TintrnotTS averaged 18 points,
18 rebounds and eight blocked
shots a game last year in leading his team to a 26-6 record,

Youngsters eight and nine
years old are still needed for the
Park League summer baseball
program.
Interested youngsters should
call 753-3092.
This is the youngest league in
Baseball
Murray
the
Association and all youngsters
who are interested in playing
baseball should make plans to
get into the program.

;a

tack.
Joe Morgan added three hits,
including a home run and a
triple, to power the Reds and
pitcher Jack Billingharn past
the Padres. Willie McCovey's
three-run home run in the
fourth inning provided the San
Diego scoring.
Pirates 2, Mets 1
Pittsburgh catcher Manny
Sanguillen hit two run-scoring
doubles before the clouds
opened up on Shea Stadium.
The safeties-gave Ken Brett all
the runs he needed to beat Tom
Seaver.
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,ratt
vb.

YOUR sia
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TUESDAY, MAY 27,1975
PAN Politici AA k

Crone* f

Nolninqe, 4. Sown
Stu,' haw.,

A
Do
blit

Mon.-Thurs.
8 a.m. to
9 p.m.

Shop Uncle Lee's Sporting Goods Dept. for
your every tennis need. Name brand like:

Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. to
10 p.m.

WILSON-SPAULDING-RAWLINGS-SEAMCO GARCIA-MacGREGOR
-PENN-CHEMOLD

Sunday
12:30 p.m. to 8 p.m.

VIREI

watched both of them from the
pitcher's mound.
The first was Sept. 6, 1973.
"You remember," Jorgensen
said."You don't get so many of
them that you forget."
The fourth-inning blast over
the right-field fence at Jarry
Park gave the Expos and Steve
Rogers an 8-0 lead.
Reds 7, Padres 3
Pete Rose says he still isn't
comfortable playing third base
instead of left field, but he's
doing fine at the plate, including four hits in five at-bats
to _key a 14-hit Cincinnati at-

TrNAIIS

PRICES GOOD MAY 7 THRU MAY 14.
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TENNIS BALLS

TENNIS BAG

ALL STAR

TENNIS SHOES N%ko:

Your choice of: Wilson
Vinyl-leather

U.L. Reg. 14.59

look.

SPECIAL
11
U.L. Reg. 13.49.

*convele

WILSON
TENNIS SHIRT

Charlie Jett
Wins Feature
At Reidland

5. Wayne('.oakley. 33,
am Non
1 Jerry Inman,1)7, Bruce, Mississippi
2. Richard Binkley. 69. Benton
3. Cotton Glisson, 44, Paducah
4. Larry Gowler,9, Paducah
5. Gary Grief, 75, Paducah
Non
1 Larry Sanderson,20,Paducah
2 Jesse I Add. 77, Reidland
3 Charlie Jett,60, Paducah
4 Frank law. 22, Paducah
Munn Non
I. Cotton Glum°,44, Paducah
rn,
Bruce. Miss
2. Jerry Inman,
3. Willie Sellers, USA 1.13aducah
4. Idrry Growler,9. Paducah
sewn.am
1 Charlie Jett,60. Paducah
2 Bill Keeling, IfiJr Paducah
3 Prank Law,22. Paducah
4. Jesse Ladd,77, Reidland
5. Dickie Jackson, 8. Rector, Ark
6 Bill Hay, 9'7, Sikeston, N1,.
7. Bobby Canter. USA 1. Paducah

ofswing

ruined his seventh inning.
"If it had been a dribbler, I
would have been mad," the
pitcher said. "But Baker hit it
nice. I was thinking about a nohitter, but I wasn't worried
about it."
He gave up another hit before
leaving for a pinch hitter in the
top of the ninth. An unearned
run had spoiled the shutout an
inning earlier.
Dodgers 3, Astros 1
Don Sutton carried a one-hitter into the eighth inning for
the Dodgers but lost that on
two leadoff hits. His second
consecutive shutout and 23 consecutive scoreless innings rode
away on Bob Watson's ninth-inning home run.
Steve Garvey hit a two-run
single and Ron Cey hit his seventh home run to back Sutton's
four-hitter, his 15th victory in
16 decisions and the Dodgers'
10th triumph in 12 games.
Expos 9, Cubs 4
Montreal's Mike Jorgensen
has two career grand-slam
home runs. Rick Reuschel has

NEW STORE
HOURS

Next Move Belongs To Namath,
Could Get Million Dollar Pact
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK AP) - The
next move belongs to Joe Namath.
By now, his attorney, Jimmy
Walsh, has conveyed to the free
agent quarterback the "substantial" offer that New York
Jets' President Phil Iselin has
made to sign him.
How good is the offer?
"I wish:' said Iselin, "somebody would offer it to me."
Iselin refused to confirm or
deny published reports of a El
million, three-year bid by the
Jets but agreed that ."one million dollars is a good, round figure."
Joe Willie also has the $4 million World Football League offer to consider.
Iselin termed the Jets' offer
as "substantial with security to

3-1, the Montreal Expos
crushed'The Chicago Cubs 9-4,
the Cincinnati Reds clubbed the
San Diego Padres 7-3 and the
Pittsburgh Pirates edged the
New York Mets 2-1 in eight innings. The Philadelphia-St.
Louis game was rained out.
Eventually, Randy Moffitt
came on in relief of the 21-yearold who had expected to pitch
baseballs in the Texas League
this year after owning lockers
in previous seasons at Great
Falls, Mont., Fresno, Calif.,
and Amarillo, Tex. The two finished with a three-hitter that
went into the books as Falcone's third victory in four decisions.
Koufax, in his first year, was
2-2.
"He has'the poise of a 10year veteran," says Manager
Wes Westrum of his southpaw,
who spent a year at Kingsborough Community College in
Bayside, N.Y. before moving
up to Great Falls.
The hit was a clean one, driven to right field, and Falcone
was not overly distressed that a

With Koufax

SOUTHERN
WILSON
ENNIS SHORTS TENNIS SHORTS

Comfortable, easy care,
soft-spun blend cotton
and dacron. Available
in five colors.

Suited for action.
100% double knit.
Available in 5 colors to match
shirts.

Sizes. S, M, L XL

SOUTHERN
Polyester knit. White, sizes:
S, M, L, XL.
U.L. Reg.
7.95
SPECIAL

U.L. Reg. 15.99.

U.L. Reg.
10.89

BU

boa,

TENNIS VISOR
CHEMOLD
TENNIS RACKET

Made for the professionals
Frame of finest selected white ash.
Strong with international nylon.

Rod Layer

JACK KRAMER No. T2002
STAN SMITH No. T2108
BILLY JEAN KING No. T2008

U.L. Reg. 9.49
Color to suit your choice

U.L. Reg. 29.95.

Special
SPECIAL

Hyart or Defender

SWEAT BAND

PACEMAKER
DELUXE

80$- "Flexor Pacemaker'
-7 ply tennis racket, Strung
with extra fine quality mull,
ply nylon String. Assorted
grip sires and weights.

WOOD
RACKET
PRESS
A must for every wood
racket
0 L

Pry 1799

U.L. Reg.

SPECIAL
U.L. R. • 5.99

26"

1.29

Special
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ALE WRAPPED UP — Jamie Williams, age four, crawls inside of
a bookcase. He is the
son of Mr. and Mrs_ Johnny Wilflams.

F5

.r

A HUG FOR LOVE
4 year old telly Prescott, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Donnie Prescott, hugs a teddy bear that gives him comfort. He has been
blind since birth.

for

SCARED STIFF — Mrs_ Peggy Williams, the Center's instructor, holds
Karen Elkins, four, in her lap during story book hour. looking on is Missy
Tabers, age four, and Wade Dunn (right) age 10.

Comprehensive Care Center:
To Build A Hefter Tomorrow'

ke:

By Joy Waldrop

advantage of qualified personnel working
with them and their parents in the areas
Six years ago the Day Care Center at the
mentioned above. Mrs. Peggy Williams
Murray-Calloway County Comprehensive
serves as teacher of the class. Parent
Care Center was organized to meet the.. counseling on how to work with the
needs of children with developmental
children at home is offered by Mrs.
disabilities. Since that time the program
Williams and other staff members at the
has grown to become one of the outComprehensive Care Center. Testing for
standing Day Care Centers in our state. A
diagnosis of developmental problem areas
building has been purchased and equipped
is another service offered by this program.
especially for this program. Funds for the
A speech therapist comes to the center one
program come from the state and federal
day a week to work in language problem
government and from monies raised
areas and students who need more help in
locally.
this area are referred to the Murray State
Pre-school handicapped children as well
Speech and Hearing Clinic. Mrs. Billy
as those school-age children who have
Downing serves as consultant to the
physical and-or developmental problems
program.
-so severe that they cannot attend special
The children are transported to and
education classes in ^egular public schools
from 'he center in the Mini Bus purchased
are eligible for the class.
for the Comprehensive Care Center with
The 12 students presently enrolled have
Charity Ball funds. Funds are needed each
varied handicaps in terms of social,
year to keep this facility operating and up
emotional, mental
and
physical
to date with adequate equipment and
development. The pupils attend class five
staffing. We urge Calloway Countians to
days a week from 9:00 to noon. Emphasis
support this program.
of the program is on preparation of the
You can support the program by purchildren for enrollment in public school
chasing a ticket to the 1975 Charity Ball.
programs available in Murray and
The Ball will be held on May 24 at the
Calloway County. The major goals and
Harry Lee Waterfield Student Union
objectives are centered around the
Building. Tickets are $20.00 and are tax
development of communication skills, selfdeductible. They can be purchased from
care skills, social adjustment, emotional
Mrs. Joe Prince at 753-9368. Anyone
growth, motor coordination and academic
desiring to make a cash donation can do so
readiness.
by contacting Mrs. Edward Overbey,
The children in the center have the
Camelot Drive, Murray, phone 753-8973.

Wilson
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CONTEMPLATION — Missy Tabers, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
Tabers, Jr., gets ready to say grace before her snack break
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PHOTOS BY WILSON WOOLLEY
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BUILDING A CITY — Herbie Barnett builds a play city out of cardboard boxes. He is the son of Denice Barnett and Billy Barnett.

t

iitumfAisdis IV I

Karen Elkins, 4, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Elkins, pours water on her plant.
Each child planted seeds in an empty egg carton.

)9

)0D
CKET
!ESS
wood

PALS — Left to right are: Melinda Butterworth, 5, Karen Elkins; 4, and Herbie
Barnett, 5, as they
ham it up for the photographer.

4

REST TIME — Jamie Williams gets a pat on the back from Bryan lee, age 8, during rest
time at the center.

PAGI 1

On that extra special day let's show her how
lucky we know we are. By making her a Queen
for a day. Serve her breakfast in bed... take
( \I:"'HELSON'S41

;

/
... f---,
,, if I1 i le r

N.- ,1

One Rack

Open Nigel., Sr t 00 it Open tare Friday

Tops
Pants
Shells
Blouses
Jackets
1/2

•Open late Fri.
ii •Pfenty of Free Parking
•Financing Available

or buy her an outfit from our new
Joyce, Catalina,
Paddle & Saddle,
Mr. Beau or Mr.
Fine.

Shop Dunn's For Mother's Day
Fine Selection of...

Chairs
Dishwashers
Dinette Sets

The Clothes Closet

pri

Southside Shopping Center

10% off all

Ladies Shoes

Haturlizer, Life Stride, Miss America

Shop your
friendly merchantsfor
the best selection of
gifts. You'll find
the perfect presents
for Moms of all ages.

THAT SPECIAL GIFT THAT LETS HER KNOW
SHES PRETI'Y SPECIAL 7'00!

DIAMOND CAMEO

DIAM(iND

ONYX

F."
Genuine Onyx
with diamond.
Set in yellow It4950
or white gold. 'y

***

DIAMOND EARRINGS
Shimmering diamond
set in each earring.
Pierced. White or a.
Yellow 14K Gold.TIU".

45°°
This Mother's Day give her a gift
she'll never forget

Ole,Aa6}9,4,

MoTHER'S PIN
Mother will cherish
this - a birthstone for
each member of the
11495
family. Sterling Silver
or Gold Filled.

The name is registered
peg No 661,459

DIAMOND
CROSS

The design is patented
U S Pat No 146,143

Twirl bands of 14 Karat Solid Gold signify
husband and wife ... a lustrous synthetic
stone of the month marks the birthday of
each of her children.

Diamond teardrop
pendant in Sterling Silver.

There is only one Mother's Ring .. but many imktahons
Assure yourself of the original by its identifying' tag. The
Mother's Ping is so distinctive, so unique, thaf it has been
awarded U. S. Patent No. 186.183.

LINDSEY'S JEWELRY
Court Sq.

Murray, Ky.

She'll adore pretty ,
night things like
these! Soft,
feminine ...
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Prices Good Thursday, May 8 thru Wednesday, May 14
Maxwell House
Carnation

Coffee

Super Value

Instant
Breakfast

Bread

Tide

16 oz. loaf

Assorted Flavors
6 envelope pkg.

79.

for

$100

49 oz.

Wisconsin Russett

******************

Laundry
Detergent

$1 1 ******************

Potatoes
Dak

Ham

Can

*

Wisconsin Russett

Potatoes_ .... 20 lb- 009
lceburg

Lettuce

Chopped

Hefty
Tall
Kitchen

Large Heads

*.9
.
23c
I lb. Can

9C *

Scott
Leader

Bags

15 Bogs
with coupon

New Texas Yellow
3 lb. Bag

Florida Juicy

Oranges

49c

Dog Food

Scott Liquid

25 Lb. Bag

Gold

Floor Stripper and

Doz.

******************

French Fries.. 2 lb. Bag
* morton Chicken, Beef, Turkey, Tuna
* Pot Pies.
* Frosty Acres
*

Bow Wow

Onions

* Garden Delight

$359

Cleaner
$149

Baby Limos.

**

* Hdberg
•
Chuckwogon

*

69c
****************

*
* Steak

140!. Rag

23 oz.
with our coupon

Hyde Park

Potato Chips
Polish Wyrob
Twin Bag

Golden Rich

1813,
()Rogers()

Pickles

59

22 oz.

55c

EACH
PIECE

WITH EACH
$5.00 PI IRCHASE

*****************
First Week

51.00

TEASPOON

O,C

Second Week

SOUP SPOON

$1.25
VALUE

49.
4112

-141)W11'
N'

SALAD FORK

$1 21
VALUE

.
,
Ott

This Week

ICE DRINK SPOON

Fifth Week

DINNER FORK

$1 25
VALUE

.,
471:t

KNIFF

2 SO
VALUE

.
,
OC

Sixth Week

The •bove schedule will be repeated twice in
'or a total 4,4 le weeks

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef

.,..

VALUE

v11,41 L2u5E

_

49c

he comma weeks

COUPON
Parker's Market

*********************************************************
*
Fresh Water
*
Craddocks Pork
*
*
Fresh Pork
*
*
*
*

Catfish
Steak

**i Neck Bones

Sausage
*
:
12

*
39.
79.
.
:
8
lb.

*
*
*
*
*
*

lb.

*
*
*
*
*

oz. Bog

16 oz.-8 Bottle Carton
With Bottles or Deposit

1lAjp

Scott Liquid Gold

Floor Stripper and Cleaner
$1 49
oz.

-

*

outh
"tetia4 it! knerIcaall
CONTEST

23
with our coupon

Expires 5-14-75

WIN A FREE TRIP TO...

t - 24 oz. Bag $1 58
******************************************************** g.—

Parker's Market
Help your favorite boy or girl win this fabulous trip. You'll
receive one vote for each 10 cent purchase you make at our
store. Contestants with the most votes will win.

'
Field
s

Wieners
Dinner Franks
Wieners
Bologna Sliced

New All Beef

* *
Located in Downtown
Shopping Centers
7 a.m. to 9 p.m.

6 Days A Week

Hefty Tall

Buy The Followinq And Receive Bonus Votes

400 Bonus Voles 500 Bonus Votes
Swift
Baker's

Ice Milk

Coconut

I? gal.

14 oz. Bag

1
Vote
Bonus
1000
Votes
500 Bonus
Kool-Aid
Ryan
lemon or Orangel
10 qt
Drink
Site

Kitchen Can Bags
15 Bags
with coupon

IF YOU MATCH OUR QUALITY .... YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICE"

R

Expires 5 14-75

Home owned
and
Home operated
Joe M. Porker
and
Sammy Joe Parker
Owners.

a /SA

.
1.1*

osoare%

7
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Leniency, Respect For Lives, Property Promised

CERTIFICATE OF APPRECIATION — Joe McKinney, pastpresident of the Murray Calloway County Jaycees, presents
Gene McCutcheon, editor of the Murray Ledger & Times
with a Certificate of Appreciation, in honor of the
newspaper's continued support of the local Jaycee chapter.

I change my telephone
message'for you each
Wednesday. Please Dial
753-6091
LISTEN, and then
PLEASE ELECT

FRANCES WILSON SHEA
Circuit Court Clerk
Paid for by Francis Wilson Shea

nuommtwimaimmomiallillap

09e"
cos''t0
(011'
to
9
b rovis

/1
)
.
Closed
All Da
c
Y
-unday

Our Prices Start At $4.00 Sq. Foot.
8 x 12 Only $376.00
30 Mile
Free Delivery
x 12 Red Barn $528.00
We build all sizes & types of Portable Buildings with wood,
concrete, or dirt floors. Let us bid on your Lake Cottage, Boat
House and carports. Located on Hicks Cemetery Rd. off
Hwy. 121 South one mile South of Cherry Corner.

NEW HOOVER
DELUXE
BLENDER
DOES EVERYTHING BUT
TURN ITSELF
OFF & ON

Star reporter Hildy Johnson (lack Lemmon)reiterates to his
tough managing editor (Walter Matthau) that he is quitting
the newspaper game in Universal's "The Front Page," a Billy
Wilder film starring Jack Lemmon, Walter Matthau and Carol
Burnett. The newspaper drama was produced by Paul
Sionash, directed by Billy Wilder, and filmed in Technicolor
and Panayision, with Jennings Lang as executive producer.
Screenplay for "The Front Page" was written by Wilder and
I.A.L. Diamond, and based on the play by Ben Hecht and
Charles MacArthur.

'Front Page' Opens
Thursday At Capri
Walter Matthau made sure he
would give his own performance, uninfluenced by
other actors, when he began his
starring role with Jack Lemmon and Carol Burnett in Billy
Wilder's film of "The Front
Page," opening May 8 at the
Capri Theatre.
He turned down an invitation
to view the two earlier film
versions of the Broadway stage
hit by Ben Hecht and Charles
MacArthur.
His portrayal of Chicago
Examiner managing editor
Walter Burns in the Universal
picture set in 1929 is therefore

Hoover
Portable
Hair
Dryer

By The Associated Press
•'A sea of people" gathered
at South Vietnam's former
presidential palace today and
heard the commander of the
Saigon area promise leniency
for former opponents of the
Viet Cong and respect for the
lives and property of foreign
residents, Saigon radio reported.
The mass rally, held under a
mammoth portrait of Ho Chi
Mirth, was designed to introduce the new administration
for the Saigon region. It
marked the regime's first week
in power.
neighboring Cambodia, the
last convoy of about 250 foreigners trapped in the country,
including five Americans, was
reported just 36 miles from the
Thai border.
At the same time, the Khmer
Rouge radio said Cambodia's
new leaders have launched a
big campaign to "clear the
country of filth and garbage"
left by the war and are pursuing an "offensive to increase
production" in order to be
"completely independent of all
foreigners."
At Subic Navy Base in the
Philippines, about 20,000 weary
refugees arrived in a convoy of
26 South Vietnamese navy vessels after a week's journey
from the Vietnamese coast.
U.S. officials said the vessels
now belonged to the United
States because 'U.S. Navy officers boarded each ship before

pure Walter Matthau with no
resemblance to the character as
played by Adolphe Menjou in
the 1931 film version with Pat
O'Brien,or Cary Grant opposite
Rosalind Russell in a 1940
edition, title-changed to "His
Girl Friday."
"Of course, I might have seen
the pictures when I was a boy,"
Matthau shrugs, "but I've
really forgotten it if!did. I don't
think it wise for an actor to see
another actor doing the same
part. Your own performance
can be colored by it, consciously
or otherwise."
One of these days, he will
arrange to see the first film
version, but not the second
"when the reporter was played
by an actress. What I'd really
love to have seen is the original
stage play. Lee Tracy was Hildy
Johnson when it opened on
Broadway in 1928 and Osgood
Perkins, father of Anthony
Perkins, was Walter Burns."
Matthau was told by crew
members during production of
"The Front Page" that he was
born to play Burns, but he
recalls that "once before I war_
offered the part in a project
rtim version. Elia Kazan was
going to direct it. I read the
script, but I didn't like the way
it was written. It took Billy
Wilder and I. A. L. Diamond to
>do a great screenplay. I think u
the film version is better than z
the play. Wilder and Diamond sx
opened it up. They also doubled z
the length of my role."
"The Front Page" was
produced by Paul Monash and
directed by 'Billy Wilder in
Technicolor and Panavision,
with Jennings I.ang as
executive producer

they entered Philippine waters
and took over title.
The move apparently was designed to meet a Philippine
government demand that no
ships or personnel of the former Saigon regime enter its
territory.
Gen. Tran Van Tra, who led
the attack on Saigon in the 1968
Tet offensive and later represented the Viet Cong on the
Joint Military Commission,
warned the crowd in the South
Vietnamese capital of severe
punishment against any who
"sever themselves from the
people" and "serve as henchmen for foreign countries."
But he promised leniency and
understanding for soldiers and
officials of the old government
and respect for the lives and
property of foreign residents
-providing they earn an honest
living through clean business"
and obey laws and orders.
The general called on Viet
Cong soldiers and cadre to stay
ready to "smash all counter
revolutionary schemes." He
concluded that "our city will
surely develop all its rich potential," the radio said.
The national anthem, only
slightly altered from that used
under the Nguyen Van Thieu
regime, opened the rally, the
radio said. "Shouting of revolutionary slogans" was the closing item on the schedule.
A delegation of children was
detailed to give flowers to
members of the military man-

agement committee on a podium outside what has become
the administrative offices for
metropolitan Saigon.
The presidential palace, set
in a park of giant tropical
trees, was heavily guarded with
barbed wire, armored vehicles,
antiaircraft guns and troops.
The broadcast said that officials on hand in addition to
Tra, chairman of the metropolitan military management committee, included Deputy Chairmen Vo Van Kiet and Mai Quy
Tho, and Maj. Gen. Hoang
Cam, commander of the metropolitan defense corps.
At the Thai frontier town of
Aranyaprathet, Marc Bon-

Sale!
Snappy New
Summer
Handbags
EspeciallY
For M°111
Prices Good
thru Saturday

Elect
C. C. Lowry

Big Selection!
Dress and Canvas
Styles Assorted Colors

City Council

Open Nights 111 9
* Use Your MASTER CHARGE Card

Ward B

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Murray
Mon .-Fn . 10-6
Sat. 9-9
Sun. 1-6

fritrCIV
SHOES

Political Advertising Paid for by the
Candidate

Get

MANILA s

nefous, special representative
of the French government, said
he had received the report of
the convoy of foreigners from
Khmer Rouge border guards at
"Freedom Bridge" that links
Cambodia with Aranyaprathet.
Three air-conditioned buses,
four French doctors and a team
of Thai Red Cross nurses waited near the crossing point for
the convoy that in addition to
the Americans, includes some
100 French citizens and about
140 Pakistanis who have been
living in Cambodia.
The South Vietnamese were
invited to the gala ceremony at
the former presidential palace
by an earlier broadcast

toknow us; you'll Like us.

WOODSTOCK
DIDN'T FLY
SOUTH THIS
YEAR

-4

MD
G3501
•Built•in spatula for easier mix•
ing plus strainer top.
•Six speed control for every
blending need.

Your Choice Of
Blender or Hairdryer

al Greater air flow
•Four temperature
dries hair faster
settings
•Easy to carry, easy •Cord storage area.
to store

For
Only

'24" BROILER

oover
2 Slice
Toaster

FRY PAN

With Built-in
Warming Tray

Great for convenience foods
Reheats cold toast without
burning

Toast
the way
you like it!

George Hodge
& Son, Inc.
205 South 5th Murray - Phone 753-4669

Broil! Bake! Fry!
Warm n' Serve! All in
one wonderful Buffet.
Styled Appliance.
Stainless-Steel '
Cooking Surface

Only

$3995

The Black Hole of
Calcutta
was a small chamber in
the
fort at Calcutta where a British
regiment was imprisoned June
20, 1756, by the Newab of Bengal. Before morning 123 died
from suffocation.
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Hospital Report
April 25, 1975
Adults 103
Nursery 8
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Edwards ( Linda
Faye, Mrs. Rus-sell Di, 200
Circle Dr., Benton.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Phyllis Sue Dick, Route
1, Mayfield, Mrs. Betty J. Wells,
Route 5, Box 317, Murray, Mrs.
Joye Elaine Mills, Route 6, Box
262, Murray. Mrs. Marita J.
Stanley, 4026C Meadowbrook
Court, Sumter, S.C., Mrs. Edna
G. Vance, Route 1, Almo, Mrs.
Ruth Maybelle Ferguson, Box
29, Hazel, Mrs. Betty M. Dillion,
318 High Streadt Mayfield.
Raymond W. Barrett, Puryear,
Tenn., Miss Debra Ann Herring,
Route 7, Mayfield, Ruth Edna
Mills, Route 8, Murray, Miss
Susan Marie Robertson, 303
South 15th Street, Murray, Miss
Tammy Ann Mahan, Route 1,
Hazel, Mrs. Dorothy Lucille
McFarland, New Concord, Mrs
Linda Nell Blaustein, 1806
Monroe, Murray, Byron L.
Miller, Route 1, Mayfield, Mrs
Deborah Louise Farley, 1619
Wiswell Road, Murray, Mrs.
Sharon Parker and Baby Girl,
Route 7, Box 284, Murray. Mrs.
Carolyn S. Darnall and Baby
Girl, Route 2, Murray, Jgrs
Virginia Lee Russell and Baby
Boy, Route 5, Benton, Jim S
Ramsey, 514 Broad Street.
Murray, Mrs. Helen Shipley
Wall, Route 2, Hazel.
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no desire to run for office
herself.
Miller remains modest about
her achievements, pointing out
other women who hold high
office in state government. She
mentions Gail Huecker, commissioner of the Bureau for
Social Insurance in the
Human
Department for
Resources. Miller admires
Huecker, saying she has a
"terribly responsible job."
Huecker recently was named
Kentucky Social Worker of

Miller Says

of the staff above clerical level. department also display the the job when the job became
FRANKFORT,Ky.—Not very through no matter what time it
t there
this
departmen
touch. Bright, available." She feels women
to
came
On a tour of the department, feminine
charmed by the idea of living in is, even if they have to come in
in jobs Commissioner Miller is quick to moveable walls with lots of are more interested in politics
of
women
dearth
a
was
Frankfort, she came to the on Saturday. They are the ones
of any responsibility. We've point out the number of women Windows have replaced the dark than when she first came to
capital anyway with plans to who will eet the jobs with the
hired a number of women in in evidence, especially the brown wood paneling, which Frankfort, but that the interest
stay only two weeks. That was responsibility."
and professional number of female counselors. made up the counselors' "goes along with their intechnical
in 1948.
She has no preference as to jobs."
creasing involvement in all
Miller said there was only one cubicles.
Twenty-seven years later the sex of her staff members."I
Cattle Lou Miller's rise facets of life."
Three years ago, there were woman who served as a job
Cattie Lou Miller is still here look at ability and educational
She doesn't agree necessarily
eight women in the personnel counselor when she became through the ranks has stemmed
enjoying whatever role her and work experience. We've
in the most part from being with the suggestion that women
department with jobs above the personnel commissioner.
varied state government career been extremely careful to give
clerical staff. They now have 33
Physical changes in the extremely capable and, as she are less motivated by politics
sends her'way.
.equal consideration. When I women and blacks, 41 per cent layout and structure of the puts, "having the ability to do than men, but she said she has
Miller Inow serves as commissioner of the Department of
MO
1/8
MO
11•1
Personnel, a position she
assumed in February, 1972.
1111
•
111
1 111.
Why did she stay? When my •
I IS II •
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two weeks were up,I discovere •
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I was fascinated by what went I IN • I.
said
never
So
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on in Frankfort
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anything to them and they I •
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never mentioned it to me," •
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Mope • III • lb
•
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Miller replied. However, the Iin
ladies
fact probably is that she I III
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990.
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the Loom"
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"Fruit
changed jobs and assignments
III
so often, -things never got
Soft Magic
g.VaFe
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boring or mundane..
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During the spring and
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summer of 1947, Miller took a
•
job which changed the course of I1il1l1-i11.1Vk
•
I
at
work
her life. She went to
I 11
I•
,t.%ff
Earl C. Clements' campaign
I•
II
IN
At
Ill
.
•
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headquarters as secretary
# ••
1111 MI
stie.1t to the
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••• %al as or '
the time, Miller said, "I wasn't •
in mi A •
no
•
--1111
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waist
•
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voter."
with Sandalfoot
even a registered
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retnforced Seams
When Clements ultimately
ele
Some items not exact) as .ktured
moved to Frankfort and the
HIGHWAY 641---MURRAY, KY.
governor's office, so did Cattie
Lou Miller with the understanding that it was a twoweek stint only. "I wasn't too
interested in Frankfort, but I
changed my mind quickly and
in the area.
Fishing Season Is Here! We have the largest tackle display
have been here since, except for
MI at Discount Prices
a brief stay in Louisville while
e
Louisvill
the
working for
Chamber of Commerce," she
said.
Miller, who hails from Horse
Cave, later worked as P
secretary for Gov. Lawrence
Wetherby and then moved up as
executive assistant to Gov. Bert
Combs.
• Up until the Combs adReg.
inpublic
ministration,
TAX $1.69
formation and promotion work
was scattered throughout all
cabinets of government, with
much overlapping of duties.
Combs formed a centralized
Department of Public Information with Cattie Lou
Effective, fast acting, good taste Choice with mist for curls, swirls, flips, ,
Miller at the helm. "We also
wisps any style you choose, therof 12-oz. liquid or 100 tablets
had two women news directors
mostatically controlled.
during my seven-year stay as
No. HB-1600
commissioner of that departSale Your Choice
ment," Miller pointed out.
Edward
Gov.
During
.44
Clairol Ladies
Breathitt's administration,
as
9 lb. 3 oz.
ously
his
with
simultane
Herndon
Fred
Miller served
Air Brush
"Hawg" caught 3-9-74 on Bill
his chief administrative officer
Sty
ling Dryer
Natural pH Balance
Norman's "Little Scooper"
and as the Public Information
apricot, strawberry,
commissioner.
During the Nunn administration, she moved to the
to wonderful in minutes,
go In,'
lieutenant governor's office.
nplete with attachments,
2ipeec.
super fast drying
f,x
5110 wait,
and under Gov. Wendell Ford
Model fi-1
compersonnel
became
she
missioner.
Ponds
Miller points out that the
Dreamflower
number of employed w6men in
Dusting
this country is the highest it has
been since World War II. She,
Powder
too, worked in the war effort as
Fort
at
employee
a civil service
Knox.
than cry
If it has anything to do with fishing, we have it and we have more of it
Examining the job situation
other area merchant.
for women with state government, Miller said the chief
problem has been finding
with skills and
women
psychological makeup
necessary to run an office or
department. It is difficult finHot New Decorator Item
ding women who can keep a job
e."
perspectiv
in proper
Brass Colored
She admits that the number of
qualified women is increasing.
But commitment is what Miller
Many Different
looks at when considering
Styles
someone for a job. She said,
"Women are often not flexible
enough to take on management
posts because they have
Largest Asst.
Many different
committed themselves to home
in this area.
Sizes-Styles& Frames
and family. Now, this is a
generalization and I find it true
for men also. I watch the people
who are willing to see a job

e

......

theYear by the state Society of
Professional Social Workers
One thing noticeable about
Commissioner Miller is her
dedication and commitment
But she does find time for her
other interests. She studies art
management and journalism at
the University of Louisville and
is an amateur portrait painter.
She also is a confirmed tennis
'nut,' winter and summer, and
she maintains a 100-acre tree
farm in Hart County near her
hometown.

100% acitate
Sizes 5 to 10
white or 3 asst.
pastel colors

••••••••••

SCOOPER SALE!
Days Only

Do they work on Ky.Lake?
1111 Little Scooper

Table

Mother's Day Specials from Uncle Jeff's

Wall Pictures

ADULTS 118
NURSERY 9
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Russell (mother
Virginia Lee), Rt. 5, Benton,
Baby Girl Parker (mother
Sharon ), Rt. 7-Box 284, Murray,
Baby Girl Darnall (mother
Carolyn S.), Rt. 2, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Edith E. Garrison, 303
Oakdale, Murray, Larry D.
Moffett, Box 5764 Hart Hall,
Murray, Mrs. Marcella J.
Smith, Rt. 4, Benton, Mrs. Judy
Walker, 1605 Catalina, Murray,
Mrs. .Frances Oshia, Rt. 2,
Dover, Tenn., Mrs. Viola L.
McWherter, 123 Gorden, Paris,
Tenn., Shelby G. Potts, Rt. 1,
Kirksey, Mrs. Amanda White,
711 Main St., Murray, Mrs.
Valta Walker, 700 Riley Court,
Murray, Hubern W. Ferguson,
Rt 2-Box 225, Puryear, Tenn.,
Walter Dumas, 314 Rison St.,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Florence
Hale, Rt. 1, Murray, Albert
Martin (expired), 403 N. 1st..
Murray

by Counselor
Asst. Styles, Colors, Etc
Values to ;9.95
Includes 2 clear gloss bowls
v- Fingertip speed selector
5 yr. guarantee
Gold-Avocado-white

This weekend
Only
Fully Guaranteed

No film
Windshield
Washer
Antifreeze
& Solvent

Juliette AM/FM
Portable
Radio

,Battery-Electric, black padded
leatherette with charcoal front, 3"
pm dynamic speaker, telescopic FM
antenna
No. FPR-1273

Made of !aides foam, perforated
for coolness, choice of ladies or
men Assorted sizes

Close, fast, comfortable shaves. Exclusive styling. Easy flip-up cleaning.
No. 17LB sale

•
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2. Notice
EVERY FRID!AY IS

- -PHONE NUMBERS
FOR THE
LEDGER 8 TIMES
DEPARTMENTS
ARE AS FOLLOWS

Honda Day
Ride your Honda to
work or school
Sires Ges
Sere Motley

News, Society and
753-1918.
Sports
Retail Display advertising 753-1919.
Display,
Classified
CirculaClassified,
tion and the Business
may. be
Office
reached on 753-1916
and 753-1917. .

Thomas
Honda
80 ; S. Ofti

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must be
submitted by 12 noon,
before
day
the
publication.
All reader classifieds
must be submitted by 4
p.m. the day before
publication.

Notice
Approitnagely 12,00$8.-sq ft c4,
rental space available at 2.11.1
and Poplar Streets Wester"
Dark Tobacco Packing Corp
Murray, Ky , Phone 753-3342

,..-syvvioYesterdays
Piave

Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS
1 Boundary

Alghan;stan
;pr;nce

9 Resort
12 Great Lake
13 Unclothed
14 Electrified
particle

15 C oniunct Ion
$6 Ravehngs

zochac
2 Extraneous
3Symbol for
nickel
4 Lamprey

5 Cancel
6 Grumble
7 Cyprinold
fish

Corded cloth
13„du
9
m s,e, SPPla'

in Italy
ki
18 Hole
1 Indefinite ar20 Spanish art,- -41 ticle
cue
17 Preposition
22 Hard -shelted
fruit tpi
Unit of Ital,an 35 Biermsn
21
24 Bark cloth
currency
38 Mend with
27 Lamb $ pen
Mrs
23
cotton
name
Pubbcatbn
25
40 Appellation
29 Mother of
26 Decorates
of Athena
Apollo
27 Come int0
43 Indiy,duals
31 CrIrnsOn
new
46 Beneath
32 Earn
28 Helps
48 Indite
34 Tears
30 UittOCks
51 Symbol for
36Ar1obc;a1
(poet I
gold
language
for
Care
3-3
Mari s
53
37 Avobed
39 Mend
a
7
4 T.:.:71 w
.
1
2 3

41 Sun god
42 Break soddem y
44 Lawmaker

45 African an
telOPe
47 Attracted
49 Spreads for
dry mg
50 S.c.han
vOICSIND
52 G.ri same

12

41

57 Hear)
59 Symbol for

45

C 071U1T1
61 Mature

30

defy

66 A comment
ebb,
.7-7:719 10 1 1

,- c4.1,
,i,-___,.
,. . .7!

, 3.
.. 954

13

ii N.7
.:,0: 47
42
6
...klg!. 47
if":1:•: 52

63K nd of ciom
65 insect
67 Rocky 5,11
68 L berate
61 6:
69 Celebratbn
DOWN
67

26
3. ..(

tr 7:'.* 24

,:...... 22
2, ...,

32

55 Pair

62 Proceed
64 Teutorhc

• • 113
lv,

.'..Z7o

37

mcknarne
56 Away'
58 Urge ter
60 Greek letter
61 Near

S.:-.:., 0

15

54 Three-toed
sloth
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1973 QUACHATA bass
boat, 1972 60 H. P.
BURIAL INSURANCE up
- --- •
Johnson. Complete, $1900.
to
$2,000.
no
Health,
HELP IS in reach. Dial
_ 1975 Challenger bass boat,
problem. Golan C. Hays:
NEED 7 5 3 - 6 3 3 3 ,
1974-770 H. P. Johnson
753-1976.
NEEDLINE.
Complete, $3400. Must see
these boats! Make offer.
14. Want To Buy
One must be sold. 753WANT TO buy formal-size
Listen To
6809.
10 or 11. Call 753-7392.
Frances(Wilson) Shea
16' EVINRUDE inboardDial 753-6091
COINS-AMERICAN Gold,
walk
outboard with
silver, or copper. Buy or
trough windshield, 155
tehskal Laski ks Ss k C•4440
sell. Free appraisals.
H. P. Buick V-6 motor.
Paul F. Faivre, 753-9232.
Boat,
motor, and :railer
REDUCE, SAFE and fast
in excellent condition.
with Gobese Tablets & E- WILL BUY timber-Call
Call Don Tucker, 753-4342
piNs"
"water
Vap
. James or Larry Mathis,
or 753-1930.
Holland Drug Store 109 S.
Dover, Tennessee. 6154th, Murray.
232-5928 or 615-232-7123. 1974 GLASTROM GT 160,
like new with 115 H. P.
TWO USED 26" girls
Evinrude engine and
standard bikes. 753-0230
Linda Henry,
Shorelander trailer,
753-4251
after
3
p.
m.
or
$2800. 436-2211 or after 6,
formerly owner of Linda's
753-0224.
FIVE TO TEN acres
Beauty Shop at Dexter, Ky., is
no% employed at
partially cleared land, 15
mile radius of Murray 1973 25 H.P. Evinrude, like
Brenda's Beauty
new with electric start
with or without house. 753and shift controls, long or
4147.
Salon
short shaft kit included.
603 South 4th St
$600. 436-2211 or after 6 p.
HIGHEST PRICES paid
Murray, Ky.
m. 753-0224.
for Scrap metal, steel
TS3-4582.
copper, and aluminum.
Murray Metal Works FIVE SPEED Swinn
bicycle, $20. 201 North
Hwy. 121 South.
10th Street, 753-1238.
3. Card Of Thanks
WE WOULD like to thank
everyone who helped in
any way during the death
of our loved one, A. B.
Wyatt.
A Special thanks to
friends and neighbors of
the communities of
Coldwater, Kirksey,
Brewers, and Gob.
The family of A. B.
Wyatt

5. Lost And Found

49

44

13

61

Nee

--o
•,

5-7

20. Sports Equipment
16' DUO Sportster windshield, top and sides, 60 H.
P. Evinrude motor. 1011
Story Ave.

Jairaa Aupiog
paipoionv

144

47

12. Insurance

LOST: NEAR South 16:h
Street. Saturday. Personal copy of book "The
Prophet." $5 reward. 7538958.
LOST: BLACK and white
male Peek-A-Poo, near
Fax Meadows. 7534706

6. Help Wanted
WANTED: Carpenter.
Good finished carpenter.
Call 753-9807.
JACK AND Jill- openings
for children. Infants - 6
years. Drop-in service.
753-9922.
CHARM BEAUTY Shop.
Call for appointment. 7533582.

15. Articles For Sale
PRECUT PICTURE
frames,
ready
to
assemble, assorted sizes.
Murray Lumber Company.

V BOTTOM Polarcraft
with Moody trailer. 9'
,
2 H.
P. Johnson motor, trolling
motor and battery. $475
firm. Call 753-8500.

22. Musical
12 x 12 SCULPTERED
Bigelow carpet, sky blue,
one year old. $60. 767-6159.
GOOD USED clothingGirls, size 10-14. Boys,
size 12-16. 753-8077 after 3
p. m.

16. Home Furnishings

Piano In
Storage
Beautiful spinet-console
stored locally. Reported
like new. Responsible
party can take at big
saving on low payment
balance. Write Joplin
Piano Co., Joplin,
Missouri 64801.

FORMICA TOPtable and
six chairs. Color-tan. 4928432.

BALoWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to purchase
plan. Lonardo Piano
Company, across from
FRIGIDAIRE ELECTRIC
Post 9teiat, Paris,
stove, coppertone, exTennessee. Also the
cellent shape. $75. 753Antique Mall, 4th &
8630 after 4 p.m.
Sycamore, Murray,
Kentucky.
SOFA CHAIRS, tea cart,
end table, other misc. 753t PRIGHT PIANO, good
5361.
.ondition. For more information, call 753-0960.
VELVET GREEN couch.
Chair, Kirby vacuum,
frostless freezer, green PIANO TUNING, repair
and rebuilding, prompt
oat dishes, walnut bed.
service. Rebuilt pianos
489-2181.
for sale. Ben Dyer 7538911.
17. Vacuum Cleaners

23, Exterminating

THE SALE is over at Kirby
Vacuums. But you can
still have your old Kirby
rebuilt for $26. Trade-ins
on new Kirbys are worth
up to $80. Come in and see
us soon. Kirby Sales &
WAITRESSWANTED.
Services, 500 Maple
Apply in person at,Sykes
Street, 753-0359.
Cafe.

WANTED: ELECTRIC
piano
player.
Also
vocalists-prefer female.
436-2569 or 435-2266 after 5
p.m.

WANTED: SOMEONE to
stay with elderly couple
day or night. 474-2340 or
753-6069.
NEEDED SOMEONE to
ken Watkins Products
Call 753-5550.

There's a sale
everyday in the
Classified Section.
Buyin' or Sellin' for
the best deals on a
fast set of wheels,
you can't beat the

Want Ads
Phone 753-1916

kSSISTANT MANAGER SonIc Drive-In of Murray.
Contact Bob
Amos,
Delivery,
General
Murray, Kentucky, for
appointment.
Please
include resume or work
record. Temporary phone
753-2682.

9. Situations Wanted
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER would like to do
your work. Rough or trim
work. No job too large or
small. Will also do exterior painting. For best
prices and fastest service
in area, call 753-7723.

10. Business Opportunity
Stentierd Oil
Service Station
for was..
Excellent location in
Murray.
753-2432.

HOW TO earn money at
home mailing commission circulars, Excellent profit potential
Offer details. Rush
stamped, addressed
envelope and 25 cents to:
Bishops, Box 23, Hamlin,
Kentucky 42046

18. Sewing Machines
SINGER TOUCH & Sew, in
beautiful walnut console-in like new condition. Auto-reel bobbin,
Fully guaranteed. Pay
balance $88.90 or E-Z
'arms. For free home
demonstration, call 7533316 anytime.

Free
Termite
Inspection
'Avoid Costly
Home Repairs

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
100 South 13th Street
Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish di Shrubs
Phone 753-3914

FARM EQUIPMENT disc, bushhog, grader
box, • grader
blade,
pulverizer. 753-7370.

57 MODEL Super C Farmall, fast hitch, plows,
disc, cultivator, Iwo row
planter, $1400. Pull type
case combine Series 65,
good condition, $150. 50 lb.
No. 1 Kobe Jap Seed, $25.
753-3897.

Big Spring
Door Buster
Sale
' One big pile while it lasts"
Cut loop Hi-low sculptured shag jute back or
rubber back...Only $3.95
sq. yd.
Commercial
type
tweed
rubber
back.. Only $2.99 sq.
yd., 12 and 15 ft. widths,
many colors.
12 ft. no wax cushion
floors.. Only $2.61 sq.
yd.
Installation
Available
Paschall
&Sons
8 mi. So. of Murray, Ky.
on 641
Phone No. 901-498-9733

arr.

24. Miscellaneous
4 H. P. Roto-Tiller, $100
One girl's bike, ten speed,
$55. 492-8884.
FIREWOOD $10 per rick,
delivered 753-0271.

31 Want To Rent
APARTMENT OR small
house, Mature couple.
Call 753-4953, after 6 p.m.
753-4515

32. Apartments For Rent
DUPLEX, unfurnished,
two bedroom. Call 7533312 or 753-8096.
FURNISHED
APARTMENT, large kitchen,
living
room-bedroom
combination. Call 7538175.

FOR RENT
Nice furnished apartments for boys or girls,
summer
and
fall
semesters. Also efficiency apts. for girls.
Phone 753-5865 days, or
753-5108 after 6 p.m.

FREE CHAIN LINK fence LARGE TWO BEDROOM
estimate. No obligation.
furnished apartment.
installation
Expert
Couples only or small
available. Montgomery
family. No pets. 753-1203
Wards has 48- 11"2 ga.
or 753-1790.
fence outfits on sale at the
lowest price of the ONE BEDROOM furnished
summer. Call 753-1966 duplex, air-conditioned,
today for your free
close to hospital. Call 753Montgomery 6088.
estimate.
Ward, Chestnut Street,
Murray.
APARTMENT FOR
summer months. Call 753WATER HEATER Sale, a 6069.
year outright- warranty.
All heater elements are TWO BEDROOM apart4500 watt round models. ment, carpeted. Couples
30 gallon single element
or teachers only. 753-2898.
$66.88. Double Element
models 30 gallon $69.88. 40 ONE BEDROOM furgal. $79.88, 52 gallon
nished, all electric heat
$89.88. 82 gallon, $129.88.
and air-conditioned, very
Table top double element
nice and close to MSU.
models 30 gallon $9788.40
Call 753-4478.
gallon $107.88 Wallin
Hardware across from MURRAY
MANOR-All
Paris Post Office.
new, all electric, unfurnished, one and two
TILLER 3 H. P. B&S bedroom apartments.
Engine, $176.75. 5 H. P. On Duiguid Road, just
power off 641
engine
B&S
North. 753-8668.
reverse, $219.95. Wallin
Hardware across from NICE
FURNISHED
Paris Post Office.
apartment, available for
weekly or monthly rental.
27. Mobile Home Sales
May be seen at Kelley's
Pest Control.
LIKE NEW 12 x 60. Used
only 30 days. Central heat
APARTand air, water, electricity FURNISHED
MENTS. One or two
and sewer system hooked
bedrooms. Zimmerman
up. 100' x 198' lot, near
Apartments South 16th
Kentucky Lake, included.
Street. 753-6609.
Furnished, on concrete
slab, skirted and has new
ONE
redwood porch. Owner FURNISHED
AirApt.
will sell all of the above
bedroom
conditioned, all Electric,
for only $9900 with small
down payment. Phone
Call 753-8611.
436-5320 or 436-2473.
TWO BEDROOM apart12 x 60 CHEVELLE mobile
ment, furnished or unhome,$3000, on Hwy. 464.
furnished. Call 753-4331.
753-796,

33. Rooms For Rent
12 x 66 iVHEELER, 1971,
central heat and airconditioning, located in
Fox Meadows. Call 7530158.
12 x 47 TWO bedroom, all
electric, central airconditioning and heating.
$3000 or best offer. See at
No. 31 Grogan Mobile
Homes highway 94).
1971 HOMETTE 12 x 52
home,
mobile
two
bedroom, fully carpeted,
furnished, $3,500. Call 7533712 after 6 p. m.
24 x 60 DOUBLE WIDE,
unfurnished, 12 x 15
balcony, carpeting,
drapes, central heat and
air, washer and dryer,
deluxe appliances and
decor. No. 74 Riviera
Courts, 753-5361.

19. Farm Equipment

5 H. P. GARDEN tiller,
used one year. Real good
shape. Sell reasonable.
489-2155.

24. Miscellaneous

186110 x 55 Skyline, central
air-conditioning, located
at A-3 Fox Meadows.
$1900. 753-3855

28. Heating & Cooling
WINDOW
airNEW
conditioner, 1100 BTU.
Call 753-6961.

SLEEPING ROOMS, airconditioned, private
entrance, refrigerator.
Zimmerman Apartments,
South 16th St. 753-6609.

34. Houses For Rent
TWO BEDROOM brick,
carport. On 34 acre lot, t's
mile north Alrno Heights.
References required. Call
474-8865 after 5:30 p. m.

FOR RENT
Summer Semester
House for 4 college girlS whop
on Olive at 16th, seer milvar.
sity, air conditioned

Phone 753-5108 after 6
p. m. ond on Sunday
"
TWO BEDROOM, den,
drapes,
carpeted,
refrigerator, stove,
or
garage. Couples
teachers only. 753-2898.

36. For Rent Or Lease
FOR RENT - Private lot
on Roberts Estate, 100 x
200 ft $30 per month
Hook-up for trailer. Call
753-9143 after 2 p.m. or
753-4655.

38. Pets - Supplies

43. Real Estate

PARADISE KENNELS - THE QUALIFIED perBoarding and grooming, sonnel at Guy Spann
Pick up and delivery
Realty are waiting to talk
service now available.
to you regarding your real
Call 753-4106.
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call
41. Public Sales
or drop by the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 753Auction
7724.

Sale
night Nays,630
p.m. 10 asks South of Paris st
Henry Teen., ..it to pest of
tics.
Selling a load of new
merchandise. Dealers
welcome.
Beecham Auction
Service
This Thursday

Ph. 642-0914

YARD SALE-310 South
8th Street-Friday and
Saturday. Broken mirror
pictures, nice clothingall sizes, toys, jewelry,
antiques,
glassware,
furniture, new guitar and
misc.
YARD SALE-North 7th
Ext. Just off Chestnut
Street. Thursday and
Friday,9-6. Saturday 12-6.
Clothes of all sizes, avon
bottles, and misc. 7536309.

Auction
Sale

Sat. Night
May 10

630 p.m. at Henry Airctios
Nouse, Newry Teen., Next to
post office.
Selling a lot of antiques and other merchandise.
Beecham Auction Service
Gary Beechen Airctioniter
Paris, Tens.
Ph. 901-642-0919 Lit- No. 421

SPRING
SPECIALSOne-third to 17 acres.
John
C.
Neubauer,
Realtor. Bob Rodgers,
Associate. Office 753-0101,
home 753-7116.,
WILSON INSURANCE,
Real Estate, and Auction
at 202 South 4th Street,
invites you to call 753-3263
or see Ron Talent, Loretta
Jobs, or Ronnie Pea for
real estate.

of surplus items at
the Murray United
Methodist Church
Saturday May 10 at
10:00 a. m. on the
parking lot.

Wood Folding Chairs
Steel Folding Chairs
Children's Chairs
Electric Fan
light Fixtures
Tables
Numerous other items

Douglas
Shoemaker,
Auctioneer
CARPORT
SALErefrigerator and other
furniture. 801 North 19th
St Keet, Thursday, Friday,
and Saturday. 8 a. m.-8 p.
m.

BIG 4 PARTY
GARAGE SALE
Baby stroller, car seat,
bicycle, refrigerator, a
maple drop leaf table,
occasional chairs, boy's
clothing 10 to 12,sun gun
photography
light,
dresser with mirror,
built-in
oven
and
cooking top, electric
floor scrubber, various
baby and household
items and clothing. Held
rain or shine
1306 Poplar St.
Saturday, May 10
8:00 a. m. to 5:00 p. m.

FRESH COUNTRY eggs, 29 Mobile Home Rentals
37. livestock Supplies
60 cents a dozen. Call 4742361 or 474-2320
FOX MEADOWS and
YOUNG ANGUS bulls. 753Coach Estates mobile
4022 after 5:00 p. m
home parks, exclusive
TREATED FENCE posts. SET OF white steel spoke
residential area, swimwheels for Ford truck,
ALso treated barn poles
ming pool. Families only. 38 Pets - Supplies
and lumber. 5 x is and - $100, nev. .243 M70
753-3855.
long lengths. Poplar Bluff
Winchester, $120. 489MALE 43 Real Estate
REGISTERED
2577.
Treating Co., Highway 60
Irish Setter, 11 months
West, 314-998-2555 or 31431. Want To Rent
old, all shots, comes from ROBERTS REALTY
WILSON PIANO National
785-0700.
champion stock. Will sell
located on South 12th at
electric sewing machine NEED HELP making
payments'
cartiper
for $50. First come, first
Sycamore
with all attachments.
has
five
CASE FARM tractor, three
Murray family wants to
serve. 753-8573.
licensed and bonded sides
Gary Youngblood, 489point hitch, PTO, no
rent camper in late spring
2576 or 489-2664.
personnel to serve you
accessories. Good conor early summer. Call CHICKENS, DUCKS, plus twenty years exdition, $1100. 436-5414.
753-5995 after 5 p.m.
Golden Pheasants,
WOODEN ICE, BOX and
clusive real estate ex6,000 BTU( E. room airBantams, fancy and old
perience. Call 753-1651 or
FERGUSON 20 tractor,
favorites, Latge seleccome by our office. We
conditioner Roth in ex- TWO BEDROOM unexcellent condition. No
tion. Hubert Alexander.
cellent condition. Call 753- furnished apartment or
like to talk REAL
equipment 753-2958
house Call 753-6088.
6918 after 5 11 m.
Phone 328-8563.
ESTATE.
4

FOR
thi-es
shop
out b
nort t
inter
for a

BY
tub'
bedi
cent
air,
Call
poin

BY OWNER - Three
bedroom,
newly
redecorated inside and
out, new carpeting, on
acre lot. One car garage.
Two miles from Murray.
Call for appointment. Call
753-4931.

01;11

44 Lots For Sale
WATERFRONT
LOT
(South two-third lot No.
36) on Kentucky Lake in
Keniana Lake Shore
Subdivision. $6,995. Phone
Indianapolis, 317-987-2051
or 356-4462 or write P. 0.
Box 19061, Indianapolis,
Indiana 46219.
$10 down and $15 per month
will buy a large wooded
lot at Keniana Shores.
I,,ake access, central
water, all
weather
streets. Phone 436-5320 or
436-2473.

YARD SALE-extremely 45. Farms For Sale
nice clothes for infants,
children, and women. THREE ACRES land, six
Baby walker, swing, room
house, double
antique couch and chair.
carport. Call 753-9378, 753Turn right at gravel iaziad,
7494, or 753-7263.
's mile east of Stella, at
sign. Saturday, May 10, 46. Homes For Sale
10:00 a. m.
THREE BEDROOM, two
bath, one year old. 1003
Johnny Robertson Road.
753-1926 after 6 p.m.

Auction
Sale

PAGE 1

PRICED FOR quick saleby owner: two bedroom
house
near
Belaire
Shopping
Center.
Aluminum siding. Large
lot. New roof. Nice neighborhood. $11,850. 753-5281
5-8 p.m.
UNIQUE BRICK homeoriginal pine paneling,
dining-family room with
beamed ceiling. Three
bedrooms with large
children's dormatory
upstairs. 1,
1 baths.
Glassed-in sun porch. Call
753-9545.
THREE BEDROOM house
with carport. Ideal for
retired couple or small
family. Good location.
Price $18,700. 753-3903.
NEW HOME for sale in
Gatesborough, 1"2 story,
contemporary styled.
Four bedrooms, three
baths. Many extras in
house including cathedral
ceiling, balcony, central
vacuum and intercom.
Call 753-9208.
EXCEPTIONALLY NICE:
Two bedroom, two bath,
brick home in Westwood
Subdivision with central a
air, nice carpet, built-in
range and dishwasher.
Offers country living and
yet close to Murray for
convenience. Low price of
$23,000. Call Moffitt
Realty Co., 753-3597, 206
South 12th Street.
LARGE BRICK home with
four bedrooms, two
garages, three other
outbuildings, carport,
situated
on
approximately three acres
close to lake. Home offers
a tremendous view for
miles around, priced at
only $26,000. At Moffitt
Realty Co.. 753-3597, 206
South 12th Street.
UNIQUE NEW three
bedroom, two bath,
house. Living -dining
room, den with fireplace,
G. E. appliances, central
heat and air-conditioning,
all carpeted. 753-3903.

L
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NICE TWO bedroom house
at 1416 Vine, ideal for
young couple or elderly
couple. 753-9761
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46. Homes For Sale

Another View

FOR SALE by ownerthree bedroom brick with
shop building, large
ou!building, 1 1 2 miles
north of city limits. If
interested, call 753-8615
for appointment.

BY
OWNER: Three
bedroom brick home, 1 1 2
baths, carpeted, drapes,
and built-in stove, 1103
Circarama Drive, one
block from two shopping
centers. Call 753-2257 or
435-4462.

THREE BEDROOM brick
home located near M H.S.
$28,500. 753-8432.

AUCTION SALE
Every Friday Night
641 Auction House,
Paris, Tenn.
This week we have: lamps, jugs, churns, crock,
old picture frames, chairs, chest, kettles, glass,
dishes, rugs, bedroom suite, lots more.

Shorty McBride
No. 247, Auctioneer

SPECIAL!!
1973 Chevrolet long wheel
base pickup truck.

I

two
d. 1003
Road.

sale001T1

ela ire
n ter .
Large
neigh53-5281

omeeling,
with
Three
large
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property-duplex
Investwownl
with extra apartment in back.
Partially furnished, extra good
location. Nigh income. let yoor
tenants pay your mortgage
payments while your investmeirt appreciates.
Please cad es for appointments
and odifitiormil information.
WAYNE WILSON
NEAL ESTATE
202 S. 4th
733-3263

Broad new inside and out.
23,000 miss, good tires.
Three speed, us cylinder.

47 Motorcycles
'2300.

Call 753-6740

AUCTION
Sat., May 10 - 100.m.
See., Allay 1 1 - 130 p.m.

2108 Jefferson St., Paducah, Ky.
nd, six
double
78, 753-

Like Country living? Then see
this brick home on a wooded lot
with 6 acres Nome has 3
bedroom, family room and big
kitchen, P
sioe with deed.

This property belonged to Miss Irma Yeiser, and
having been sold, we will be offering at auction the
entire household contents.
Victorian marble top table; walnut bookcase I dbl
doors); Victorian living room suite (3 piece matched set); oak armoire (massive & ornate);
(pegs);
chest
4-Drawer
Cherry
Mahogany dining set (Duncan Phyfe style - table,6
chairs,& 3 drawer with glass front "hi-boy" serverchina cabinet); Mahogany twin-bedroom set( high
boy chest, separate front dresser with mirror and
night stand, beautiful); 4 wicker chairs and rockers
(perfect on 3); 4-tier oak bookcase (stack type);
cherry rocker; cane chairs(2); mahogany bedroom
set (2 piece dresser with mirror and chest); old
desk; walnut dining chairs (Queen Ann style); oak
spindle-back chair (fancy); 4-poster oak bed; ice
cream chairs (4); oak dining table; DEPRESSION
GLASS; PICTURE FRAMES (dozen - all types and
sizes-perfect-same with dates); brass table lamps (matching pair); door stops library table; 4piece porch set (arrowback-very nice); OLD
JEWELRY; beautiful old bowls and glassware;
fancy wood boxes (jewelry, etc); brass objects;
silver objects (all nice and beautiful); old beaded
purse (perfect); OLD BOOKS (the books range
from "colliers Unabridged Edition of Charles
Dickens to novels to works by Dumas & Thomas
Carlyle - there are dozens of books); brass chandalier(5 pods - globes perfect); pitcher and bowl set
with chamber pot; Victorian walnut love set; Victorian walnut chair; bent wood chair; old trunks;
walnut bedroom set 2 (piece); old school desks;
"Jenny Lind" bed; refrigerator; electric stove;
matching pair cups and saucers - mustache cup and
mantle
"Mrs." Cup - (Beautiful and ornate); old
clock (Seth-Thomas); plus much more unique and
ornate furniture, glassware and collectables.
shine. We
This sale will be held under tent-rain or
and
afternoon
will sell til around 5 o'clock Saturday
til
sell
and
m.
p.
1:30
at
Sunday
then start back on
finished. This is one of those "Don't Miss Sales"
time.
Lunch available. Terms announced at sale
with us
cash or check (With proper I. D.). Come be
for a good sale. Thank you.

YAMAHA 100CC LT3
Enduro Torque induction
good condition, Must sell.
753-8046.
1973 YAMAHA 250 MX,
priced to sell fast. Call
4364370.
650,
YAMAHA
1971
chopped. Call 492-8882
after 4 p.m.
1972 KAWASAKI 175 Trail
Bike, in excellent condition. Also three bike
heavy duty tilt and swivel
trailer. ('-all 753-6448, ask
for Ron, or after 6 p. m.,
489-2553.
1970 HONDA TRAIL 70. Set
of maple bunk beds. 7533756.
1972 HONDA 350 street
bike. $550. Good condition. 753-6855.
1972 YAMAHA 750, low
mileage, fully equipped.
753-8175.

9 Used Cars & Trucks
1972 CHEYANNE Pickup,
power steering, brakes
and air conditioning,
39,000 miles, $2500.00 Call
436-2584.
1972 PINTO,$1600. Call 4928894.
1966 PLYMOUTH Sports
Fury. $150. Call 753-6940.
1972 CAPRI, four cylinder,
FM, tape deck, 36,700
miles,four speed, radials.
$1700. 901-232-8214.

EXPERIENCED PAINTER will do interior or
exterior work by the hour
or job. 753-8343.

BABYSITTF.R,
preferred. Salary
open. Call Friday between 2 p. m.-4 p. m. 4424670.

Dura

STANDARD

de&

Home
mprovement Center

tee.

614 South 4th
753-7414

Murray's Newest Paint 8, Wallpaper
Store

5-7
Sitel
"A FEW TOMATO PL At4T MAYE3U, 11-IE REST
OF IT WILL 13E ALL HAMESURCIER HELPER:'

49. Used Cars & Trucks

$800
gal.

This Weeks Special
Wonder Glow Gloss Latex House Paint
No, MO Cheese White nose-amiiiiiiet

Defi-Rust Enamels and Primers

$800
gal

KIRBY CARPET CARE cleans rugs of all kinds. It.
business, homes, and
institution. Rugs come
clean by steam cleaning.
Ask about the dry
cleaning process too.
Free estimates. 24 hour
answering service. 500
Maple. 753-0359.

51, Services Offered

REPOSSESSIONS':, 1972
Satellite,
Plymouth
automatic, with air. 1970
Plymouth, two door, hard
top, automatic. 753-1414 95 or 753-6329 after 5 p. m.
1969 VOLKSWAGEN, good
condition. Call 753-8345.
1972 VEGA,factory air, GT
equiped, new engine,
below wholesale. 753-8616
or 436-2107 after 5.
1962 FORD automatic
ransrnission good condition. $100.00 Call 7530412.
1971 MUSTANG Grandeaulomatic, air, power
steering, power brakes,
vinyl top, custom interior,
new tires, 14 to 16 m. p. g.
Sharp! 345-7745 evenings.
1969 CHEVY CAPRICE,
AM-FM radio, power
steering, air-conditioner,
two door. 753-7654.

WORK.
CARPENTRY
Remodeling, room additions, any type of home
improvements. Free
estimates. 436-5840.

Furches Jewelry

SPECIAL
PRINTED
SOFTBALL and
BASEBALL SHIRTS
Printed While You Watt

Wallace's
Book Store
from
WU Library

NEW CONSTRUCTION
remodeling pole barns.
Call 489-2543. -

1966 STEP VAN. Call 7536344.

HUTCHENS'
JOHN
Plumbing and • Electric
Repair Service. No Jobs
1967 FIREBIRD 350, rallyc
436-5642
too
small.
wheels, stereo tape,
anytime during day.
excellent running condition. $575. Stacey-Fike WILL REPAIR guns, or o
Used Cars, 753-0000, after
All,
work
clocks.
6 p. m., Phone 753-9786.
guaranteed. Call 4924869
James Buchanan,
1 Si8
OLDSMOBILE
Cutlass. Call 753-0619.
D.C.'S ROOFING-new
roofs, reroofs, repairs. All
Call
Ranchero.
1968 FORD
work guaranteed. 437435-4360.
4155.
1968 PEUGEOT, 404, with
sun roof, needs new
clutch, excellent gas
mileage. 6500. 753-9566.

Putative* and Panting
Residence" and Commercial
Bill Houghton
0961

1967 DODGE Pickup,
converted to flatbed.
Excellent condition. 7536988 any time.
EXPERIENCED
ROOFER will do build-up
1972 BUICK ELECTRA
water
and
roofing
1973 98 Oldsmobile. Both
proofing Free estimate.
full power and air. 753Will also mow lawns. 7535532.
4465.

50. Campers

WINDOW CLEANING and
carpet cleaning serviee.
12 years experience. Free
estimates. Call 753-3351.

PASCHALL PLUMBINGA
ELECTRIC. Well pump
repair service. Call 7535674.

NEW OR OLD, remodel
and repair. Brick, block,
tile, and pea gravel
James
See
GUTTERING-SEARS all walks.
aluminum seamless Hamilt% 75378500.
gutters ,with baked on
white or colored enamel.
Call Larry Lyles at 7532310 for free estimate.

For Your Soy Bean Needs
Draws
Imam
Immolation
Moly Mix
Soybean Seed

1

1135. 4th Street
Murray

or dependable wat '
and jewelry repair

Factory Approved
Accutron Service

Murray Warehousing Corp.
Old Concord Road
Phone 753-8220
Murray,Ky.

BREAK AND DISC gardens. Call Amos Hill, 7535737.

The Lamplighter
Restaurant

SMALL DOZER jobs.
Phone 753-7370 after 8
p.m.
ROY HARMON'S Carpenter Shop ( old ice
plant).
Complete
remodeling and repairs,
cabinets, paneling, doors,
formica work, finish
carpentry, contracting.
In1W753-412-4Tir 753-0790
nights.
EXPERIENCED
BABYSITIER. Any age,
day or night, in my home.
753-0782.

located 2 miles oil Mechlin oil 121 on lae4 fill Road
011sn Ilion., fti., Sat. 4:30 p m130 p
Seaiay -12:00-5:00P

Taking Mom out to dinner
rC1MyT Great!tet
on Mothethe Lamplighter participate.
Well honor her with a delicious
dessert designed with a Mom in
mind.
Compliments of Betty and Bill

MOW LAWNS and do light
hauling. Call 489-2460.
GARDEN PLOWED and
disc, call 753-8133.

Roofing

ALUMINUM SERVICE
Co.-Siding, aluminum
trim, awnings, custom
made aluminum shutters.
Will Ed Bailey, 492-8897 or
Bobby Lawrence, 4928879.

Commercial Hot
Built-Up Roofing
Estimates available upon request

54 Free Column
FREE-MALE Pointer
bird dog. 753-7585.

Have amply crew and materials for roofing,
re-roofing, and roof repair work.

HINMAN'S RENTALSHome, garden, plumbing,
PUPPIESauto, and special tools. FREE
ly need good
desperate
802 North 18th Street. 753home.753-7869 or 474-2752.
5703.

Call Us At
502-247-3816

Klapp Roofing
Co.Corp.

WALLIS DRU

*PRESCRIPTIONS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEM:HNC BRANDS OF COSMITICS

Mayfield lositecky

MOTHERS DAY SPECIAL
Extend your personal greetings this year, with a greeting ad
in the Murray Ledger & Times.
Personalize your greeting by inserting a photo of you, your
cost.
family, the grandchildren or your mother at a--small extra
ng a
Make Mother's Day 1975 a special day for her by inserti
photo of her in the ad.
(No
No ads smaller than 1 col. by 1 inch will be accepted.
Photo)
All ads must be received at this office by May 8, 1975.
You furnish the photograph, any photograph will do, black
& white preferred.
On. G.E. Paste - Uhl

Two Col. Photo - $5.75

MODERN DRAIN cleaning
service-clogged up sinks.
toilets, bath tubs, sewers
Electric sewer machines.
Repairing of water lines
and faucets. Call 436-2490.

14111. 1111ilier

Mother's Day 1975

ELEC- BUSHHOGGING,
LICENSED
puziwisiG. landscaping,
TRICIAN - Prompt,
efficient service. No job
gravel hauling. Mrytle
Brenneman, Pottertown
too small. Call Ernest
White. 753-0605.
Road, 436-2540.

Hi. 4. Rao ortoi .1mo,

I Cot by Inch - 31.1i

Love to you
on
Mother
Day
Mothers
1975 from Rick.
Rau mid Chrisi‘.

Grand Opening
May 8,9, 10

Red House of Crafts
Hwy.68-East oltarkley to
Cadiz, Ky. 42211

Over 1100 Colors To ammo Front

Soybean Growers

GET YOUR lawn mowers
repaired now in time for
spring. Fix mowers, rotatillers, and small engines
436-5525.

WELDING.
MOODY'S
Ornamental iron, general
repair, field service.
Phone 753-5668, Murray.

51. Services Offered

Also Featuring A Complete Line of
house
for
deny

GARDEN BREAKING,
discing and bushogging.
Call 753-4838,

CONTACT SCHOLAR
Brothers for all your
CAMPER TOP for long
bulldozing, backhoe work,
wheel base pickup truck.
1968 CHEVROLET, four
trucking needs. Phone
or
$125. Call 753-3805.
door, automatic, good
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354condition. Call 489-2640.
after 7 p.m.
Sales, 8161
CAMP-A-RAMA
Coachman, Trail Star,
1963 PONTIAC convertible,
CONLAKELAND
PHIL JEFFREY AUCTION CO.
Fold down, unique, Good
good motor,
body,
poor
442-6300
Ky.
gravel
Paducah,
N
STRUCTIO
1503 Broad St. at 3rd.
used trailers, 1,2 mile east
30,000 miles. $150. 753-8630
hauling, backhoe worn,
LICENSED-INSURED-BONDED
of 68 and 641 intersection.
after 4 p.m.
driveway and storage
Draffinville, Ky. Phone
sheds. Call 436-2505.
527-7W37.

Featuring Dutch Standard Paint
three
bath,
ining
lace,
ntral
ning,

51. Services Offered

TUTOR

BY OWNER -three
bedroom brick I one year
old. Living room, family
room, kitchen-den, 11,2
BY OWNER-in Can- BY OWNER: Lakefront
baths, fully carpeted,
terbury Estates. Three
lot, year round home.
central heat and air,
bedrooms, two baths,
Central heat and air, lots
double car garage. One
central heat (gas) and
of cabinets and closets,
block from Murray High
air, fireplace. $38,500.
2 baths, basement with
1
2/
School. 753-2659 or 753Call 753-8087 for apliving facilities. Call 4368012.
pointment.
5332.
Bagwell Manor Sulecivisioa-leolt
al this nearly new 3 bedroom, 2
bath home with extra closet
space. Also lies central heat rind
air and a one car garage Very
nicely decorated.

51. Services Offered

We handle art and craft supplies pl+,- •!nderafted
gift items.

Come Get Acquainted
Glen and Bettye Helir,
':Froo Coffee & Rolls
Phone 924-5361

LOVE to you Mother on Mother's
Day 1975. Rick, Rita and Christy

Make it a special dayfor Mom with a Public Declaration of
your love that she can treasure forever.
Extra copies of the Murray Ledger & Times may be purchased at the Murray Ledger & Times after Mother's day.
Al! Mother's Day ads will run Saturday May /a 1975.

Spray Cons - Pints - Quarts - Gallons
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Johnny Miller Is
Named For Award
By His School

Funerals
Elzie Copus Dies
Tuesday; Funeral
To Be On Friday
Elzie Copus of Murray Route
Five died Tuesday at 8:10 p. m.
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 77 years of
age.
The deceased was a retired
furniture repairman and a
member of the Calvary Temple
Pentecostal Church of God and
Woodmen of the World. Born
May 4, 1898, in Marshall County,
he was the son of the late
Tillman Copus and Rosa
Florence Clark Copus.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs_
Dorothy Copus of Murray Route
Five; one daughter, Mrs.
Vivian Quante of Lancy,
Washington.; tito sisters, Mrs.
Zeffie Woods of Murray Route
Three and Mrs. Minnie Mien
Petree of Cleveland, Ohio; two
brothers, Earl Copus of Pine
Bluff Shores and 011ie Copus of
Los Angeles, Calif.; two
grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Friday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Bro. Paul
Wanger officiating. Burial will
be in the Union Ridge
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after ten a. m. on
Thursday,

Albert B. Morton,
Dies At Age 99;
Rites Held Today •
Funeral services for Albert B.
Morton, age 99, were held this
morning at ten o'clock at the
Farmington Baptist Church
with Rev. Harry Yates and Rev.
Don Farmer officiating.
Active pallbearers were
James Farmer, J. B. Sanderson, James B. McNeely, Jim
Flood, Holland Shelton, and
Forrest Glover. Honorary
pallbearers were M. C. Rose,
Carney Pierce, Joe Hargrove,
Hoyt Mangrurn, and Leonard
Terrell. Burial was in the
Farmington Cemetery.
Mr. Morton, former retired
school teacher and farmer of
Graves County, died Sunday
afternoon in a Louisville
hospital. He is survived by one
son, Garnett Morton, Louisville,
one daughter, Mrs. Virginia
White, Sterling Heights, Mich.,
one grandchild, and six great
grandchildren.

Services Are Held
For G. D. Miller
'The funeral for Glen Dwight
Miller was held this morning at
eleven o'clock at the chapel of
the Lindsey Funeral Home,
Paducah, with Rev. Terry Sills
officiating.
Pallbearers were Mike
Feezor, Mark Higdon, George
LeQuire, James S. Carr,
Russell Lyons, and Ronnie
Golden. Burial was in the
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Miller, age 25, died
Sunday at three p. m. at
General Hospital, Louisville. He
is survived by his wife, Joy, two
sons, parents, Mr. and Mrs. L.
D. Miller, step daughter, sister,
and grandmother, Mrs. Ethel
Martin of Calloway County.

Johnny Miller, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Cy Miller of Hazel, has
been presented the 1975 M.
Keith Humble award as the
"Outstanding Student of
Mortuary Science” at the
School of Technical Career at

Johnny Miller
Southern Illinois University.
The selection was made by
the Students and Faculty of his
major field of study. Miller
started to school here in May
1973, will complete his studies in
June 1975, and will take his
National Board of Funeral
Directors and Embalmers
examination in August.
Miller is now employed at
Hopps-Johnson Funeral Home,
Benton, Ill., and is married to
the former Caral Wertz of
Benton, laboratory technician
in a hospital in Benton.
The former Hazel man served
one year internship with the
Miller Funeral Home of Hazel
and is a 1971 graduate of
Calloway County High School.

Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service May?.
1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 9 Suring Stations
Beteipts. Act 633 EC SOO Barows & Gilts
Itle to $1 higher SowsleSto 11 higher
US 1-2 200-230 lbs
$46.25-46 50
US 1-3 190-240 lbs
145.75-46.25
US 2-4240-200 lbs
541.20-4571
1144 73-4520
US 3-4 260-260 lbs
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
139 00-40 00
US 1-3 300450 lbs
,13850-39 50
US 1-3490490 lb:
540.00-4100
13884300-6001b•
137.50-3LN
Boars $29 00-32 00

House Committee Pushing Toward
Judgment On Energy Tax Measure
WASHINGTON LAP) — The
House Ways and Means Committee is pushing toward final
judgments on an energy tax
package to offer Congress as
an alternative to President
Ford's proposals on energy conservation.
The panel was to make its
last major decisions today on
tax features to recommend for
House votes later this month.
Committee Chairman Al Ullman, D-Ore., seeks to get an
energy tax bill through the
House before the scheduled
May 22-June 2 Memorial Day
recess.
Ford has proposed a package
including oil tariff hikes and
voluntary efforts by auto makers to improve fuel efficiency
contingent on relaxation of
clean air standards. Ford delayed most of the tariff program to allow Congress time to
develop its own proposals.
A feature of the Ways and
Means bill sets gasoline mileage standards which auto makers must meet if their cars are
to escape taxation — 18 miles a
gallon for 1978 models, 19 miles
a gallon for 1979 models and 20
miles a gallon for 1980 models.
If the average gas consumption of a manufacturer's
car met or bettered these
standards, there would be no
energy tax on the vehicle. If
the average is below these
standards, a tax would apply to
those models which consume
more than the standard.

Kings Sons To Sing
Old Salem Church
The Kings Sons will be the
guest artists at the second
Sunday monthly hymn sing
from two to four p. m. at Old
Salem Baptist Church on Old
Concord Road, two miles south
of Murray.
Preceding the singing the
church invites the public to a
fellowship potluck dinner on the
church grounds at twelve noon.
Sunday School will be at ten a.
m. and morning worship service at eleven a. m. with Church
Training at five p. m. and
Vesper worship service at six p.
m. The pastor, Rev. William
Leon
Drennan, will be
preaching at all worship services. Rev. Leon Harp, Sr., is
minister of music.
Persons may call 436-8808 for
information or transportation.

Federal State
Market Report
Federal State Market News Service,
Saturday May 3, Murray, Ky Murray
Livestock Market' Livestock weighed on
arrival
Compared To Last Week - Slaughter
cows steady, slaughter bulls $100 higher.
feeders $200 higher
Slaughter Hetiera • Good 500!be $2000
Slaughter Cows Utility $18.00-21 50. Cutter $16 00-18 00. Canner $13.00-16 00
St•iichter Bulls Yield Grade 1-2 138)1500 lbs indicating 78-90 carcass boning
per cent $22.00-24 75
Feeder Steers Choice 300-500 lbs $26.0020 10, 500-700 lbs 127.00-30.50, Good 300-500
lbs $23,00-26 00. 500-7001bs 124 00-27 00
Feeders Heifers Choice 300-600 lbs
11900-2200. Good 300-600 lbs 117 00-20 00

Women of the Goshen United
Methodist Church will hold a
rummage sale on Saturday,
May 10, starting at seven p. m.
at the American Legion Hall,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.
A wide variety of articles will
be for sale, a church spokesman
said.

WASHINGTON CAP — Opponents of a 'dam in Kentucky's
Red River Gorge who claim the
project would have an adverse
impact on the environment either are misinformed or '`damn
liars," according to proponents
of the controversial project.
J. 0. Briggs, a Stanton, Ky.,
real estate man, told congressional subcommittees on Tuesday that environmentalists,
through a "propaganda ma-
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cent or $1 a barrel, but Congress would get 60 days to act
in case it wanted to block this.
While Ford did not urge
boosting the existing 4 cents a
gallon federal tax on gasoline,
a plan to hike this levy by as
much as 23 cents a gallon is a
major item in the Ways and
Means bill.
The bill would use a new sysThe tax measure may have
tem of duties to replace exist- to start its legislative path
ing tariffs on oil and petroleum without a provision for a windproducts. The duty would be 2 fall-profits levy on petroleum
per cent on crude oil imports producers. The tax would be
and 5 per cent on all other pet- linked to companion legislation
roleum products. The President under Commerce Committee
could raise the duty on crude control to take price controls
oil to the higher of either 10 per off U.S. crude oil.

Surplus. .

• (Continued from Pagel)

Carrots new allocation in- ly as had been expected," Carcluded M.9 million for higher roll said.
education — $L5 million of it
Carroll's allocation was based
for grants to students in public on a revised revenue estimate
and private colleges. A 1972 law that projected the state's Genjust upheld by the courts pro- eral Fund will take in $950 milvides tuition grants to qualified lion and the Road Fund $266
students in private colleges.
million this fiscal year. A reAnother $1.17 million went to vised revenue estimate last
the eight state universities or July projected receipts of $900
colleges to help them meet in- million for the General Fund
flated utility and heating costs. and $257 million for the Road
And the University of Ken- Fund.
The legislative staff estitucky's Jefferson County Community College will get $250,000 mated last month revenue this
for equipment so it can start fiscal year would be $917 million for the General Fund and
operating in September.
$257 million for the Road Fund.
Six other education alloca- That was the first
time the legtions totaled $479,000, the larg- islative staff tried
to prepare a
est being $200,000 for the Ken- revenue estimate of its own and
tucky Arts Commission to help reflected its growing
expertise
arts organizations hurt by in- in the field.
flation.
Carroll acknowledged, in the
The total allocation for edu- letter accompanying his report,
cation, including for colleges, some legislators would regard
was $7.4 million.
the revised revenue estimate as
The state Human Resources -a tremendous windfall." He
Department got $8.9 million, in- said some might suggest cutcluding the $7.3 million for the ting taxes while others would
AFDC-UF program. Allocations want to spend all the surplus on
totaling $1.6 million went for statewide programs.
•'Such proposals at this state
programs for the aged, blind
and disabled, handicapped chil- would be shortsighted because
dren and a family practice unit we must recognize, and not igat Louisville Memorial Hospi- nore, why we have these additional funds," he said.
tal, for that city's West End.
''The primary' reason the surCarroll cut Focd's final allocation — which had not been plus developed is because of
processed yet — from $9.36 mil- the energy crisis and spiraling
inflation," Carroll said, referlion to S8.6 million.
ring to receipts from the sevCarroll eliminated SWAN)
for equipment for the energy erance and sales taxes.
But at the very same time
research center near Lexington
that our tax _dollars increase
because the building to house it
because of inflated prices, the
would not be available for 18
demands upon those dollars inmonths to two years. He cut
crease proportionately because
$221,000 from the $300,000 Ford of the effects of rising prices on
had allocated for an air com- these services essential to the
muter system because that pro- citizens of the commonwealth,"
gram -has not moved as rapid- he said.

Opponents Of Dam Called
'Misinformed Or Liars' By Briggs

Rummage Sale To Be At
American Legion Hall

White& Navy

The Ways and Means bill provides for an oil import quota
and petroleum import licensing
system to determine who is entitled to amounts allowed to
come into the United States.
The quota numbers remain subject to change before the panel
finishes its bill.

chine," have -worked on the
minds of the young people on
the college campus" and have
"brought to the public an untrue picture of what would happen to the beautiful Red River
Gorge" if the dam were constructed.
Some opponents of the project, he said, are "damn liars."
Rep. Carl Perkins, D-Ky., one
of several witnesses to testify
before House and Senate subcommittees on the project, said
he feels conservation groups
are intentionally spreading
"misinformation" about the
project.

'Notations'
Presented Award

by Vitality & Bibianna

Aid

"Notations," a yearly literary
publication at Murray State
University, was presented a
$150 award at a banquet
sponsored by the Kentucky Arts
Commission in Louisville
Saturday evening.
The award, one of the highest
given in the college competition, marks the third successive year "Notations" has
won recognition on the state
level.
Four representatives from
the Murray State campus attended the awards banquet for
literary magazines to accept
the award. They were: George
Perkins, assistant professor of
English and a co-sponsor; and
three student editors—Karon
Corley of Marion, Larry Moscoe
of Frankfort, and Mark Roberts
of Falmouth

The original site for the proposed dam has been moved five
miles downstream to satisfy
those who want the gorge preserved, Perkins said. Much of
the opposition is "based on
data predicated upon construction at the upper site."
He said the current site of
the darn would not damage the
scenic beauty of the area.
Sen. Wendell Ford, fl-Ky.,
filed a statement in favor of the
proposed dam.
Sen. Mark Hatfield, R-Ore.,
acting chairman of one of the
panels, said the position that
Gov. Julian Carroll of Kentucky
takes on the project is "crucial."
Carroll has declined to take
an official stand on the project
as yet, saying he needs more
time to study reports on the
matter.

STOCK MARKET
Prices of stocks of local interest at noon
today furnished to the Ledger & Times by
1 M Simon Co. are as follows:
Airco
Amer Motors
Ashland Oil
A T &T
Boise Cascade
Ford
Gen Motors
Gen nre
Goodrich
Gull thl
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Singer
Tappan
Western Union
Zenith

19% +5.
5% taw
21% -%
50% unc
30% +
3574,
43% 4%
135. inc
19 -%
19 +5.
241k +%
14 -al.
14% inc
6 'inc
14% unc
20%

Prime of dock of local interest at noon,
EDT, leilay, furnished Vi the Ledger &
roes by First of Michigan, Corp, of
Murray,ire as follows
LIS Homes
Kaufman & Broad
Ponderosa Systems
dr1.
leingdeladi
Union
W R Grace
.
Texaco
General Else
ac.
G AF Cl
ingw4.,21,04,,.•
Georgia

SPECIAL RED CROSS
A special meeting of the
American Red Cross Board of miser
Jim Walters
Directors will be held Tuesday, Kirsch
talawY ...... tel
May 13, at four p. m.
Franklin Mint

Mt +4.
7 -1.0
11% +4
19% -h
esk• ..4
a unc
29% sic
47 +111
10% +%
434 -%
31/
3
4 low
35 .s
13h .i..
51)... +1%
Mb +%

to
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CHAIRMAN ANNOUNCED—Before leaving Murray during her recent campaign tour of the
Purchase area, Thelma L Stovall, democratic candidate for Lieutenant Governor of Kentucky,
announced her Calloway County chairman as Clayton Hargrove (left). Standing with Mrs.
Stovall is Jean Blankenship, earlier announced as county chairwoman for the campaign.

Ford Expected To Get Only
Partial Funding For Refugees
WASHINGTON (AP) —
There were increasing signs today that President Ford will
get only partial funding for his
Vieteam refugee program,
which administration officials
say will run out of money next
week.
The discouraging news came
after Ford told a nationally
broadcast news conference
Tuesday night that he had been
encouraged by signs-of support
for his plan to bring the refugees to the United States for resettlement.
Ford has asked for $507 million to resettle some 135,000
South Vietnamese who are
headed for the United States
following the conquest of their

Campaign
Chairmen
Announced
Mrs. Betty Lowry and Mrs.
Jane Prince have been named
co-chairwomen of the Julian
Carroll for Governor campaign
in Calloway County for the
primary election May 2'7. Their
appointments were announced
by Dan Bazzell, county
chairman.
Bazzell said he is "especially
pleased to have chairwomen
who have such a combination of
enthusiasm, know-how and
concern for good government to
fill this vital role in the campaign effort."
He added that they will be
involved in working with
women in many facets of the
campaign, including
organization, research, fundraising and a get-out-the-vote
drive.
Mrs. Lowry, who is secretarytreasurer of the Calloway
County Democratic Executive
Committee, served as a
Democratic chairwoman in the
1971 gubernatorial general
election campaign.
Active in civic and church
work as well as in politics, she
was the first woman to serve on
the Kentucky Council on Public
Higher Education and in 1971
became the first woman in the
U. S. appointed as a state
chairman in the March of
Dimes campaign.
A native of Memphis and a
graduate of the University of
Tennessee, Mrs. Lowry is
married to Dr. C. C. Lowry,
Murray surgeon. They live at
1010 Westgate Drive.
Mrs. Prince is also active in
community affairs. She is a
member of the board of the
Murray
Civic
Music
Association, a member of the
executive board and the Music
and Sigma Departments of the
Murray Woman's Club, and a
past co-chairwoman of the
Calloway County March of
Dimes campaign.
She earned the baccalaureate
degree at Murray State and the
master's degree at the
University of Illinois. She and
her husband, Dr. Joe Prince,
dean of the College of Creative
Expression at Murray State,
and their son Tyler live at 902
South 17th Street.

country by the North Vietnamese and the Viet Cong.
"I imagine the Senate would
approve part of the money,"
Assistant Senate Democratic
Leader Robert Byrd said. "But
I personally would not approve
the full amount."
The West Virginia Democrat
added that Ford's request
would give each Vietnamese
refugee $3,000 each and "that is
too much money.
Rep. Joshua Eilberg, fl-Pa.,
chairman of a House subcommittee handling the refugee
bill, suggested that some aid
might be appropriated on an interim basis, at least until the
administration can come up
with more precise figures on
what is needed.
House International Relations
Committee sources said $382
million would fill the immediate needs•of the refugees.
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BUY THE BEST FOR LESS
SAVE ON ANY KitchenAid SUPERBA DISHWASHER.
Built-in, convertible, or dishwasher-sink. Adjustable
racks. Seven pushbutton cycles including Soak Cycle
for pots and pans. An Energy Saver feature. And lots more
SPECIAL SAVINGS ON COLOR PORTABLES. Toploading portable (Model KDA-7)or front-loading portable
(Model KDD-67). In popular colors. While supply lasts

lid.-11 1

At
•

SAVE
ON
KitchenAid
STAINLESS
STEEL
DISPOSERS

WS
Continuous o, batch teed
Exclusive Whatn Jam Breaker
clears stubborn lams at the touch
of a button Super fast Installation
ea t ur es

SAVE
ON
KitchenAid
HOT-WATER
DISPENSERS

SAVE
ON
KitchenAid
TRASH
COMPACTORS
KCS-100
End kitchen clutter There s
handy Litter Bin door to, when
trash. A big trash drawer for
wastebasket loads Use it with or
without hash bags

SAVE NOW

KitchenAid

Like e
Teakettle- Gives
KMD it
steaming hol water at the
turn of a knob Makes convenience
loods truly convenient

KitchenAid7 Built
BAND ROOSTERS
The Calloway County High
School Band Boosters Club has
postponed its meeting date from
Monday, May 12, to Monday,
May 19, at 7.30 p. m. at the
school.

Administration officials, led
by Ambassador L. Dean
Brown, head of the State Department's refugee task force,
said Tuesday that the available
money is only enough to continue the resettlement effort until
next week. He put the figure at
about $28 million.
Even if Congress agrees on
an amount to fund the refugee
program, there is considerable
evidence that the action will
come well after Dean's deadline.
House Democratic Leader
Thomas P. O'Neill Jr., said
Tuesday night the bill might
get to the floor next week, but
only if Eilberg's subcommittee
and the full panel move in the
next few days.
The Senate appears even
more of an obstacle with Byrd
predicting that it might take
weeks to reach a final vote.

RI

A I'

The best you can buy
SALE ENDS
MAY 31

tter. Not cheaper.

Ward-Elkins
Court Square-Murray

Phone 753-1713
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Calloway County Homemakers Week, May 4-10
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By Mrs. Jerry Don Butler
Co.. Clothing _Chairman
President,Dexter Homemakers
During the year, there are
many events, as well as lessons,
concerning clothing.
On Annual Day, in September
1974, a clothing review was
given. Ladies from many of our
homemakers clubs modeled
their own fashions, and choice
of clothing. This is always of
great interest to all of our
ladies.
November 1974, brought a
Charm School to the area. This
included poise, hair and
cosmetics as well as clothing
styles for fall.
In October, we attended the
firs: Sew-a- hon, or Fab-a-fair,
at Paducah. This is hoped to be
repeated again, this year.
Often we are privileged to
hear some of the top people in
their field tell what is coming
forth for the homemakers.
Many of these are open to the
public.
In addition, we have a special
lesson in the fall on Christmas
gifts, that you can make for
family and friends. This too, is a
special lesson, open to the
public. We also have many craft
lessons, that provide us with
much of our accessories such as
the safety pin beads or the
macrame purses.
The year of 74-75 has given us
clothing guideposts, inner
fabrics, stretch knits, and
embroidery.
In the years since 1969, we
have had the following lessons:

25 Clubs
In County
Are Active

Mrs. Wayne Hardie
are
National
observing
Homemakers Week, May 4-10.
Clubs and their presidents are
as follows.
By Mrs. Wayne Hardie
Cheerful. Betty McGehee;
County Family Life
Coldwater, Mrs. Dan Bazzell:
of the Kentucky
A
part
h
Buttensort
South Pleasant Grove Homemakers Club held a
Contemporary, Mrs. Johnnie
Mrs. Jackie
work day
Homemakers' Creed is "I
In Making of Macrama Purse at
Mrs.
Jerry
Dexter,
Herndon:
Pictured at one of the tourist attractions on the Calloway
the home of Mrs. Jackie ButDon Butler, Enterprising, Mrs. believe in the home as an in- Homemakers bus tour to St. Louis, Mo., are Mesdames Edna
terworth Notice the purses in the various stages of
of
comRockie Shapla; Friendship, spiring and happy center
Na Culver, Milford Orr,
pletion. Attending were Mrs. Ellen Orr who
family life, comfortable and Butler, Clete Young, tune Pritchett.
taught the
Mrs.
Adams;
Clayton
Dale
Paschall, Wayne HarGerald
lesson, Mrs. Max Parks, Mrs. Jackie Butterworth, Mrs.
Conner,
Gusts
Washer,
Bobby
attractive, a place for
Ellis
Carmon
Harris
Mrs.
h
Groye,
Butterwort
Ross Paschall, Mrs. Shari Lynn Erwin, Mrs.
By Mrs. Jackie
die, and Lowell Palmer.
Raymond Story.
D Angelo; New Concord, Mrs. relaxation and work Where
and Mrs. H. H. Brown.
County Housing Chairman
ities
and
,
responsibil
pleasures
house-1,''Charlie Stubblefield; New
a
Building
are shared.
Frontier, Mrs. James Parks;
remodeling:
Our objectives in family life
The Calloway County Ex- New Providence, Mrs. Larry are to strengthen the family
tension Service can help you. Curd; Night Owls, Mrs. Charles unit as the control force in child
They have ideas on meeting the Keith Lyles; North Murray, rearing and human developBy Mrs. Max Parks
As county chairman of Issues
family needs in a new home or Mrs. Edgar Morris; Pacers, ment and explore with leaders
and Concerns, one of the most
adding a sewing and storage Mrs. L. P. Jacks; Paris Road; and professionals in the state,
important issues in today's
room on to your present home. Penny, Mrs. Ernest Madrey; ways to strengthen families and
world is the changing of
In the past year the Calloway Pottertown. Mrs. Hola H. meet their needs.
Mrs.
measuring lengths, distances,
County Homemakers have Lewis; Progressive,
This past club year we have
South
and weights. This method is
become more aware of the wide Jimmy D. Herndon;
child abuse and exstudied
Withercalled the Metric System. We
variety of subjects housing Murray, Mrs. James
our concern and
pressed
Grove,
are hearing more about the
includes. Beautiful flower or spoon; South Pleasant
positive ways in which we might
Suburban,
Metric System and how it will
rock gardens on the exterior or Mrs. Max Parks;
help. We had a lesson on Family
affect each of us.
insulation under your roof. Mrs. Holmes Dunn; Sunnyside, Communication and our ability
Sunshine,
Max
Dowdy;
All of us need to learn how to
Spacious outdoor rooms for the Mrs.
Town to relate to others. Lastly we
whole family or more in- Mrs. Darrell Sheridan;
Homemakers Club members shown at Shaw's Garden in
had "The Middle Years" and
Donald
Mrs.
Country,
and
formation on microwave ovens
Louis, Mo., are Mesdames R. A. McDaniel, Danny CunSt.
learned how to cope with the
Story; Wadesboro, Mrs. Max
and trash compactors.
Bobby Washer, Ernest Madrey, lohnnie Walker,
it
ningham,
and
how
this
time
in
crises
Housing is a subject which Hurt; World Wide, Mrs. .could be the mostrewarding
Roy Hancock.and Rudy Harrell.
concerns all of us. With today's Michael Shelton.
time in our life.
prices of building or renting so
high, it really pays to-be better
informed.
County
Calloway
The
Mrs. Fannie Seott
an enis
Club
rs
Mrs. Max Parks
Homemake
Quilt
Donates
offered to protect our knway to
l
educationa
By Judy Cunningham
and
joyable
we
buy
use it for anything that
vironment. Our tax dollars are
in
housewife
Chairman
County Health
keep the American
will be measured or weighed by
what pays for this— County
Many services are offered
touch with today's world.
the metric system. Scientists
Health Center and the personnel
by
public
the
to
free of charge
tell us that it is more simple and
So
the Public Health Service. are all qualified persons.
more accurate than the older
of these
advantage
take
please
TB
Test,
Skin
TB
are
Included
methods of computation. The
by our Health
Out Patient Clinics, VD Control, services offered
Metric System also is used in
Center.
Diabetes
Test,
"
-Pap
measuring electric current.
Calloway County's Food Cancer
Our health is so important to
control, pre-school
A knowledge of the Metric
Chairman for 1974-75 was Mrs. Test, Weight
that we should take some
us
service,
hool
in-sc
services,
System is useful to everyone.
Jim Stahler. Judy and her
measures to keep it that
safety
dental
services,
husband, Jim, reside on a dairy nutrition
way. Our homemakers will
ations,
immuniz
health,
farm located on South 121. They
death have a lesson on first aid this
In addition to the regular
Calloway women making the one day homemakers bus
Jimmy Ray, glaucoma test,. birth and
son,
one
have
several
also
are
There
year.
for
provided
activities
tour to St. Louis, Mo., include Mrs. lones, Mrs. Marvin Parks,
records, blood pressure, allergy
which is 3'2 years old.
we can receive
that
services
has
Dexter
rs,
and
homemake
planning,
Mrs. Gusta Conner, Mrs. Iva Hutson, Mrs. David Palmer, Mrs.
By Mrs. Alfred Taylor
a member of shots, family
been
has
DepartJudy
Health
our
through
events.
Ivan Culver, Mrs. Milford Orr, and Mrs. Wanda Wilford.
health care.
County Cultural Arts Chairman participated in other
the Friendship Homemakers home
ment.
to
was
services
project
Our
major
many
are
Cultural Arts is a part of the
Club for the past three years There
Horneersakers program to help sponsor a gospel singing at
and 'he presiding food chairon
School
High
County
Kentucky families develop an Calloway
man, two years. Duties of .he
for
money
raise
to
2
November
una
and
for,
food chairman pertain to
appreciation
s
Children'
the
Crippled
r
Don'Butle
Mrs. Jerry
helping set up food lessons for
derstanding of participation in
Edna Colors for you, Designs, Buttons
the performing and creative Telethon, Paducah, said
rhe Homemakers Clubs and
Feature
,
Butler, president
& Buttonholes, Couturier working with other clubs in
arts.
Happy Life, Kings touches, Up-dated Sewing
Lessons for this year have singers were
various county projects that
Spiritual Uplift, and Ideas, Sewing
Gadgets, pertain to food. In the past
Sons,
Macrama
Bargello,
been
year
Visitors.
Decorative Trim, Pattern Calloway County has held a
stitchery on canvas), art of Gospel
donated
was
quilt
Women,
beautiful
A
for
Slacks
Alternation,
County Bake Sale in Murray
conversation, and contributions
to the club by Mrs. Fannie & Accessories to touch-up an
of black people.
and will soon sponsor a Tasting
mother of one of our outfit. In the coming year, we
Cultural arts chairmen in the Scott,
Luncehon at the First Untied
Mrs. Irene Mit- are looking forward to lessons
Methodist Church, May 9.
different clubs have a members,
was the fifth quilt on the "Look of Fall Clothing,"
During the past year, various
devotional program at each chuson. This
by Mrs. Scott to help accessories and also Time
lessons provided for each
food
meeting using scripture, donated
money for the telethon. Saving Sewing.
lessons on
were
club
poems, and inspirational raise
Mrs. Scott who at 73 years of
Our lessons come through the Homemade Breads and Chinese
thoughts.
attend our meetings University of Kentucky, and as
Our program for next year age doesn't
Cookery. For 1975-76, the
interested in com- club chairman of your ininlcudes lessons on Heritage of but is very
following lessons will be
munity projects.
dividual homemakers club, you provided; One Dish Meals,
Kentucky Women, and Flower
Thanks to all these factors we receive any new information,
Arranging and Dried Flowers.
Crock-Pot Cookery, Christmas
to send 5280 to the from one of the top County
There are many opportunities were able
inewsletter), and new
Foods
Agents on your particular food preservation ideas
available in cultural arts telethon.
Several of our members are subject. Together, this keeps us
programs including coninvolved in helping well informed, and hopefully,
currently
of
servation, music, art, study
Citizens to establish a makes us better homemakers
own heritage, literature, and the Senior
unit at Dexter.
and mothers.
other related subjects.
By Eleanor D'Angelo.
Chairman
County-Home Furnishings
Some of our objectives in
Housing and Home Furnishings
are:
You've seen it on TV! Right now.
MURRAY On TheBelA, r Center
Increase understanding of the
Chef's special $20 Book of Value
Burger
MSq
FIELD uare
role of families in consumer
yours free with any purchase of
is
Crossroads
&
Downtown
PADUCAH
issues.
$2.50 or more.
McKENZIE, TENN Shopping Plaza
Free!
Become more knowledgeable
developments in
Inside, this
of
recent
ed!
incredible book
New Summer Styles Just Unpack
materials, construction, and
is filled with
finishes for Home Furnishings
coupons and other
and Housing items.
money-saving
Involve people outside
values actually
Homemakers in program
PRINT SHIRTS
worth more than
planning.
$20 dollars,
Kentucky youth to plan and
Reg,$14
Wow—what a delicious way to
carry out 4-H home furnishings
fight inflation!
and housing projects apYou'll find important savings on
propriate to their age and inof famous-name kitOen and
variety
a
level.
come
home products, too—including qualityPrevious Lessons in Home
brand grocery products you shop for
Furnishings: 1970-71 - Furnit ure
every week.
Selection, Carpet Selection;
But hurry! TVs offer is availa1971-72 - Attractive Lamps,
1972-73
at participating Burger Chef
only
nt;
ble
Arrangeme
Flower
stores while-supplies last!
Series of three lessons on
So stop by Burger Chef for lunch
Choosing Pictures and Frames;
today. Or stop in tonight for a great
1973-74 - Understanding your
family dinner.
Windows, Window Treatments
And pick up your Burger
Curtains - Drapes; 1974-75 New
$20 Book of Value.
Chef
and
Old
Combing
Pillows;
your family enjoys
While
Furniture.
Sires 10-18
1304 Main St.
our food. iv•e can help beef up
At the present time there is a
your adget!and
Murray,Ky.
workshop on assembling
finishing stools.
Free Gift Wrapping
In the future, lessons will be
718 Paris Rd.
for the
For Mothers Day!
offered an Accessories
,Ky.
Mayfield
in
Home. Arranging Furniture
master chair
the Home, Carpet and Had
Floor Coverings, and Wall
Layaway
Coverings. We will also have a
g
workshop on Refinishin
Furniture.
If you are interested in any of
a.1 Conop...",
re • svs$11
these lessons,please contact the
mapger a•rs•ane••••••,• •••••
Extension Office.

County Issues
And Concerns

Cultural Arts
Part Of Program

Mrs. Scott
Donates
Quilt

Family Life

Keep In Touch
On Housing

Health Services Offered

Mrs. Stahler Is
Food Chairman

Home Furnishings
Are Important

SHER.
stable
Cycle
s more
Toportable
lasts

id
n buy

aper.

1713

Repeating
A
Sellout!

The Top Favorite!

ef
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CASH

Hyde Park
Pure Cane

Storey's

SUGAR
99

Foodaint
Lynn Grove
Grade A large

Last Week's Name: Butch Smith. Card Not Punched

Bacon
108

Stokely

By Piece Only

Armour Campfire

Dor

12 oz. Pkg.

Snack Box
R. C. Colas Donuts
joy
cin,s
CI. i11:21epos
14 oz Can

16 Oz.

49!
59.
.89c Turkey
99c • Fryers
99c
3
$100

Mix or Match

Wings 39c
Necks 19c u,
Lb

32 oz. Bot.

Pius

(wards 19- Lb.

Pride Of 111.

s
.
59
Pea
Juice
Pork lit Beans4
Miracle Whip Tissue
Towels
3
Sp-Vlach
°° Corn

Stokely Tomato

1701. Cans

Armour Testender
Blade Cut Chuck

46 oz Cans

14 oz. Cans

Kraft

Delta

at.

99c

4 Roll Pkg.

Ten

Limit 1

School Day - Yellow, Whole Kernel

Bush

15 or. Caas

17 oz

89
65c
49c

Frost Morn
Whole Smoked
Picnic

Hams
b

Swis
$1"" Steak

Cans

3 lb
Can
COUPON
1.imit One Per Famil%

Hyde Park

21 Oz
Can
COUPON'
limit One Per Family
45262

Gold Medal

Sugar

Flour

99'

89'

5 lb. Bag

With $7.50 Add. Pur
Expires 5-13-75
Good Only At Storeys

Sib.Bag
Expires 5-13-75
Good Only At Store

Pure lean

Pork & Beans

129
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

Fabric
Nu"fl Softner
$1 29

HSI,0635

64 Oz. Bot.
Expires 5-13-75
Good Onl At Storeys

Lettuce

39
COUPON
Limit One Per Family

Hand
Wrap

35''

100 ft. Roll

Expires 5-13-75
Good Only At Storeys

lb.

c
79

Roast

Showboat

Richtex

lb.

Cut Up
Family Pack

Fresh Made Daily

9

GI
Pr

Swift's Butterball
10-21 Lb. Tom

Roll
$1 00 Fried Chicken-2 pc. Chicken, 2 Pot. Logs, 1

Hominy

Take
State
Depar
1975Murraf
who h
tributi(

Slab Sliced

River Side

c

8 Bot
Ctn.

Win

Limit 1 with Coupon 8, S7.50 or more
add. pur. excluding tob. 8. dairy products.

Pork ChopsBologna
Wieners

Eggs

Week

5 Lb. Bag

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities
'A Loin

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

This

Family
Pack

eOUPON
Limit I Per Famik

Folgers

Dynamo

69'
28 Oz.
Expires 5-13-75
Good Odly At Storey

Coffee
$ 49
10 oz. Jar

Axion
$1 19

Expires 5-13-75

Expires 5-13-75
Good Only At Storeys

Good Only At Storeys

King Size

409

Clorox II

Liquid
Plumr

89'

69'

Expires 5-13-75
Good Only At Storeys
A

Schi

Bari

Kentt
will co
seminar
Lake Ba
near Ca
Parti(
opportu
specifif
guidanc
artists
styles a
With
visual
leach t
water
and gr
pera—t
master
submit
profess
Origi
severa'
Kentuc
be or
weeker
he Ro
displa3
his ne
tucky,'
wi'h
wildflc
The
par ici
ar.. A
chargi
he ar
To :he
For
Lake
Park,
ruckia
with a
2911.

HI

COUPON
Limit 1 per famik

400z.Box

Art'

May

COUPON
Limit 1 per family

COl'P11N
1.imit 1 Per

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Famill)

Price,
spring
sored t
Cattle A
a glimi
feeder
proxim
graded
four sr
first w
averag(
weight
21.58 I
Averag
pounds
pounds
Althoi
farmer5.
still we
breakwho ar
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recover
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from pr
20's whi
similar
part of
The s:
picture
not, hol
dustry I
The feel
selling (
will lik,
thougho

Cleaner

01.

11 OZ.

Expires 5-13-75
Good Only At Storeys

Expires 5-13-75
good Only At Storeys

ADUI
NUR:
NO?

Mr
3,B
Rout,
Rout
Bart
Woo(
wei
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Health Planning Council
Makes Recommendations

kir
Taken during the "President's Honor Concert" presented by the Music Department of Murray
State University, the picture above shows Dr. Arved M. Larsen (class of 1942), Chairman of the
Department of Music at Southern Connecticut State College, New Haven, Conn. receiving the
1975- "Distinguished Music Alumnus" plaque from Dr. Constantine W. Curris, president of
Murray State University. -Each year, the department of music elects an outstanding alumnus
who has distinguished himself and brought honor to his Alma Mater through his many contributions to music education in America.

Glimpse Of Hope Seen For
Producers Of Feeder Calves
Prices paid for calves in
spring feeder calf sales sponsored by the Kentucky Beef
Cattle Association have brought
a glimpse of hope for many
feeder calf producers. Approximately 4,000 head of
graded feeder calves sold in
four special sales during the
first week of April. Steers
averaged 29.82 per hundred
weight while heifers brought
21.58 per hundred weight.
Average weights were 545
pounds for steers and 488
pounds for heifers.
Although prices received by
farmers for these calves are
still well below the total cost
break-even point, producers
who are selling quality steer
calves are now coming close to
recovering their out-of-pocket
costs. This is welcome relief
from prices in the teens and low
20's which were being paid for
similar calves during the latter
part of 1974 and early 1975.
The slightly improved prices
picture for feeder calves has
not, however, led the beef industry out of the dark woods.
The feeder calf producer is still
selling calves at a net loss and
will likely continue to do so
thoughout 1975. On the other

Lb

experienced by feeder calf
producers came partly in
response to the 1974 drought but
also in response to an accelerated growth rate in the cow
herd. For the U. S. as a whole,
the average cow herd growth
the profit and loss statement. rate since 1971 has been about
The big winner in 1975 will be six percent annually, as opthe consumer. Throughout 1975, posed to a required growth rate
consumers should find a of slightly more than two
"bumper crop" of beef readily percent to keep production
available. In all probability, equal to the estimated conthey will be provided with the sumer demand for beef through
largest quantity of beef ever 1980.
In Kentucky, number of beef
supplied.
The 1975 feed grain harvest cows on farms that have calved
will hold the key to beef prices as of January 1, 1971 were
and producer profit potentials. 1,087,000 head compared to
In this regard, M. D. McVay, 1,429,000 head on January 1,
executive vice president of 1975 - a growth of roughly 31
Cargill, Inc., recently noted: percent which is slightly above
"The probabilities are that, as the national average.
feed grains were priced in 1974
Plus factors for beef in 1975
and 1975 to wean consumption, are reduced pork and poultry
expanded
the 1975 crop will be priced to supplies
and
ex- programs for food stamps and
livestock
encourage
pansion."
school lunches. These factors
In the absence of a plus continued cow and calf
widespread drought in 1975, it is slaughter should help ease the
very doubtful that there will be price pinch created from the
an actual turn-around in total cyclical cattle buildup. The
cattle numbers. However, with sting still remains from low
continued calf and cow feeder calf prices but with the
very recent price surge, the
slaughter, cattle numbers may
begin to level off during 1976-77.• resulting bruise is not quite so
painful.
Present price problems being

hand,the profit potential for the
cattle feeder has improved and
if a 6.0 to 6.5 billion bushel U. S
corn crop materializes, cattle
feeders should once again be
able to get on the positive side of

Art Workshops
Scheduled At
Barkley Resort

Lb.

Lb.

r-13-75
11 Storeys

Kentucky Heritage Artists
will conduct a weekend of
seminar workshops May 2-4 at
Lake Barkley State Resort Park
near Cadiz.
Participants will have the
opportunity to pursue their
specific interests with the
guidance of 11 professional
artists who employ a variety of
styles and techniques.
With demonstrations and
visual aids, the artists will
teach the use of oils, acrylics,
water colors, pastels, drawing
and graphics, and egg tempera—the technique of the old
masters. Also, participants can
submit their works for
professional critique.
Original paintings and
several new releases by the
Kentucky Heritage Artists will
be on exhibit the entire
weekend. Among the artists will
he Robert Powell, who will
display original drawings from
his new book "This is Kentucky," and Nellie Meadows,
wi'h originals of her new
wildflower releases.
The only prerequisite for
par icipation is an interest in
ar. A $5 registration fee will be
charged for supplies; however,
the art exhibit is free and open
4, :he public.
For reservations, contact
Lake Barkley State Resort
Park, Cadiz, Ky. 42211. Kentuckians can make reservations
with a toll-free call to 1-800-3722911.

Hospital Report
May 3, 1975
ADULTS 101
NURSERY 5
NO NEWBORN NDMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Jane Carol West, Rou:e
3, Benton, Mrs. Ann Mae Nance,
Route 1, Murray, C L. Cherry,
Route 1, Buchanan, Tn., Mrs.
Weatherly, 213
Barbara
Miss Karen
Murray,
Woodlawn,
Jane Dunaway, 209 Maple,
Murray. Mrs. Jane L. Parks,
1714 Holiday, Murray, William
Leonard Garner, Route 3,
Murray, 7.elna Farris (expired), Route 4, Murray.

FRANKFORT, Ky.—The duplication of services.
Health
Prior to the council meeting,
state Comprehensive
Planning Council is takInf a 64 applications were reviewed
intermediate by the Program and
closer look at the
Facility
state. Review Task
Force. The council
care needs throughout the
Currently, there are 3,660 In- submitted 54 of these aptermediate care beds licensed, plications to the Certificate of
as compared to 1,550 in 1973. As Need and Licensure Board for
in- final approval. Of the 64
of this month, 2,946
aptermediate care beds have been plications reviewed, the ckncil
awarded certificates of need denied three, deferred six and
judged one not to need a cerand are under construction.
The council, in the Depart- tification.
ment for Human Resources beds may be temporarily
DHR ), has the responsibility of converted to intermediate careassuring that health facilities MR-DD beds if the facilities
and services are distributed meet intermediate care stanevenly throughout the Corn- dards;
—Temporary
conversions,
monwealtlf, 'rather than conplus beds in operation, may not
centrated in certain areas.
Intermediate care offejis exceed the applicable planning
intermittent nursing services region or district gross bed
and continuous supervision and need;
—Temporary conversions
assistance in daily living. A
special study committee, ap- will not significantly reduce the
pointed by the council, sub- &availability of skilled nursing,
recommended intermediate care or personal
mitted
guidelines for the temporary care within the region;
—Temporary conversions
conversion of acute, skilled
nursing and personal care beds will contribute to greater acto intermediate care-mentally cessibility and distribution of
retarded - developmentally beds within the region as
disabled I MR-DD) peds to defined by the intermediate
better meet immediate needs. care facility-MR-DD state plan;
—For planning purposes, no
The council accepted the
recommended guidelines to be new beds or conversions will be
used by the Certificate of Need permitted to replace present
and Licensure Board and acute, skilled nursing or perregional health planning sonal care beds temporarily
converted to intermediate care.
councils:
From the intermediate care
—A necessary precondition is
that there must be an oc- status report, the council noted
cupancy rate of 95 per cent for a trend toward conversion
licensed intermediate care-MR- rather than construction. The
DD beds in operation in the council observed that the trend
applicable planning region and- may partially reflect the slow
or DHR District during the six rate at which intermediate care
month period between Jan. 1, beds are being constructed and
1974, and June 30, 1974; those be a response to a steadily
beds that were in operation for rising reimbursement rate for
less than the complete interval the intermediate level of care.
As some hospitals in the state
are to be deleted in this
calculation.
have l?een experiencing high
—Personal care, skilled occupa'hcy rates that miglat
nursing care and acute care limit the capability to meet the
needs of the area population,
the council voted to conduct a
hospital survey to identify nonconforming beds. Old licensing
standards were based on space
rather than the number of beds;
therefore, some beds have been
counted that were not actually
operational. The site visits will
be made to determine the
existing resources, the minimal
occupancy rates by size of
hospitals throughout the state
and the need for adjustments in
the
rates to eliminate

Open

rag aid

a.m. to

5

SCHOLARSHIP CONTRIBUTOR: James R. Barklett, left, Cairo, III., businessman, has contributed
$500 to the Murray State University Alumni Association's Century Club scholarship program in
memory of the late Gene Hughes, who operated "The Hut," for many years a favorite campus
meeting place for Murray State students. Hughes died a few years ago in Florida. Barklett, who
owns the Tri-State Plumbing and Electrical Supply Co. in Cairo, is married to the former Mary
Gertrude Yates of Cairo, and they have two children: Mitch, a graduate of Murray State, and
Ellen, a senior at St. Mary's High School, Paducah. Accepting his contribution is Dr. Harry M.
Sparks, president emeritus of Murray State and xeneral chairman of the Century Club, and Mandl J. Vinson, director of alumni affairs.

Paul Welch
Concrete Products
Building a new home? Then stop by Paul
Welch Concrete Products and see
about a lifetime septic tank, made
from concrete.
We Also Have:

German services
to recruit women
BONN — For the first tune
since West Germany's
present armed services were
formed in 1955, women will be
recruited.
To mark International
Women's Year and to alleviate a shortage of doctors in
the armed services, the Bonn
government has agreed to
recruit women doctors.

And ether mete_ iroduds

Come By and See Us 3 miles from Murray on
Hwy.94 E or Phone 753-0277

Remember Mothers' Day
Sunday May 11th

Stop, Shop
and

p.m

We Reserve The Right To
Limit Quantities

*Cattle Watering Tanks
*Parking Blocks
*Concrete Steps
*Stepping Stones

*Water Cisterns
*Man Holes
*Driveway Tile
*Road Tile

Scope
Sale Starts W.NInesday
,
Ends Satui clay

East Side of The Square

SAVE!!
Glad
Wrap

General electric
Automatic

Coffee Make
Adiustoble brew selector for controlling bre,
aluminum
strength.
body easy to clean, 8

cup

Model CM

Sole

$I88

9

No pins- no belts - no special
c
undergarments needed
Box of 30

Sole

Disinfectant
and
Disinfects
Kills
Deodorizes.
1 045 household germs
•
\,...

18 oz. Bottle

klectric
Alarm
Clock

Sale

Lady Norelco Tripleheader

Electric Shaver

Giant
21 oz
Can

Microgroove floating heads to gw
around knees and ankles Self shor
parsing rotary blades for long
Beautiful lavender case

14..

Instant

Clairol

Nestea
100%
Tea

Pro Gun 1000
Professional performance Isar-dryer

Model 3OLT

Sale

$1r5

Dr. Scholls

3 oz Jar

29

Mouth Wash
and Gargle
$1 19

C
Sale 33

nis

Lighted dial. Sweep second hand $
Sole
Smart practical styling

clear
Crystal
plastic wrap
100 feet with
25 feet free

Lysol
Spray

95
$18
Sole

$1 19

Model GD-100
WOO watts of power, 4 way control style hair like a pro
with table stand to allow free styling with both hands

Air-Pillo Insoles
Soft latex loom cool comfortable
real treat for any active foot
Choice of Ladies or Men

Sole
Style

Shampoo El

Mylanta
Antacid

?Mk
RAG

Natural pH form

Effective, fast acting
good taste, choice of
12 oz liquid or 100
tablets

Extra mild for ex
tra softness and
shine
Wild
of
Choice
Tangy
Strawberry
Orange - LI'l Green Ap
pie

15 oz.
plastic
bottle

ANT
ROACH
put.ER
20400./.
Qog

Polaroid

Black
Flag
Ant and
Roach Killer
15 lz 2 oz
aerosol
can

Film
type 87 Black 8

White for Polaroid
Zip Camera
Reg. $3.49

c
89
$2'9
58c
Sale

Sale

Sale

Assorted
Sizes
Midland Solid State

Table Radio
Automatic gain control, easy to read
tuning dial Solid State circuitry

$749

MOdel 11-302
Sole
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Couple Provides Youthful Image For Historical Society
Surrounded by a jungle of
plants on her desk, including a
Swedish Ivy dubbed "Cousin
It," Cathy Zwyer greets visitors
to the Kentucky Historical
Society in Frankfort. From the
Old Capitol Annex, she answers
the phone, welcomes guests and
schedules the Historymobile, a
.tractor-trailer containing a
..mini-museum of Kentucky's
past.
If Cathey seems to know
every minute detail of the
truck's appearances, that's
understandable. Her husband,
Dan, drives the Historymobile
to the state's schools, parks and
community celebrations at no
charge to those organizations
requesting the service.
, This
virtual
29-hour
togetherness might be a strain
.to some couples, but to the
...Zwyers, married less than
.seven months, it is an
:arrangement they would not
soon part with.
However, the Historymobile
already has come out of winter
storage, so Dan is beginning to
spend more and more working
hours on the road. Most
bookings are Monday through
Friday, but if Dan must travel
on weekends, Cathy accompanies him and acts as a
guide.
When told he was to drive the
rig, Dan admitted he first felt
fearful, although he had driven
a similar truck while working
for a factory during his college
years. A short driving lesson
from
Historymobile
the
curator, Tom Gatewood, was
enough to reassure him though.
"Torn and I took the truck to a
nearby shopping center parking
lot, went in circles a few times,
then headed over to Lexington
and around New Circle Road
before coming back here," he
recalled.
Dan added that the only thing
he had to adapt to was the
trailer's length, and having to
practice driving in reverse.
"I really enjoy working with
Cathy since she handles my
scheduling and is the first
person I talk to when I phone in
a daily on-the-road report,"
Dan said.
Cathy, who is certified to

teach elementary education,
said she, too, favors their
working conditions. "If I were
teaching, I couldn't very well
say, 'Kids, take it easy for
awhile, I've got to go pick up
Dan,— she explained.
Both are graduates of
Bowling Green State University, Bowling Green, Ohio.
Cathy, 23, is from Youngstown,
while Dan, 25, was a resident of
Toledo. Dan said he didn't
really want to teach, so, holding
a masters degree in history, he
flooded the U. S. mail with
resumes to major historical

societies across the country
last spring.
While still engaged, they
came to Frankfort last summer
for an interview and were told
by society director Gen.
William R. Buster that they
might be hired. After a few
weeks passed and when they
received no further encouragement, Dan called
Frankfort several times during
the summer without receiving a
definite answer.
-Finally, while we were
dressing for our wedding last
August, we got a phone call two

hours before the wedding and drawn down over her head, with
were told that we had been strands of hair sticking straight
hired by the Kentucky out of ik. She just swept me off
Historical Society," Dan said. my feet then," he joked.
Introduced by their former
The initial attraction has
roommates, the Zwyers knew continued, due to the couple's
one another about 15 months many shared interests, inbefore they were married. Dan cluding two cats, Midget and
recalled an incident that first Cocoa. Both enjoying reading:
attracted him to Cathy, Dan is improving his knowledge
although he had met her once or of Kentucky history and is now
twice before.
"up" to the War of 1812. Cathy
"My roommate and I went also likes good books, as well as
over to Cathy and her room- music and, of course, her
mate's apartment. Cathy was in plants.
the midst of getting her hair
And, like more and more
frosted and had a rubber cap couples, they share household

-

BOSTON ROLL
ROAST

Family Pak

Family Pak

Family Pak 3-5 Lb.

CHUCK
STEAK

CUBE
STEAKS

PORK
STEAK

TURBOT
FILLETS

4.T.hi

Lb.

Lb-

Kroger

Chub Pak

Assorted Styles

K rrrrr T•odor. Lean
Thrifty Sept

Lb.

Lb.

Kroger

Tender

BOILING
BEEF

C

ea 01
tf*.
la10'" I'
MT4•It
/Ars
3 1.46
3 *Lots

TOTAL SATISFACTION GUARANTEE

HENS

HEN
TURKEY

Ground
Chuck

Family Pak
Mixed Parts Of

2 MOW
"

Whole
guarantee that we will do everything in
our power to have ample supplies of all advertised specials on our shelves when you shop for
them. If, due to conditions beyond our control,
we run out of an advertised special, we will sub-.
stitute the same item in a comparable brand
(when such an item is available) reflecting the
same savings or, if you prefer, give you a "RAIN
CHECK" which entitles you to the same ad•
vertised special at the same special price any
time within 30 days.
•
We also

99c
lb.

FRYING
CHICKEN

4 To 6
49
Lbs

6-5 Lb

faInDif
DETERGENT

Kroger Tender Lean
Thrifty Beef

SMOKED

49 Oz.
ARM

Pkg.

PICNIC
ROAST

6
s 9

Lb99c

In The Pink Of Flavor

Fresh Picnic Style
PORK

PORK
KROGER
'
S

$1 29
HAM

Or
Perth..

With this coupe. and $10 purchase, Including
items prohibited by lag and le addition to the
cost of coupon merchandise. Subiett to applic•
able taxes. Limit one Good through Tuesday,
May 13

Lb.

SEMI BONELESS
What*

PRO

ROAST

Mint-Miler Coupon

LOIN

59c

Lb.

BANQUET
DINNERS

con

11 Oz.

With this toupee and $10 Purchase, alcludiAl
items prohibited by law and in addition to the
cost of coupon merchandise. Sulusct to applicable tales. Limit one. Good through Toesday,
May 13.

monterreV
stoneware

ENCYCLOPEDIA of
the ANIMAL WORL

.6

Values Of The Wet

CUPS
tech will font IS on
San sat This woos
;Woof Platter

"5.•

SSW

99

otm, vois $

111111111111

YOUR FOOD COST AT KROGER!

Muni-Mizer Coupon

OU

Deep Tone Or Designer

BAKERY BARGAINS
Krog•r
SANDWICH

$25"

34$129

BREAD

Jumbo
ARKLA

3 $1
2 ,2.13AVI S $1
2

KROGER BUTTERCRUST

KROGER WIENER OR

SKNOVI1C11

12
FAGS
02
GS

Get

KROGER

We

$

13

BISCUITS

cans

`6,°, 89c
Ix: 57c
'X 59c

KRAFT

SOFT BOWL MOORE

FROZEN 141/0R/TES
Minute Maid-

16 01.75c

Can

JUICE

AVONDALE CRINKLE CUT

Potatoes
Orange Juice
.00.,5
Onion Rings

89c

MINUTE MAID

6 0/

CAN
02
PKG

16

KROGER
OLDEN CORN

29c
79c

Mint-Mizer Coupon
Crisp

KROGER
SALTINES

S.

111411 br. spool oi Wort sad* 0$11-1,.
$11••••$$1 $ed Ifloii $•,[11.t.t
1$$$ 1$$ .1t$
woo No mol
Si' stores

ASSORTED

FURNITURE POLISH

BATHROOM CLEMENT

CREAM
PEAS

4

DISPOSABLE

DAYTIME

30 CT
BOX

100 se/

CHOCOLATE FLAVOR NESTLE
3201
I $1
mi 85

COUNTRY OVEN

VERMONT MAID

GROUND FRESH SPOTLIGHT

14 01
LIU $145

'

1 LS
BAG

UM

I

STl

White Or Assorted

89,3

$

16 O r I
Cans

WM

FLEECE
TISSUE
4

POLISH
GHERKINS

55c 3n 1.
•

$

li
:
p t
Ii

0111111111 •1.

Florida
RED

RIPE

WATERMELONS

5 Or

Tube,

Or 11 Os 5(1

PR ELI
Veer
SHAMPOO

89c

Choice

FAST RELIEF

Bayer Aspirin
Deodorant
Toothpaste
MITCH UM SPRAY

GLUM

"pg 59c
$249
sT: 63c

California

RED RIPE
TRAWBERRIE
Heaping
Quart

99'

Lbl

2c

MOTHER'S DAY FLOWERS

"MUMS"
S

$299

Inch Pot

Ea

'AFRICAN
Ea

49c

CALIFORNIA 411 SIZE

Pascal Celery
Broccoli
CALIFORNIA FRESH

STALK

23c

-

.
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Pimiento Spread
Parkay Oleo
Margarine

GAS

Details At Atop' See The Arida Gas Grill There Too

DAIRY DELIGNTS
Buttermilk Or Nemestyle
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KROGER SANDWICH BUNS 01

Wiener Rolls
White Bread
Egg Buns
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THE MOTHER'S PIN
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Pkgs.

May 2, 1975
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Assorted Varieties

Hospital Report
ADULTS 101
NURSERY 5
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Eva J. Thurman, 515
South 13th Street, Murray, Mrs.
Sue Beard, General Delivery,
Hardin, Phillip 11bbs, 817 North
20th Street, Murray, Mrs.
Marion Ann Phelps, Route 6,
Benton, Larry E. Phillips,
Route 5, Box 920, Murray, Terry
Ned
Edwards,
General
Delivery, Hardin, Mrs. Vicki
Lynn Jones and Baby Boy,
Route 1, Almo, Steven Lane
Carr, Route 1, Alma, Mrs. Mary
Elizabeth Harris, Route 1,
Water Valley, Mrs. Myrtle
Eulalya Parrish, Route 2,
Hazel, Mrs. Jan Miller McKeel
and Baby Boy, Route 6, Box 56
A, Murray, Mrs. Jackie Ann
Morris, Box 65, Lynville, Mrs.
Mary Opal Lamar, Route 2, Box
222,
Hawesville,
Mrs.
Jacqueline Cox, Route 2,
Benton.
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Frozen 8-14 Lb.

Lb.89c

MEAT
WIENERS
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ROAST

79 89c oui.75

.68c

LTC Johnnie R. Prichard, PMS, Murray State University is
shown congratulating Cadet Ranger Tom Howard,freshman,
Cecilia, Kentucky on winning the first James V. Wilson ROTC
Memorial scholarship. Cadet Howard is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Billy M. Howard, Cecilia, Kentucky.

BONELESS CHUCK

Lb.69c

MEAT
FOX DELUXE
BOLOGNA
PIZZA
I
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Bakery anew: teed through Saturday, May 10. All ethers good through
Tuesday, May 13. Quantity rights reserved. Copyright 1015, The Kroger
Company.
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Everything you buy at Kroger is
guaranteed for your total satisfaction
r egardless of manufacturer If you
are not satistted Kroger veoll refalace
YOU, item with the sarne brand or a
comparable brand or refund your
money

responsibilities. Dan usually
cooks, so Cathy washes dishes.
While Cathy cleans their
apartment, he does the laundry
and grocery shopping.
"The clothes are no problem;
I just take them to the laundry
and dump them in," said Dan.
"Yeah, I've got a pink blouse
that attests to that," his wife
laughine retorted.
Oh well, if practice does indeed make perfect, Dan should
eventually master the art of
spotless wash, since their
marriage is obviously one that
will wear well with age.
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Commerce Delegation To Seek
European Industry For Senate
ity is
man,
AMC
OTC
. and

Kentucky Commissioner of
Commerce Larry G. Townsend
will lead a four-member
delegation to England and
Western Europe to attract to
Kentucky foreign manufacs• turers who may want to expand
operation to the U. S.
Townsend will be accompanied by Raulee Marcus,
the commerce department's
international representative for
Europe, and two Louisville
bankers experienced in international finance — Philip
Gugel, senior vice president of
the First National Bank of
Louisville, and George Collin,
vice president of Liberty
National Bank & Trust Company.
The Kentucky group, along
with representatives from other
states, will meet with foreign
businessmen at two "Invest in
USA" seminars — May 2 in
London and May 13-14 in Paris.
The seminars have been
arranged by the National
Association of State Development Agencies (NASDA), of
which Kentucky is a member.
Invitations by the NASDA have
been sent to major European
firms interested in expanding.
Townsend said, "Probably
the most important factor in the
seminars is that the people we
will be meeting with are the
decision makers for these

foreign firms. That is, these are
the executives who would
decide when and where to expand in the United States."
The Kentucky delgation has
compiled an "investment
fackage" to point out to foreign
firms the advantages of Kentucky over other locations in the
United States.
The primary elements of the
investment package
are
Kentucky's reliable sources of
energy, prime industrial sites,
excellent worker productivity,
favorable tax climate and
excellent market accessibility.
Townsend described the
package as "broadly gauged
and unique among Southeastern
states."
He said, "Kentucky is first in
coal production, but, more
importantly, industrial electric

Raulee Marcus said,"We will
meet with industries that have
been corresponding with us and
we have also selected companies most interested in expanding."
Marcus added that the
delegation would make' followup" calls on companies that
have been contacted by individual communities in the
state.

Students and other people office.
planning to get summer jobs
He then went on to provide the
should apply without delay for a following information about
social security number if they social security numbers. Some
don't already have one, ac- employers won't hire you unless
cording to a spokesman for the you have a social security
Paducah social security district number. Delaying your application might prevent you
from being hired or cause you to
lose time and money.

offered for information
regarding mobile home arson
Foremost Insurance Company, a leading
mobile home insurer, will pay a
$2,000 reward for information leading to the
conviction of any individual or individuals
responsible for mobile home arson.
If you have information regarding a
suspected act of mobile home arson in this
area, write or call collect:
Arson Investigation Coordinator
Foremost Insurance Company

3520 Commerce Crossing
Post Office Box 40489
Indianapolis, Indiana 46240
Phone: (317) 846-6681
QUALIFICATIONS: The $2,000 reward is applicable to
information leading to any mobile home arson conviction in the '
country, whether the mobile home is insured by Foremost, another
insurance carrier or uninsured. All information will be
forwarded immediately to the State Fire Marshal's Office. There
must be an actual criminal conviction to qualify for a
reward. If there is more than one source of information, the reward
will be shared. Members of the State Fire Marshal's office,
fire departments, other official arson investigation sdurces or any
insurance company personnel are not eligible for the $2,000
arson conviction reward.

Wayne T.
Rutherford
Lieutenant
Governor

LATIN AMERICAN FIESTA—Students at Murray Middle School
recently participated in a "Latin American Fiesta" on the
school grounds. The students,faculty and staff were treated with foods
of Latin American origin for the noon meal and later
in the day, enjoyed a program.

OTASCO

Lawn and Garden Specials

Flying

Gym SET 5wai

You should apply for your
social security number at least
several weeks before you need
it for a job. When you don't
recall having had a social
security number before, your
application is screened against
central files in Baltimore to
make sure a second number
isn't issued to you. And
screening takes time.
A worker builds disability,
survivors, retirement, and
Medicare protection by work
and earnings credited to his
social security number. He gets
credit if he's paid ;50 or more in
a 3-month calendar quarter in
work covered by social
security.
'
More than nine out of 10 jobs
are covered by social security.
Your social security number
is yours alone and remains the
same for life. When you get a
job covered by social security,
be sure your employer copies
your name and number
correctly from your social
security card to his records.
People applying for a social
security number for the first
time may be asked to prove
their age, identity, and
citizenship, according to the
spokesman.
The Paducah and Mayfield
social security phone numbers
are 443-7506 and 247-8095.

Wayne'T.Rutherford
Democratfor
IL Governor
The Lieutenant Govenor can and
should be the right hand of your Governor. Wayne T. Rutherford knows Kentucky's problems: the economy,energy, environmental
protection and education
need the full-time attention of every state official.
He knows there's got to be
a better way. He has youth
and experience. He's a
worker. He will be an active partner of
your Govenor.
Just check his
record. Elect

#8280

Rechargeable, 6 precision blades, safety
switch lock . Includes batteries and
charger. is '2' 6

USE
OTASCO
CREDIT

Black s Decker
Reg. 52.95

HEDGE
TRIMMER

Super Playground Fun at a Low Price. Patented 5Minute Frame for,grasy Set-Up. 63 500 1
11111''

#13104

DELUXE GYM SET—Extra Safe & Sturcly,6 Leg ,63 soon

74.99
Double-insulated, detachable cord.
3-position safety switch. 451725

LAYAWAY NOW AT NO EXTRA CHARGE

r-16" HEDGE TRIMMER-145173

Joimsones
WAX
Reg. 1.39

99'
Pre-softened for
easy application. 8 oz. 31 2833

vilAYL
TOP
WAX
Reg.
1.49

99'

89'

r--rdital

266

Rigid steel tines & compoct head_
for clean-up raking. 45111 7 5
--1

SOAKER SPRIAKLER

76'
20', plastic, metal clamp ends.

SOAKER-3 tube, 25'

YOUR CHOICE
1088
For all 4, 6 or 8 cylinder
engines. Aicii in smooth engine
performance 6 or 12 volt.

Import Cars

Reg.
1.29

100% oil tanned
31 811-2

?WELL-TRCII
TESTER

18.88

#8121

Turtle wax. ii,ao

Reg. 3.39

Choice cotton chenille or

1547

SHRUB RAKE

0111111015

Tune-Up
Hit
s
for
°aid for by Citizens tot
f>utnerford for U Gov.
James D VUen.Jeanne

April 9, 1975
Adults 121
Nursery 6
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Cantrell (mother
Sandra T.), Rt. 7-Box 261,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Kathryn G. Shelton, 178
Riviera Cts., Murray, Mrs.
Rive G. Bailey, 618 S. 9th.,
Murray, Lake E. Hall, Rt. 4,
Murray, Mrs. Delois D.
Pospishel, No. 39 Scenic View
Dr., Hamlin, Mrs. Nancy J.
Wallace, Rt. 1, Farmington,
Thomas J. Hodges, South 4th.,
Murray, Miss Shirley Nobles,
Box 353, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Altie L. Salyer, Rt. 2, Box 24,
Puryear, Tenn., Cecil Owens,
Rt. 2, Benton, Mrs. Cleo M.
Myatt, Rt. 1, Fulton, Don
Futrell, Rt. 2, Mayfield, Mrs.
Mary Jo Newberry, Box 251,
Almo, Miss Janice J. Parrish,
Rt. 3, Murray, Master James
M. Harrison, Box 43, Kirksey,
Mrs. Dorothy L. Baker, 178
Riviera Cts., Murray, Mrs.
Emma L. Paschall, Rt. 3, Box
86, Murray.

bills in the state average 25 per
cent below the nationwide level.
"This is the kind of information foreign investors
base decisions on when expanding."
- --- In the time between the two
seminars, the
Kentucky
delegation will meet with industrialists in Holland, Switzerland and Germany.

Social Security Numbers
Needed Prior To Working

$29000
REWARD

Hospital Report ,

99
'41
Screw-on type, fits most Ford,
Chrysler cars. ,!8

VW OIL 016111GE SET
FQr all VWs 1961 and up.

57'

THESE PRICES GOOD AT OVER 600 STORES
THROUGHOUT THE SOUTH & SOUTHWEST
Bei-Air Shopping Center

753-4191

DATSUN •
TOYOTA

2.33

Reg. 1.57

Track and monitor your tune-up
job For all 8-cylinder cars. Solid
State with illuminated dial.

VW

'32

OIL
FILTER

0-8000 RPM
-TRU

AS LOW AS 199
I pet let
nfry

r .6

OTASCO

9-6 Mon.-Tburs.
9-8 Fri.& sat,
/Prices Good Thru Saturday Only
4
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control flies and horn flies are normally
not a serious problem for cattle
program for a dairy farm or
in
a drylot situation.
should
n
operatio
other livestock
Face flies are about the same
begin in the spring when flies
as house flies. They have
first begin to appear. That is size
g mouth parts, feeding
pointed out by Chris M. Chir- spongin
secretions around
on
mucous
enon
Extensi
,
stensen
nostrils. They will
and
eyes
the
of
ity
tomologist at the Univers
of also feed on blood oozing from
College
Kentucky
an open wound. Although it has
Agriculture.
In the spring, when flies are not been proven that face flies
in
just beginning to emerge from are a direct cause of pinkeye
overwintering sites, populations cattle, a high correlation betare low, says Christensen. ween heavy face fly populations
d,
Hitting the flies before there is and pinkeye has been observe
nsen.
to
Christe
ng
accordi
on
populati
large
a
for
time
Face flies are difficult to
build-up makes it easier to keep
flies under control throughout control, since thy feed on the
head and remaWon the animals
the summer.
The four kinds of flies which only a short time each day.
cause the most problems for Christensen says the best way
cattle are face flies, horn flies, to control them is to set up a
stable flies, and house flies. dust bag in a forced-use
Face flies and horn flies are situation — forcing the animals
more of a problem for cattle on to bump the bag with their head
pasture, since these flies need as they get minerals, feed, or
fresh, undisturbed manure for water or go out to pasture. Of
breeding, and their larvae course, the dust bag is effective
develop better in manure from only if it contains a supply of the
is
cattle feeding on grass or a proper insecticide, so it
of
grass-legume mixture. Face important to check the supply
An

By Acting Commissioner George R. Wagoner

occupational safety and health
professions, usually appoints a

you

Ky.—Have

Frankfort,

ever received a traffic ticket you
felt was unwarranted but did not
'contest it because of all the legal
hassles a plea of "not guilty"

held near the employer's place
the
of business. In that it is

later

involve...and

would

grumbled and griped about the
injustice of the whole thing?

they

citations

undeserved. An

"recommended order" that the

and

grumble

contest

than
feel are

gripe

unwarranted citation should be
wishing to
Management
contest a citation must submit
to this department a letter so
stating

working

within fifteen

days of receipt of

the

citation.

This letter immediately throws
the burden of proof of violation
upon the shoulders of the State.
Our legal staff must review all
the applicable documents and
evidence and determine whether
or not the violation can be
proved. If evidence is lacking,
the citation will be nullified. If
sufficient evidence is found, the
legal staff will discuss with the
employer either by telephone or
in a pre-hearing conference the
legal basis for the citation.
made
will be
attempt
convince
comply

employer

the

with

voluntarily

citation. Should

An
to
to
the

the employer

still wish to contest, the legal
staff must file the letter of
contest

with

Review

the

Cormnission within seven days
of receipt of the letter.

an
body
completely independent from
the Department of Labor,
collectively representing
industry, labor, and
The Review Commission,

impartial

and Health Compliance acts with
fairness and objectiveness, the
State must furnish proof that
the citation is warranted before
the Hearing Officer will write a

Health Compliance

Safety and
Officers

health

Occupational

by

violations

rather

or

for safety

Review
of the
Commission to ensure that the
Division of, Occupational Safety

function

Justice is little served. Similarly,
often employers who are issued
citations

Hearing Officer to listen to and
testimony
facts and
gather
during an "informal" hearing

three-member

citation be upheld. If this order
is acceptable to the employer,
the State, and the Review
Commission, then the matter is
closed unless the order is
contested within twenty days
from issuance. If contested, the
citation can be reviewed by the
Review Commission in its
entirety. If the Commission's
decision is unacceptable to the
employer, he may take the
matter to civil court.
Less than five per cent of
cit at ions are contested by
employers. No doubt a much
greater number are grumbled
about because of their apparent
unw a r r antedness. We would
much prefer that employers
contest a citation than think it
unfair to have been cited. In that
the State has to prove that the
safety or health hazard does
exist, a contested citation is for
us an educational process; both
our Division of Compliance and
our legal staff have the
opportunity to learn to interpret
more accuarately and fairly our
Kentucky Occupational Safety
and Health Standards.
'(as directed by the Kentucky
General Assembly
336.040.)

Form lumber for your every need.
Treated 6- a 6- Barn Post up to 30 foot.
Creosote fence posts and lumber

SPECIAL
New 54" Oak Tobacco Sticks
Phone 522-8722

effective

fly

Caution Needed In Using Clear
Plastic In Protecting Plants

insecticide regularly and keep it
replenished.
Horn flies are blood-feeding
insects with piercing-sucking
inmouth parts, and they can
are
They
bites.
painful
flict
about one-half the size of house
Ries, and are found mainly on
the backs and shoulders of
cattle. lJnlIkeTace flies, horn
flies do not leave the animals
except to lay eggs in fresh cattle
droppings. Horn flies are fairly
easty to control with oiled
backrubbers and forced-use
dust bags, says Christensen.
Stable flies are bloodsucking
insects which are usually found
around places such as dairy
barns, calf pens, and other
places where cattle are kept in a
drylot situation. Stable flies like
to breed in manure-straw
mixtures such as are usually
found in such places.
They often build up to large
numbers in the summer, and
can have adverse effects on
milk production and weight
gains in cattle. They are hard to
control, because they remain on
the animals only long enough to
feed. The rest of the time they
are likely to be found resting on
fence posts or inside buildings
on walls and rafters. They feed
around the hocks

low on cattle,
A forecast of a late spring protective devices can protect
lower legs where it is hard
frost often causes early-bird plants from temperatures and
insecticides onto the
get
to
gardeners to hurry out and several degrees below freezing
.
animals
cover young vegetable or flower for a few hours during a night.
Houseflies have sponging
sprouts to protect them from
Duncan- cautions that thin
rts and feed on liquid
mouthpa
overnight damage. If clear plastic covers should not be
filth and mill. They can also
polyethylene plastic is used for allowed to lay on or otherwise
feed on solid material by
this purpose, some special touch the plant foliage during a
regurgitating saliva to dissolve
precautions should be followed, cold night. The plastic can draw
the material. House flies breed
according to George A. Duncan, heat from the foliage rapidly
the same type of material as
in
Extension agricultural engineer and make the plants more
flies. They are thought to
stable
at the University of Kentucky subject to quick damage.
be involved in transmitting
College of Agriculture.
"Plants can actually be
damaged underneath clear
plastic even though air temperatures are still in the low to
middle thirties," says Duncan.
"This happens because clear
plastic allows long-wave
thermal radiation to pass right
much
without
through
blockage. Thus, on a clear
night, the plant foliage transmits and loses heat by radiant
exchange with the cold, clear
sky."
"In other words," continues
Duncan, "frost can occur underneath the clear plastic just
as it does on the open grass, and
plants under the clear plastic
can be damaged."
However, says Duncan, this
radiation loss through the
plastic is rather effectively
blocked if a layer of conBADMINTON
densation forms on the unSET
derside of the plastic. Blocking
the
keeps
loss
the radiation
4 PLAYER
plant foliage from cooling below
/5 GALLON
air temperature. Moist soil will
provide the moisture for this
condensation. Therefore, if
plants are covered with clear
plastic and the soil is rather
LECTRIC
dry, the soil surface should be
CHARCOAL
LIGHTER
dampened so there will be
Stele,s dry ha, bar(
moisture for condensation.
roll up to knish out
Duncan says if the night air
nfl piirtutes
temperature actually goes
below the freezing point, plants
can be damaged because of the
low temperature regardless of
the radiation blockage. The
KINGSFORD
plants can sometimes be
CHARCOAL
protected, however, by a cover
BRIQUETS
le'
or
d
anchore
which is firmly
• a
10 LBS
sealed at the ground. Such a
ELSEWHERE
cover may retain enough
warmth from the soil to protect
low-level plants when the
temperature drops a couple of
degrees below freezing. Special
hotcaps and other insulating

many diseases, and controlling
these pests is especially imdairy
around
portant
operations.
Christensen says the only way
to control stable flies and house
flies is to combine sanitation
with the judicious use of insecticides. Sanitation removes
breeding areas used by the flies.
Christensen says the strawmanure mixture such as found
in loafing areas and calf pens
and rotten feed found under and
around feed bunks should be
kept cleaned up. The clean-up
should be complete and should
include areas around fence
posts and other hard-to-get-at
places, since a large number of
flies can be produced in a very
small amount of manure.
In conjunction with the
sanitation program, it is often
t, and
OUTSTANDING SENIORS: Michael W. Olds, Frankfor
necessary tso use a residual
more than 200
among
were
Murray,
,
Spencer
Jennifer
insecticide (one with longually
Murray State University undergraduates individ
lasting effects) for controlling
Day
Honors
annual
ty's
Universi
the
at
27
d
April
stable flies and house flies, says honore
outstanding
Christensen. The insecticide ceremonies. Olds was honored as the most
the most
should be sprayed on walls, geology major, while Mrs. Spencer was named
of Mr.
ceilings, rafters, and other outstanding senior in earth science. Olds is the son
Mrs.
t.
Frankfor
iew,
Grandv
ate.
areas where flies congreg
and Mrs. Clinton H. Olds, 233
The insecticide will usually Spencer's parents are Mr. and Mrs. James G. Smothers, 1404
provide four to six weeks of Johnson Blvd., Murray.
control, and when it no longer
seems to be effective, more
should be applied.
for PROGRESS without EXTRAVAGANCE
A series of publications
dealing with fly control for
various kinds of livestock and
containing information on
recommended insecticides has
been prepared by the UK
College of Agriculture. The
publications are designated
ENT-4, ENT-11, ENT-12,
ENT-22, and ENT-23, and they
are available without charge
from local county Extension
offices.
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•Svs•se cord

BY CLAIROL
1000 Watts
BY CLAIROL
kdr,dles An a hairel..
• 750 Watts
• 2 Speeds 2 Hea'
Settings'
• 5 Attachments
ELSEWHERE 29 99

g' 5 x 7
E ENT
ENUM M

Purchase Tire Mart
Offers The Best Deal

10 SALE

WITH THIS COUPON
BUY ONE ENLARGEMENT AT THE REGULAR
RECEIVE THE SECOND FOR my A
PRICE
PENNY MORE FROM THE SAME COLOR
NEGATIVE OR SLIDE
t
COUPON GOOD THRU MAY 12, 1975

Tires and Tire Service
QUALITY RETREADS
All Sizes
White Walls 8, Blackwalls

WiterPik

1. Look Like New
2. Run Like New
3. Guaranteed Like New

ored Irrigalswit ipehme...
ELSE WHERE 36 95

5AdC)IK4ETFTIY
COOK POT

DENTURE CLEANING
SYSTEM

ELSEWHERE 21 35

ELSEWHERE 19 75

13 07

you pay.
Notice. . . The price you see — is the price
adable casing.
We do not charge extra for your untre
regardless of
Our prices are exchange for your old tires
.
condition. Our prices include free mounting and F.E.T
Farm Tires-Tractor Tires-All Your Tire Needs

Purchase Tire Mart

East Main 8 Industrial Rd.

Phone 753-7111 Open 7-5 Mon-Fri, 71 Sat.

froshre
i lovoly

STYLE

BALSAM
HAIR SPRAY
NATURAL HOLD
OR ULTRA HOLD
ELSEWHERE 101

Ii14197

LiPSTICK
EL SEWHERE 125

P",(14.4(fou
LTTflBARNES HIND
CONTACT
SOAKING

SOLUTION
rn

ELSEWHERE 219

BARNES HIN
CONTACT
WETTING
SOLUTION
ALKA— SELTZER
LIMIT 1
ELSEWHERE 2 19
BOTTLE
OF 25
ELSEWHERE
an

ANY $2.00 AND S3.00
KOCH
JEWELRY
ITH THIS
COUPON
5050 RAU
MA. 12
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Professional Help An Asset
When 'hying To Sell Your Home

and
200
Jelly
Day
ng
most
f Mr.
Mrs.
1404

( Editor's Note: This is the dreds to choose from.
He has
ninth in a series of articles compared many
homes and is
dealing with Real Estate. often fairly experienced.
Specific questions should be
The buyer realizes you are not
directed to a member of the
protected
by professional
Murray-Calloway County Board
knowledge. And, knowing that
of Realtors.)
Why are 95 per cent of all you hope to save the real estate
residential sales in the average firm's fee, he can estimate a
U.S. city accomplished with the bargain price, subtract a fee,
aid of a real estate firm? Why and give you a fast verbal offer.
shouldn't you attempt to sell If you accept his offer, he sets
your home yourself and avoid the terms of the sale.
paying some selling costs?
Here are additional reasons
There are many reasons why why "do-it-yourself" isn't a
you need professional help. good policy when you're selling
Here are some reasons you've a home. That sign in the front
probably
considered—and yard may as well say "curiosity
others you may never have seekers welcome" because the
thought of—for consulting a seller will find himself anRealtor.
swering the doorbell for lookers
Real estate is a full-time who have no intention of buying.
business for a Realtor. He or The Realtor, on the other hand,
she frequently has ready buyers screens lookers from qualified
for your property, and can buyers and sets up apsecure the best price for you pointments to view the home,
from
many
prospective
customers.
When your property is priced
right for the market, you can
expect fast action and full
value. A Realtor knows market
value.
Many Realtors provide
Terri Rikel of Paducah Route
referral services between 4, a graduating senior at
cities, and understand-tile-- Murray State Univeraity, was
complexities of selling property elected and installed as
in one city and buying in president of the Honor ,Society
another. They will attempt to of Nursing at tile annual
synchronize your buy-and-sell meeting of the organization on
transactions.
the
campus
Wednesday
Where to seek money for evening.
mortgages, secondary finanMrs. Rikel, who
was
cing, FHA or VA loans— and recognized as the Outstanding
how to obtain the best financing Senior Nursing Student during
possible—are in the Realtors the recent Honors Day Program
stockpile of information. He at Murray State, will serve one
also knows real estate tax laws, year as president.
so he will structure your
Other officers elected, all of
transaction to obtain the most whom are either students or
advantageous tax position for graduates of the nursing
you.
program at Murray State are:
If you attempt to sell your
Patsy Dennison a graduate
home yourself, the buyer will and now director of nursing
have the advantage. He can sit services for the student health
back and make you come to service on the campus, vicehim. After all, he's buying— president; Jeri Marsh, junior
you're selling. You have one nursing major from New
property to sell—he has hun- Concord, recording secretary;

thus saving the setter a gooa
deal of time and trouble.
Easy access to the home also
can be an invitation to a
burglar. Under the guise of
being a buyer, he can go
through the home room by
room, casing it for a late-night
return visit.
Selling your home yourself
may mean you'll avoid paying
some selling costs, says San
Diego Realtor Art S. Leitch,
president-elect of the National
Association of Realtors. But one
way or another you must go
through all the steps that would
be taken by the real estate firm.
"Those who suggest that an
attorney's fee of $200 or $300 is
an attractive alternative to the
broker's fee aren't making a
valid comparison," 1,eitch says,
"unless the attorney will perform all the functions of a
Realtor."

Terri Rikel Installed As
Nursing Honor Group President

LA ST
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- Debbie Miller
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H 00D
E 13 50
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Joyce's Beauty Shop
Debbie has had advance training in
hair styling.
For appointment call...

753-8150
Wed. Are Sat.

Geneva Cooper, a graduate and
now a clinical instructor _
Murray State, corresponding
secretary; Nancy Roby, junior
nursing major from Whitesville
Route 1, treasurer; and Susan
Davenport, December graduate
from
Flemingsbury,
parliamentarian.
Members of the nominating
committee were: Denise
Ragland, Louisville junior;
Gretchen Hughes, Syracuse,
Ind., Route 4, junior; Susie
Franklin, Murray senior; and
Mary Anna Weatherford,
Clinton senior.
Marti Adams and Linda
Clark, assistant professors in
the Department of Nursing,
serve as counselors to the
society.
The purposes of the honor
society are to recognize
superior achievement and
development of leadership
skills,
to
foster
high
professional standards, to
encourage creative work,and to
strengthen commitment to the
ideals and purposes of the
nursing profession

4

PRESCHOOL FUN — Children
enrolled at St. Leo's Cooperative
Preschool appear to be enjoying
themselves. Clockwise, from top
left are Cindy Spann, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Spann, lode
Osbom, daughter of Major and
Mrs. Larry Osborn, and Allison
Carr, daughter of Capt. and Mrs.
David Carr. Blowing bubbles is
Janet Whaley, daugher of Dr. and
Mrs. Peter Whaley. Next are
Downes Thornton, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Will D. Thornton and David
_Outland, son ot Dr. and Mrt-t-I).—
Outland. Engaged in animated
conversation are Christy Hohman,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gary
Hohman and Bethany Thompson,
whose parents are Dr. and Mrs.
John Thompsoo. Putting the puzzle together is Fred Mahfoud, son
of Mr.and Mrs. Wade Mahfoud.

-74117 --7f1f7

PHILCO

OIL FOIL
NEW YORK (AP) — Ocean
oil spills, a major environmental hazard of increased offshore drilling in the U.S., may
soon be controlled and broken
down by a special enzyme solution.
Scientists report that enzymes, natural substances
themselves, have the ability to
break oil down into harmless
compounds, thus reducing the
threat of oil spills polluting
beaches and harming aquatic
life.

16 cu.ft. A. hoot
Refrigerator
Reg. Price
399.95
Ice Maker.
60.00
Warranty Value 25.00
Total Value
484.95

Today's Problems:Economy,
Energy,Ecology,Education,
Need a Working
Lt.Governor.

At
LY

maw...

4 QT.

tOO

E 17 79

14
CK
,r

Kentucky's Lieutenant Governor
should be the working partner of
your Governor. Today's problems
won't be solved by part-time
work. That's why Wayne
Rutherford talks so much
about being a full-time
Lieutenant Governor. He's
the only candidate who
has. He's known for his hard
work and good sense.
He's young, but experienced,especially on Kentucky's major
problems.Just
check his
record. Elect
Wayne T.
Rutherford
Lieutenant
Governor.

Igoe
with
trade

FULL FEATURED PHILCO VALUE — 2 Doors, Spacious 20.3 sq. ft. of
shelf area. Handy door storage shelves with o butter keeper. Reversible
doors for right or left hand opening. 8621 7 S
'Free ice rnokier with selected models k•-rnoker hookup to water supply is •etra

USE YOUR MASCO CREDIT.

ALL PHILCO REFRIGERATORS
REDUCED FOR THIS SALE!

FREE 5-Year
Warranty
Tarts • labor

-

time* feed Sexier e wrestle aweesee so MAI es top assvat heelers iiicept 22 1 end up ,0 SIX,00 0012 telt
memo from, end dr by YEW Applies poly se les dee fill 1111401 PY materiel or sierlinionst,e SS OR deductible

PHILCO 2-Door
PI cu. ft. Refri orator
Save
17595
Reg Price
5-Yr Warranty

329 95
25 DO

Total Value

354 95

217

74

even low with trod*
Deep door storage shelves
with enclosed butter lieepw
Twin crispers Reversible doors
for right Of left hand opening
Not odaptoblis to ice molter

•
•

0

YA 7'1

Pod for by Crttzens for
Rutherford for Lt Gov
James D Wolien Treasurer

3

OTASCO

9-6 Mon.-Thurs.
9-8Fri. & Sot.

GUARD
Ro-Frost 174u. ft.
Refrigerator
Enezgy saving (01.0 GUARD cuts operating costs Mike
(OlrGUARD construction holds cold in, Met out llo electric heaters in cabinet Sores up to 12% in electricity
cost, compared to Other leading brands

tsv;s1199
WWI

less with hode

SIDE IT SIN (ONVEMEIKI — large (opacity, yet only
30" wide A cv ft freezec. foam insulated. hos 3ochust
salt contikiver shelves, 2 glens shelves plus S gloss shelves
is the freezer. Dow slvelvot volt butter keeper and itu
540. )11

5 5/8 X

FLA

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Prices Good Thru Saturday Only

MOW
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JIM ADAMS FOODLINERS

NORTHSIDE
SOUTHSIDE
Chestnut St.
S. 12th St.
8 a. m.-10 p. m. 6 a. m. - 12 p. m.
s
Closed Sunday .

Prices Good Thru Tuesday May 13, 1975

WITH
YOU!

WE'RE 11
U. S. CHOICE BLADE CUT.

LOW PRICE

CHUCK
ROAST u).

KING
We have received, from a shopper in our stores,
an unsolicited letter. We are rather proud of the
letter and would like to share part of it with you.
The customer says in her letter that Longfellow
would laugh at her attempt at poetry - we didn't
laugh - but, perhaps we're prejudiced. Judge it for
yourself.

U. S. CHOICE SHOULDER CUT

Swiss Steak

TASTY

PURE

CHUCK
STEAK-Lb.- -

Ground Chuck

9.39
Lb.2.39

Lb
OSCAR MAYER
there's a store in town called Adam's Foodliner
For shopping there's none any finer.
It's really, a friendly kind of place,
With greetings and smiles on every face.
Why do I shop in here you ask Season after season?
Well, try it once and you will see
There are so many reasons.
Produce that is crisp and freshMeat that's nice and leanPrices that are sure the bestAtmosphere that's cleanFolk's who really try to pleaseAnd make your shopping day a breezeThai's why I shop at IGAAnd I'll keep shopping every day

OUR BEST
STORE SLICED

ARMOUR

G M

Treat

Towels

Ham Steaks

ALWAYS

12 oz 89c
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GOlo
MEDAL

EATWELL

DISH LIQUID

Mackeral

Joy

YELLOW
ONIONS
I Lb 15t

Vol

22 oz.

Biscuits

Tall
Can

69c

IGA

Vlasic

Cheese

Sweet
Pickles

Hb.$1.19

PILLSBURY

16 oz.

59

CRISP-FIRM

GREEN BUNCH
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T'S THE TOTAL ON THE TAPE THAT COUNTS

Oranges..
FRms ges

79c
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Friday.
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